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Abstract

Using the precision vertex detectors of the Mark li at the SILC, an impact

, parameter tag was developed to select a sample of hadronic Z 0 decays enriched in

its fraction of bottom quark events. The nominal tagging method requires that there

be at least three tracks whose impact parameters are inconsistent with the track

having originated at the electron-position interaction point. A tagging efficiency for

b b events of 50% with a enriched sample purity of 85% was achieved.

This impact parameter tag was used to measure the fraction hadronic. Z 0 decays

which produce bb events, Fb, It is found that

+0.053(stat) +0.025(syst).F b = 0'232-.0.045 -0.021

This result is consistent with those found using other tagging methods as well as

the Standard Model prediction of (}.21,7.

The bb-enriched event sample was also used to measure the difference between

the average charged multiplicity of bb events and that of all hadronic Z ° decays,

, 5n b = 2.11 _: 1,82(stat)i0.57(syst).

Using previous measurements of the total hadronic charged multiplicity, the

corresponding total multiplicity for bb events is

r,.b = 23.05 + 1.82 (star) 2:0.60 (syst).

Subtracting the contribution to the multiplicity from B hadron decays yields the

multiplicity of the bb noa-leading system,

nnl = 12,04 + 1.82 (stat) ± 0.63(syst)_

Comparing this non.,leading multiplicity to the t_Jtal hadronic multiplicity data at

lower energy supports the hypothesis that. the non-leading particle production is

indepen, dent of the flavor of' the in ital quarks. This also yields a determination of

the average energy fraction of bottom hadrons in Z ° decays of

1_+'°9'6 "st "" .o43• ,, (XE)b = 0.6-_._.107 t at)._045(syst),
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• Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis presents the measurements of several quantities related to the

. production of bottom quark pairs at the Z°. The bb event enrichment method

employed for these measurements used the vertex: detector system of the Mark II

detector at the SIAC Linear Collider. This system provides very accurate track

measurements. In particular, the average impact parameter resolution, including

the uncertainty in the e+e- interaction point (IP) location, is about 30 km for high

momentum tracks and about 75 _m for tracks with 1 GeV/c of momentum

transverse to the beam axis. The property used to identify potential bb events is

that tracks from B hadron decay will tend to have impact parameters (b)

incol_sistent with the track having originated at the IP.

The specific technique for selecting a bb enriched sample requires that there be

at least nmi n tracks which have an impact parameter significance, b/Cb, greater

than some minimum value Srnin. Typical values for tags used in this analysis have

nrnin = 3 and Srnin = 3.0. With a detector of the above resolution, this tag selects

bb events with an efficiency of 50%. The resulting tagged sample has a bb event

• purity of 85%.

This tagging method was employed to make several measurements. These

measurements include,

• the hadronic branching fraction of the Z 0 to bottom quark pairs,

• the non-leading multiplicity in bb events, and

.....
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® the average energy fraction of bottom hadrons.

The hadronic branching fraction to bb events, F b, is of interest because, with the

statistics available to the analysis, it provides a check of the Standard Model

couplings to a particular flavor of quark. With larger data samples, a measurement

of F b is sensitive to the top quark mass through electroweak corrections and also to

potential sources of new physics. Using the impact parameter tag to measure F b is

also of interest because it will have different sources of systematic error from the

other tags used in previous measurements.

With a bb enriched sample, the non-leading multiplicity in bb events can be

determined. The non-leading multiplicity is defined as the average number of the

tracks not from the decay of heavy hadrons, namely those tracks which are

produced during the fragmentation process. The quantity directly measured in this

determination of the non-leading multiplicity, is the difference between the

multiplicity of the tagged sample and the multiplicity of the total hadronic sample.

The difference between the bb event multiplicity and the Z 0 decay multiplicity was

then calculated, after accounting .for the effects of detector acceptance and bias

introduced by the tagging method. The bb event multiplicity was determined by

adding the multiplicity diffe.rence to the average total hadronic Z 0 decay

multiplicity as measured by other experiments. The multiplicity of the non-leading

system was then extracted by subtracting the B hadron decay multiplicity. The

measurement of the multiplicity difference, rather than the bb event multiplicity,

significantly reduces the sensitivity of the measurement to the systematic errors

which affect all types of hadronic events similarly (e.g. tracking efficiency, pair

production, etc. ).

The principle purpose of this measurement is as a qualitative check of' QCD

phenomenology. As explained by QCD, the fragmentation process is governed by a

quark and gluon shower and is thus expected to be independent of the flavor of the

initial quark. To test this, the non-leading multiplicity measurement can be

compared to the total hadronic multiplicity measured at a center of mass energy,

which is equal to the energy of the non-leading system. A}ternatively, if this flavor

independence is assumed, one can extract the energy of the non..leading system by a

similar comparison to the rnultiplicity measurements at lower center of mass

energies. The average energy fraction of"bottom hadrons, (xE)b, is then determined _ "

from this non-leading energy measurement. Although the available event sample

precludes a measurement of <XE')b with errors comparable to the present

measurements, this approach has much different systematic errors than the

--. ' ......... . ...... Ii I I I , II I P Illl.... :: JI III I _. __'-"_'---'__'T_--_
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conventional method of using the mamentum spectra of the leptons from

semileptonic B decay to determine (xE_.

This chapter begins with a brief review of the Standard Model and, in

particulm', the electroweak couplings which govern the decay of the Z 0. The

. production of bb events is discussed along with the various corrections to F b. The

experimental methods used to select enriched bb event samples are sm'veyed, and

the impact parameter tagging method used in this analysis is introduced. A

summary of the present status of the determination of F b by other experiments is

given and the limiting source of systematic error in these measurements is

discussed. Finally, the motivation for the measurement of the non-leading

muitipl,.'city is reviewed in more detail and the similar measurements made at PEP

and PETRA are summarized.

1.1 The Standard Model
The goal of particle physics is to understand the nature and interactions of the

most basic components of matter. The previous 25 years have been ones of great

progn'ess toward the achievement of this goal. In particular, the rise and longevity of

the Standard Model, as a description of the most elementary particles and the

forces which govern their behavior, is a t,estament to this progress.

The Standard Model* incorporates a small number of point-like, spin one-half

particles, called fermions, to explain the composition of matter. These fermions are

divided into two categories, quarks and leptons, which are each presently believed

to contain at least six members (see Table 1-1). The quarks and leptons are divided

into three similar generations, with the analogous particle in the next generation

having a larger mass than that oi' the previous generation.

The fbrces at their most basic level are governed by integral spin particles,

called bosons. Of the four forces that. are known to exist, three have been included

in the Standard Model. The electromagnetic force is governed by the massless

photon (y). The weak nuclear force has three very massive mediating particles, the

Z 0, W- and W .. One of the ultimate goals of particle physics is the unification of

. all of the forces into one theory. To this end, the electromagnetic and weak forces

were predicted to be different aspects of a single underlying force in the electroweak

" " theory of Glashow, Salam and Weinberg. [21 The discovery in 1983 of the Z °, W-

* A complete discussion of the Standard Model is beyond the scope of this thesis and only a brief
overview of the relevant material is presented herein. There are many very good sources of
further information available _ see Reference [1].
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, ,, ,,,, _ ,,,,, j ....

Quarks Leptons
..

....... _ • i ' i il,iiii

up (u) electron neutl_no (ve)
q = +2/3 q = 0

1st generation ................
down (d) electron (e-)

q = -1/3 q = -I

charm (c) muon neutrino (v_) .
q= +2/3 q=O

2nd generation
strange (s) muon (_)

q = -1/3 q = -1

top (t) tau neutrino (vz)
q= +2/3 q = 0

3rd generation _ ..................
bottom (b) tau (_)

q = -1/3 q = -1
,, , , ,, ,,,, ,,,, , , , , , ,, -.

Table 1-1 The known quarks and leptons are listed with their

electric charge (q), in units of e. Note that the top quark and the tau

neutrino have not been directly observed.

and W+ at the masses predicted by this theory was the conclusive evidence of its

validity. [3]

The theory which explains the strong nuclear force is quantum chron_odynamics

(QCD). In this theory, the strong interactions are governed by the exchange of

massless gluons (g) between particles which carry color charge. This color charge

has three types, which are called red, green and blue. Of the fermions, only quarks

carry color charge. The gluons also carry color charge, however, and thus gluons can

interact with themselves, leading to two important consequences. The first is that

at small distances, an anti-screening effect occurs which reduces the amount of

color charge seen around a quark. This resulL_, in the property of asymptotic

freedom, and implies that at very small distances the quark-quark and quark-gluon

forces will be quite weak and the quarks will behave rather like free particles. The

second effect is that the color flux lines between the quarks are pulled into a tube

due to the gluon..gluon interactions. The inOr-quark potential thus rises linearly

with the distance between the quarks resulting in quark-confinement. Because of

quark confinement, quarks are only observed in vm'ious bound systems such as

mesons (a quark..antiquark pair) and baryons (three quarks). These mesons and

!_3ryons are known collectively as hadrons. As the separation between quarks gets

qmte large the energy stored in the strong field between the quarks becomes large

enough _ create a quark-antiquark pair from the vacuum. As a result of the

I . i ii i ii i ...... i iiii _ i rl I I - .. I J ''"-_-" : JIBIN.. iii i , ii i _ ii i _ i I . ..
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1.2 ElectroweakCouplings

renormalization process, the coupling strength of the strong force varies as a

function of energy such that at high energies (the asymptotically free regime), the

coupling strength, as, is small and thus perturbation theory can be used to calculate

the various effects. At lower energy, though, a s becomes larger and the perturbation

. theory is no longer of much value. These energies are, however, of critical

importance in understanding the production of hadrons from quarks, a process

known as fragmentation. Consequently, this process must be described by

physically-motivated models, such as those described in Chapter 3.

Finally, gravity is not included in the Standard Model, largely because of

theoretical problems in building a suitable theory. This does not pose any difficulty

for measurements such as that presented herein, because the strength of the

gravitational attraction at the distances considered by the interaction of these

elementary particles is far less than that of the other three forces.

1.2 Electroweak Couplings
The electroweak theory is based on an SU(2)L×U(1) gauge group and the

principle of local gauge invariance. The SU(2)L is a weak isospin group with a V--A

structure such that it only couples to the left-handed fermions (hence the subscript

'L'). The U(1) is the electromagnetic symmetry group, which couples to right and left-

3 fields of the U(1) and SU(2) L groups,handed fermions. Upon mixing the Bw.and Wn

one can generate four massless fields"

W-+ = _/i (W1 ± W2)

Z_ = B_cos0w+ W3sin0w (1-1)

3
A_ = -B_cos0w+ W_sin0 W .

These fields correspond to the W _:, Z 0 and 7 gauge bosons, respectively. The process

by which the mass of the W ± and Z ° is generated is the Higgs mechanism. This

involves introducing a complex Higgs doublet from which three of its four degrees of

, . freedom are used to provide the extra degrees of freedom necessary to form massive

bosons. The remaining degree of freedom generates a scalar particle, the Higgs

. _ boson, which has not yet been discovered.

.......... I II I II l ...... II I ali ,1 ii imll I i L I Hill
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F

y -ieQf$ a

f

1/2

( G-_--2-Z.-) _ (Vr-aft 5)Z -i\ 2_2

f

W_ -it, _2 ) gu (1_,,/5)
t2

Figure 1-1 Feynman diagram vertex factors for the neutral and

charged electroweak interactions.

The electroweak couplings between the fermions and the gauge bosons are given

by the Feynman diagram vertex factors in Figure 1-1. These factors are written in

terms of the vector and axial vector couplings, defined for a fermion of type f as

vf = 2(_fL- 2Qfsin 20w ) (1-2)

af = 2T_ L (1-3)

where QF is the electric charge in units of the positron charge, and _ is the
projection of the weak isospin onto the z-axis. The values of these constants are

given in Table 1-2. It is also interesting to note that the Z°ff vertex factor can be re-

written in a form which clearly exhibits the right and left-handed contributions"

t, 2J2 ¢(vf-af¢) =-i\ 222 _"lRf(l+'yS)+Lf(1-yS)l, (1..4)
,., ,,,,

m . i i i - mill mill i i i L L LI
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1.3 BottomQuark Productionat the ZOResonance
L,......... iii i iii HilIIII i I i I

--- ,............... , ,,,

Fermion type Qf T_ L af vf
iii i i i i ii

8 2 0 ....u, c, t +2/3 1/2 1 1 -- 5sin = 0.38W
....

4 20 = -0.68d, c, b -1/3 -1/2 -1 - 1 + 5sin w
..................

Ve, v_, v_ 0 1/2 1 1
, , ,,

e, }_,z -1 -1/2 -1 - 1 + 4sin20 = -0.06W
....... _ _

Table 1-2 The electric charge, the z-component of the weak isospin,

and the axial-vector and vector couplings for the quarks and leptons in

the electroweak theory. For right-handed fermions, Tf= O. The
numerical values for the vector coupling strengths are calculated fbr

sin20w = 0.231.[ 4]

where,

1
Rf = 2 (vf-af) = -2Q/sin20w

1 2T_ 2Qfsin2{} W.Lf = 2 (vf+af) = -

There is one more small complication: the weak eigenstates of the quarks are

different from their mass eigenstates. The left-handed eigenstates, namely those

which participate in the charged-current interactions, are related by a 3×3 unitary,

complex matrix known as the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. [5] By convention, the

charge -1/3 quarks are chosen to be related by this matrix such that the weak

eigenstates (primed) are given irl terms of the mass eigenstates (un-primed) by

1iv_.b;. V,d Vt.o V,b)[.bl

This matrix has four free parameters: three angles and one complex phase.

1.3 Bottom Quark Production at the Z° Resonance
The production of quarks through electron-positron annihilation proceeds via

• . two primary channels as illustrated in Figure 1-2. The cross section to produce
2

hadronic events generally falls off as 1/s (where s = Ecru) in the energy region

where the photon-exchange diagram dominates. At the center of mass energy

around the mass of the Z 0, there is very large resonance. One can characterize the

nn ' i i . ii L i I litllttlrl I I .___
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Figure 1-2 Electron-positron annihilation to an electroweak boson

and the subsequent decay into a fer_._ion-antifermion pair.

size of a resonance by comparing it to the point cross section for muon production,

apt = 4_cz2/3s. The ratio of the cross section for producing hadronic events to cpt

is referred to as R. At Ecru = mz, R is approximately 2900 (after correcting for the

~30% effect of initial state radiation). 16]This analysis is based on data from electron-

positron annihilations at a center of mass energy of about 91 GeV.

1.3.1 Branching Fraction of the Z° to Fermions

The partial width of the Z ° decay into a fermion-antifermion pair can be

calculated in the Born approximation, given the vertex factors from Figure 1-1. The

amplitude for this decay is

<,0,tit#Z __+fr= -it, 2 wi__ en (af-

X is the polarization vector of the Z 0, and f and f are the fermion andwhere elx

antifermion spinors. The partial width for a two-body decay is given by:

: .....1....s _r, o,,<
F(Z 0 _ff) 64,2M_.II#ti#z__,f_ 2 dfi , (1-7)

is the speed of the fermion, equal to jl---4mi-/s. Thus, the resulting
where

partial width for massless quarks is:

1 v_) F°
F(Z0 -> f]') = ac 24-72:_ (a_ + v_) = _n c (a_ + Z' (1-8) . .

where n c is a color factor which is 3 for quarks and 1 for leptons. In the last part of

the expression FO = F (Z ° _ v?) = 0.17 GeV.

........ i iii i i i i i i ' ' ___' ............. iii .....
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_

i Jllll iii __ i] .. ,11 iii _ _ ]1111 _]'1 i_j ......

The hadronic branching fraction of the Z 0 into a bb pair is defined as

F (Z ° --, bb)- . (1-9)
F b F (Z ° --, hadrons )

, Irl the absence of the production of additional flavors beyond bottom, the

denominator is just the sum of the partial widths of the Z 0 to decay into the five

flavors of quarks:

r(z°-_hadrons) = r +Fd+F +F+F b. (1-10)U 8

The tree level partial widths and hadronic branching fractions are given in

Table 1-3.The total width of the Z ° is about 2.5 GeV; the total hadronic width is

about 1.7 GeV.

......................

r ff)
Fermion type F (Z 0 --, f]')
(per channel) F(Z ° _ had)

i iii i

u, c 0.29 GeV 17%
.....

• d, s, b 0.37 GeV 22%

vo v_ v_ O.10 GeV ---
....

e-, g, _- 0.17 GeV
,,, ,,,,

Table 1-3 Estimates of the tree level, massless fermions partial

widths and branching fractions, calculated for Mz = 91.1 GeV and
sin ew = 0.231.[4]The coupling strengths used are given in Table 1-2.

The measurement of the branching fraction involves selecting the bb events

from the udsc events with some known efficiencies, because in a given sample of Z 0

decays, F b is calculated from the ratio of the number of bb events to the total

number of events. Methods for selecting a sample oi' b b events are introduced in

Section 1.4. The details of relating F b to the t_action of events tagged as bb are

found in Chapter 6.

IIII - ii i iiii n ii ......... _ ...... : _
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1.3.2 Corrections to the Tree Level B_a_ching Fraction

There are a number of corrections to this massless-quark, Born approximation

calculation of the partial width. The first of these is the mass of the quark which is

produced. With a non-zero mass, Equation (1-8) becomes

24,]2_

For bottom quarks at the Z °, this correction is about-1.2%.

QCD Corrections

The radiation of soft gluons from the final state quarks is the source of' the

largest corrections due to QCD. To first order, the effect of these corrections is

equivalent to the substitution into Equation (1-11)of [7]

a_-_a_{l+3as[2-_-( 19T0-2-'22513+21327)(24n3 )II (1-12)

vt, -->v 1+3 SL2 k--Jk2 • (1-13) .

In these expressions, the strong coupling constant c_s is given by 181

as(l_) = 12¢ ............ i 6(153-19nf)ln[ln(lj.2/A2)]---(3-3-.-,-2.ni)--i.n.(1_2/A2i. 1..............i-33_-2.nf)-_in-{-_2/.A2) ...... , (1-14)

where I_is the energy scale, nf is the number of quarks with mass less than I_and A
is the QCD scale parameter. As _ _ 1, these correction factors approach the same

value of (1 + a /_), which for a value of a = 0.123 produces a correction of about
8 S

4%. Second and third order corrections havebeen calculated in the massless quark

limit and are believed to be less than 1%.[9] Because this correction affects all quark

flavors similarly, measuring the branching ratio instead of the partial width

significantly reduces the contribution from this correction and the associated

uncertainty in the value of a .8
4

QFD Corrections

In an analogous fashion to the QCD corrections discussed above, corrections due

to pure QED process such as photon radiation and exchange between the final

fermions can also be calculated. The result is a multiplicative correction, factor oi

(1 + 3aQ_/4n) for the partial width. [10] For bottom quarks this correction is

ii .... _ ii i i ....... --
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e. _ e. . _

Z Z

e- f e- f

Figure 1-3 Examples of oblique corrections, including the y-Z
mixing diagram.

0.019%. The largest correction, that for the charged leptons, is 0.17%. Photon

radiation from the initial state electron and positron reduces the peak cross section

by -30% as noted previously. Its affect on the partial widths, however, is only -3%.

Both of these QED corrections cancel in the branching ratio.

Electroweak Corrections

The genuine electroweak corrections can be divided into two categories: the

corrections to the propagators via vacuum polarization diagrams (oblique

corrections -- see Figure 1-3) and the corrections to the final state vertex. The

oblique corrections can be calculated using formalism such as that of Kennedy and

Lynn 111] which allows the calculation of these corrections to all orders. These

corrections are essentially the same for all flavors of quarks. The vertex and

fermion self-energy corrections have been calculated by a number of

authors. [121[131114lThey are of particular interest because Z 0-obb events have

vertex and self-energy contributions from the yet unseen top quark. This is the case

because the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element Vtb is expected to be

approximately unity. The diagrams which contribute to the top quark coupling are

shown in Figure 1-4. These additional contributions actually reduce the

dependence of F(Z ° _ bb) on the top mass relative to that of F(Z ° _ dd) because

of cancellations bet_tceen the oblique and vertex corrections. [13]115]1161Specifically,

the m2-dependence of the branching fraction that results from the oblique

corrections almost entirely cancels with that from the vertex diagrams. This leaves

a term proportional to In (m2/M 2) which, depending on the top mass, can be twice

as large as original oblique correction. This logarithmic term also has the opposite

_" sign than that of the oblique correction (see Figure 1-5). A very thorough

compilation, of the expected effects on the partial widths can be found in
Reference [1_3]. Because of these additional top quark contributions to the vertex

diagrams, the study of the Z°_ bb channel provides a tool with which one can

.,
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Figttre 1-4 Contributions to the Z°-b/_ vertex from the top quark.
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Figure 1--5 The dependence ofthe partial widths ofthe Z 0 to decay

to down and bottom quark pair,_. The point,s were calculated by

W. Hollik for M Z = 91 GeV/c 2 and, a Higgs mass of 100 GeV/c2. The

lines are an interpolation between these points. !13]
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attempt to separate the effects due to the top quark from those due to other new

physics (see Section 1.3.3).

Finally, it should be noted that the variation of mass of a neutral Higgs boson,

which is predicted to be present in the minimal Standard Model, has a very small

. effect on the partial width (less than 10 MEV).

1.3.3 Contributions from Exotic Phenomena

There are a number of mechanisms beyond the minimal Standard Model, which

can affect the branching fraction to bb. These extensions to the Standard Model

include the possibility of additional Z bosons, the supersymmetry theory and the

addition of a second Higgs doublet without all of the supersymmetric contributions.

Djouadi et al. have presented a consistent strate_, for disentangling these

extensions from the Zbb vertex itself which involves measuring several quantities

at accuracies requiring a very large event sample. [zbl

Extra Z Boson: the Z"

In higher dimensional symmetry groups favored by Grand Unified Theories, it is

possible to generate additional weak vector bosons. [171Direct searches for the Z"

• with couplings similar to that of the Z at hadron colliders have set lower limits on

the mass at 173 GeV/c2 (UA1, 90% C.L.), 180 GeV/c2 (UA2, 90% C.L.) and 412 GeV/

c2 (CDF, 95% C.L.). [1sl Also, given a particular choice of symmetry group, indirect

limits can be set on Z _mass given the Z, W and top quark masses. [_91The effects of

the presence of a Z" on the partial width t.o bb is considered in Reference [15] and

can vary significantly depending on the assumptions as to the source of the new
boson.

Second Higgs Doublet

Although one Higgs doublet is required to generate t,lie mass oi"quarks and

bosons, more doublets are possible. This produces a pair of charged Higgs scalars

which would lead to a number of new vertex diagrams shown in Figure 1-6(a). The

effect of these additional diagrams on F b has been calculated and is shown in

Figure 1-7. [161Again, precision measurements may make it, possible to determine

the presence of an additional Higgs doublet.

Supersymmetry

-', Supersymmetry (SUSY) is an attempt to resolve the vast diftbrence in mass

scales between the 1016 GeV mass scale of Grand Unified Theories and the much

lighter mass scales of the Z and W around 100 GeV.[201In unifying the treatment of'

the quark, leptons and gauge bosons, SUSY requires that every fundamental

--- _ III |l II ................ III li --
J_ I III I"::%__ _tlllUZ_l _:7-- III
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particle have a supersymmetric partner with the same charge and color, but with a

spin which differs by 1/2. The resulting partners of the quarks and leptons are the

spin 0 squarks and sleptons. Similarly, the photon, Z, W, gluon and ttiggs are paired

with the photino, zino, wino, gluiono and higgsino, respectively, all of which have

spin 1/2. Additionally, a second Higgs doublet is also required by SUSY. At the

present, there has been no experimental observation of any of these partners. 18]1211

Some of the diagrams containing these new particles, which will contribute to

modifying Fb, are shown in Figure 1-6. The net result of these new diagrams on F b

has been calculated. I151[161The result of Boulware and Finnell for a particular

minimal SUSY model is shown as a function of the top quark mass in Figure 1-7.*

The central line in this figure is the prediction of the minimal Standard Model and

the upper line is the minimal supersymmetric m(xtel. Even for a very large top

mass, the difference between these curves is about 1%, which is about the same

magnlitude as the variation in the minimal Standard Model for the reasonable

range of top mass. However, with the combination of other precision measurements

(such as the Z and W masses) and a precise determination of F b it may be possible

to find indirect evidence of supersymmetry and untangle it from the effects of the

top quark.

1.4 Experimental Methods for Identifying b Events
In order to study properties of B hadrons, it is necessary to select an event

subset which is enriched with Z ° --_ bb events. In particular, the goal oi" the tagging

algorithm is both to tag the Z ° -_ bb events efficiently and have a high Z°-> bb

purity in the tagged sample of events.

The B hadron has several properties which are relevant to tagging Z °-,-_ bb

events. These include,

1. B hadrons have much larger mass than other hadrons; 181

2. B hadrons tend to be produced from fragmentation with a substantial

ft:action of the beam energy (~0.7); [22][23]124l

3. The mean lifetime of B hadrons is about 1.3 psec, [81i251 which with the

rather hard fragmentation and the high energy at the Z °, corresponds to

a decay length of ...2 mm. Furthermore, because of the small value of

Vub,1261 B hadrons decay almost exclusively into D hadrons which also " '

* As noted by Boulware and Finnell[161their re,mit fbr the supersymmetric contnbuti,,ns t_,the
Zbb vertex differs in sign ft'orethat of Djouadi et al.llnl The latt_'r find that the contribution of
the charged Higgs and true supersymmetric contributions have the same sign. wh_,reas the
former find the_e to have the opposite sign.
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Figure 1-6 Supersymmetric contributions to bottom quark,

. production from Z 0 decay: (a) charged Higgs, (b) charginos (_), (c)

neutral scalars, and (d) neutralinos. {16]The charginos and neutralinos

, . are, respectively, the mixtures of the charged and neutral gauginos

and higgsinos.
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Figure 1-7 The dependence of the branching fraction of the Z0 to

bottom quarks for several models: the minimal Standard Model

(MSM), the addition of a second Higgs doublet (2HD), and the minimal

supersymmetric model (MSSM), as calculated by Boulware and

Finnell. [16]The MSSM calculation assumes tan_ = 1 (relative size of

the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublets), M =50 GeV

(W-ino mass matrix pararneter), I_= 30 GeV (coupling between the

two Higgs fields), and m(top squark)=M(H+)= 100GEV. This

combination of values was chosen to illustrate a maximal effect.

have significant lifetimes, ranging from 0.4 to 1.0 psec, depending on the

type of D. [8]

As described below, the high p and PT lepton tag and the boosted sphericity product

tag use these first two properties, which imply that tracks from B decay will tend to

have a large total momentum (p) and also a large momentum component in the

direction transverse to the event axis (pT).

The third property of the B hadron decay implies that Z ° _ bb events will have

a rich vertex structure, which distinguishes them from uds and to some extent

charm events. Figure 1-8 illustrates this vertex structure for a typical light quark _
.....

and bb event. Indications of this vertex structure are potentially resolvable with

state-of-the-art tracking detectors. Figure 1-9 shows the same events as

Figure 1--8, except that the tracks have been reconstructed after detector

ro.nEl....... I I I I I ............ III II II II I nn n FBnlnl
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uds

bb _--_
. 1 mm

.. , Figure 1-8 Monte Carlo events showing the generated particle

trajectories. The upper event is a light quark event and the lower is a

bottom quark evenL, showing the B and D decay vertices.

eimniimm,-- ................. ,,,,i,,,, mum 11-
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b5
1 mm

i

Figure 1-9 Monte Carlo events showing the tracks reconstructed

after the Mark II detector simulation. The upper event is a light quark _

event and the lower is a bottom quark event. These are the same

events as shown in Figure 1-8. The tracks represented as dashed lines

failed track quality cuts,

i i iiiii i i ii i III ........ iiii iiiii
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simulation. Note that the vertex structure is now significantly more difficult to

discern. Because of this, no attempt has been made to tag Z ° -_ b b events by fully

reconstructing these vertices, primarily because of its low efficiency. Instead, the

analyses use properties of the tracks which emanate from the secondary and

, tertiary vertices. At PEP and PETRA, the introduction of vertex detectors permitted

new algorithms to be used to select bb events based on the positions of potential

secondary vertices. The tag used in this analysis is also based on the use of

precision tracking detectors, except that the algorithm only looks for tracks

inconsistent with having originated from the location of the e + e- annihilation and

does not do any fits for secondary vertices.

1.4.1 Lepton Tag

The high p and PT lepton tag has been used by numerous groups to isolate bb

events at PEP and PETRA, and more recently at the SLC [27] and LEP. 1221123][24]For

the lepton tag, one searches for leptons from the semileptonic decay of the B

hadron, B _ Dlv, requiring these leptons to have a large p and PT' Typical cuts for

selecting only the leptons from B decay, such as those used by OPAL, I241 are

_. p > 4.5 GeV and PT > 1 GeV. The branching fraction can then be extracted from the

number of events which pass these criteria. Alternatively, the lepton p and PT

spectra can be fit using Monte Carlo predicted p and PT dist, ributions for ali of the

sources of leptons.

1.4.2 Boosted Sphericity Product Tag

The boosted sphericity product tag, originally developed by TASSO 12sl and used

at LEP by DELPHI, 129] uses the shape of the events to select a bb-enriched event

sample. Specifically, bb events will, because of the large B mass, tend to be less

collimated than udsc events. The event-shape variable sphericity, S, is used to

quantify this difference in event shape. It is defined as

J/ ,,

S = min - '2 ' ' (1-.15)

Y

where the sum i is over tracks and the unit vector _ is that which minimizes the

momentum sum.

The algorithm consists of calculating the sphericity separately in each

hemisphere defined by the plane perpendicular to the event sphericity axis, after

iiii iii • iii, --11 j i i i
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boosting the tracks in each hemisphere to the rest frame of the average B hadron

(TASSO used _=0.74 at Ecru = 35GEV and DELPHI used [3=0.96 at 91 GEV). The

product of the jet sphericities, S1S2, is then used to separate the bb sample. TASSO

used a fixed cut requiring that SlS 2 > 0.18 to select the enriched event sample

which it used for B lifetime measurements. DELPHI has fit the $1S2 spectrum

between 0.1 and 0.5 to a pair of Monte Carlo predicted SlS 2 distributions for bb

and udsc events weighted by the fraction of bt_ events.

1.4.3 Vertex Detector-Based Tags:PEPand PETRA
Algorithms were developed at PEP and PETRA which used information from

their vertex detectors as indicators of bb events, P. Weber [30] developed a vertex

search algorithm used with the Mark II at PEP. This algorithm initially fit all of the

tracks in an event to a common vertex, removing those tracks necessary to achieve

a fit probability of some minimum value. Secondary vertices were then sought in

the events and bb candidate events selected with the requirements that the vertex

contain at least four tracks, have a positive decay length, and lie close to the

expected flight path as determined by the thrust axis.

The TASSO Collaboration 1311 developed an enrichment method that did not

attempt to reconstruct a multitrack B decay vertex, but instead fit a vertex using

each track pair. Each of these vertices were assigned a weight based upon distance

to the beam spot, and the angle between the momentum sum of the tracks in the

vertex and the line connecting the two-track vertex to the beam position. These

individual vertex weights were then summed, either by event or jet, and a fixed cut

was used to select the bb-enriched event sample.

1.4.4 Impact Parameter Tag

Instead of fitting tracks to vertices, the tag used by this analysis simply looks for

tracks which are inconsistent with the electron-positron interaction point (IP).* The

iP used in this analysis is one which is determined with a fitting algorithm on an

event-by-event basis. The variable used to measure the distance of a track from the

IP is the impact parameter, b (see Figure 1--10). However, the resolution with which

the impact parameter can be measured for a given track may vary significantly

with the track's momentum and angle, and the number of position measurements

associated with that track. Thus, it is useful to use the impact parameter , -

* The details of this algorithm and the use of impact parameters are discussed ir, subsequent
chapters. For more information on impact parameters and the impact parameter measurement
resolution of the tracking de_ctors refer to Chapter' 4. For the specifics of the tagging method
see Chapter 5.

I Inll ]1 [ ] ______,.. . I RIillil I I I I I IL ___
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, IP /sin ft)

,s
s

, Y

d _'_S_J X

Figure 1-10 Definition of the impact parameter b. For a parent
particle which traveled a distance l at an angle ¢ with respect to the
beam axis, and then decayed into a daughter at an angle _ from the
parent's direction, the projection of the impact parameter into the
plane perpendicular to the beam axis is given by lsin_sin00. The

projection of the impact parameter is used because the precision vertex
detectors only measure the tracks in this plane.

significance, b/Cb, where c b is the expected impact parameter resolution. The

tagging algorithm then requires an event (or hemisphere) to have a minimum

number of" tracks of some minimum impact parameter siga_ificance. A typical tag

requires at least three tracks with b/c_b > 3.0. To further increase the signal-to-
noise ratio of the tracks with large sigalificance, the impact parameters are given an

algebraic sign which is positive if the vector from the IP to the point where the

track crosses the thrust axia makes an acute angle with respect to the track

direction. The result of this is that most of the tracks from B decays have positive

impact parameters, while tracks from udsc events are distributed more

symmetrically about b = 0. The distribution of impact parameter significance as

predicted by the Monte Carlo whose impact parameter resolution was tuned to that

in the data is shown in Figure 1-11.

1.4.5 Other Tags

Other types of hybrid tags are also possible which incorporate a number of event

properties to achieve statistically powerful tags. A multidimensional algorithm has

been explored by ALEPH [321and DELPHI 1331using Monte Carlo simulation. The

-. use of neural networks also has been investigated by DELPHI 1341and used to

measure the branching fractions to different flavors of events. The major drawback

of these methods is the evaluation of the systematic error with such a complicated

algorithm.

..... II II I i i Iiim|l IIIIll I I III
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Impact Parameter Significance, S

Figure l-ll The impact parameter significance distributions for ali
flavors of hadronic events and the bottom flavor events. The

asymmetry is the result of applying a sign to the impact parameter

with the thrust axis. Note that the tracks from b events are the

dominant contribution to the tracks with a positive impact parameter.

1,,5 Measurementsof the Branching Fractionto
b Quarks

The measurement of the hadronic branching fraction of the Z ° to decay into bb

is well motivated for a number of reasons. With the statistics presently available,

this provides a check of the Standard Model prediction for the Z ° couplings to b

quarks. When larger event samples are available, the increased sensitivity makes

this an interesting window on the top quark as well as various possibilities of aew

physics as discussed in Sections 1.3.2 and 1.3.3 While this measurement has been

done by a number of collaborations, the use of an impact parameter tag to measure

F b is potentially interesting because of the different sources of systematic error

from the methods employed in the previous measurements.

All of the experiments at SLC and LEP have measured quantities related to Fb.

A summary of these measurements and their quoted results is given in Table 1-4. . -

Four experiments, Mark II, [271 ALEPH, 122] L3 [231 and OPAL, 1241have used lepton

tags and DELPHI [29] used the boosted sphericity product tag.

illi I= .._ III +_Jll III ' I II + " _
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1.5 Measurementsof the BranchingFractionto b Quarks
_ I I IIIII I I I IIIII I III I I II __

i i .... , , , ,,, __

Experiment Method Quantity quoted

M -- i i i i npll IIark II [27] lepton tag (e & _) Fb n _+0.10+0:05= v.,_u._o.09_0.04

ALEPH [22] lepton tag (e & _t) ...... F b = 0.220+0.016±0.024 .....
.........

- L3 L231 lepton tag (e & _) F b = 385±7+22 MeV
............. . ........

OPAL [24l lepton tag (_t) F b . Br (B --_ lX) = 0.0226±0.0007±0.0013
....

DELPHI(29] boosted sphericity
product F b = 0.209±0.030±0.031

i ii i ii ii . _

Table 1-4 Measurement of Fb and quantities related to F b by the
_vneriments at the SLC and LEP. The errors are statistical and

systematic, respectively. To get their value for Fb, Mark II, ALEPH and

L3 used 0.11+0.01, 0.102.+_0.010and 0.117+0.006 respectively as the B

decay semileptonic branching ratio.

To compare the results of the lepton tag measurements, it is useful to compare

the quantity which is actually measured with this tag, namely the product of F b

and the branching fraction of the B hadron to leptons, F b . Br (B _ IX). In order to

convert the L3 value for Fb into Fb, their measured hadronic width of the Z 0, to

which they normalized their result for Fb, of 1742±19 MeV i351 is used to yield

0.221±0.004-+0.012 (where the 19 MeV error on the total hadronic width was

removed in quadrature). The value of F b . L,.'(B _ lX) is then extracted using the

same value of Br (B -_ IX) that was used by each experiment to calculate F b. The

F b . Br(B -> IX) measurements are given in Table 1-5.
1 i i ....

Experiment F b •Br (B -> lX)
i i iiiii ii ...........

Mark II (e & _L) n n9_+°'°11+°'°°6v.v-v_o.o88_o.005

ALEPH (e & _t) 0.0224+0.0016±0.0010

L3 (e & _) 0.0259±0.0005±0.0007

OPAL (_t) 0.0226±0.0007±0.0013
" /. i iii i ii

Weighted Average 0.0248+ 0.0004_+0.0005

Table 1-5 The SLC and LEI-' measurements of the product of the

" " hadronic branching fraction to b quarks and the branching ratio of the

B hadron to leptons.

m i i , i,, i -- , ,. ,, .......
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To determine an average value for Fb, the common systematics among the

lepton tags of the B decay semileptonic branching ratio must be properly handled,

As mentioned previously, the lepton tags actually measure the product of F b and

the branching fraction of the B hadron to leptons, Fb . Br (B _ lX), so in order to

combine the lepton tag results, the weighted average of the product will be taken

and then converted to F b afterward. The resulting average value is given in
Table 1-5.

To determine a value for F b, a value of Br (B _ lX) must be chosen. There is

some question of what value of Br (B -_ lX) to use. ALEPH, for instance, has used

the value from CLEO and ARGUS measurements at the Y(4s), [36]where only Bu, d
mesons are studied, whereas the Mark II and L3 use values measured at higher

energies. There appears to be a significant difference between these results, the

former being 0.102±0.907 and the latter being 0.117±0.006. The branching ratios

measured at PEP, PETRA and LEP are used for calculating the following average

value of F b because the mixture of various B hadron species at these energies more

properly represents that at the Z °. This results in an average of

Fb(lepton tags) = 0.212+0.0 3±0.012

where the error includes the uncertainty in Br (B -_ lX). Averaging this with the

DELPHI result yields,

(world average) = 0.212±0.0013+0.011.
I ] ]]]] ] ]

The Standard Model predicts a value of Fb = 0.217. [lal Despite tile contribution

from the DELPHI measurement, the systematic uncertainty in this value is

dominated by the uncertainty in Br(B_IX), which suggests that other

measurements not depending on tagged leptons -- such as the impact parameter

significance tag- would be beneficial.

1.6 Measuring the Non-leading Multiplicity in b
Quark Events

The high bb-purity sample of impact parameter tagged events can also be used . .

to measure other properties of bb events. The average charged multiplicity of

Z 0 -_ bb events, nb, is pursued in this analysis.

I I III ±±_mnnn, I ml ...... hill I
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1.6.1 Theoretical Interest

The primary purpose of' this measurement is a qualitative check of QCD

phenomenology as observed in the fragmentation process. The framework of QCD

provides that, at high energy, multiple particle production is governed by gluon

" fragmentation, which is triggered by the disruption of the vacuum by the color

' charge of the leading quark. As such, the fragmentation process is expected to be

independent of the initial quark flavor. It has been suggested 13711381how this

expectation can be tested by measuring h b , subtracting off the well-known average

B meson decay multiplicity, hB, and determiae the non-leading multiplicity,

nnl = h b - n B. (1-16)

The non-leading multiplicity can then be compared to the total multiplicity of' e+e -

annihilation at the center of mass energy equal to the average energy available to

the non-leading system in Z°_b-5 events. This is shown graphically irl

Figure 1-12(a). This average non-leading energy can be expressed as

(Enl) = Ecru (1- (XE)) (1-17)

where Ecru is the center:of-mass energy and (XE) is the average energy fraction

carried off by the heavy hadron,

2Eha d
XE = _ .... . (1-18)

'_cm

Conversely, as shown in Figure 1-12(b), it was also suggested that one can

determine (XE) by a measurement of nnl by assuming that the multiplicity of the

non-leading system is indeed independent of the flavor of the initial quark flavor.

1.6.2 Previous Measurements

The measurement of h b (ht), in the case of e +e- _ 7" --_ bb (cc)' decays at PEP

and PETRA energies, has been published by the Mark II, 137l DELCO, 139] TPC 1401

and TASSO, 1411so a measurement at Ecru = 91 GeV is well motivated, Table 1-6

shows the measured values of h b . The Mark II and TPC analyses also make the

' comparison of the non-leading multiplicity to lower energy total multiplicity data,

both finding that their IZnl is consistent _4th the total multiplicity measurements,

within their experimental uncertainty. The Mark II and TASSO analyses also

reverse the measurement to determine average fragmentation in fbrmation. The

Mark II measured (XE) in the manner described above, while TASSO used the n b

distribution to determine (Zb) by a compal'ison with Monte Carlo predictions. Each
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Energy (GEV)
Figure 1-12 Two metlhOds of' using the non-leadirig multiplicity" (a)

a test of the independence of the fragnnentation process on the flavor of

the initial quark by comparing a measured non-leading multiplicity,

nnl, and its average non-leading energy to total multiplicity at lower

Ecrn; (b) the determination of (x,_)from the measured non-leading

multiplicity by assuming the flavor independence. In both figures, the

line represents the world's average measurement of the total charged

multiplicity.

of the PEP and PETRA measured values of n b can be used to make the comparison

wil,h the lower energy total multiplicity by use of an average decay multiplicity tbr

the bottom or charm heavy hadron.

In making these comparisons a number _f corrections were studied t,o _nake the

comparison as relevant as possible, These corrections include:

• heavy q::ark cr_rrection, which removes the effhcts of heavy quarks in the
lower energy total multiplici.ty data;

• leading particle correction, which removes the effect of the leading particles
iz_,light quark event.s; " "

• xE-distribution correction, which accounts for the distribution of the non-

leading energy and the non-linear relationship between multiplicity and
energy.

i ii ii i i .... -- . . ._ i i i i i ...... . .
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1,6.2 PreviousMeasurements
-- iii .111 ...... i ii iiii iiii [ ......... Irll_l_i'4Jlilllll " J II I

....' ...... '.... ' L U " " L 1 ' " .__ _ .

experiment and tagging Ecm

heavy quark type method (GEV) n b or n c
..... iii iii iii[ ii illl I , 111

Mark II (bb) 1371 lepton tag 29 16.1±1.1

" Mark II (cc) I371 lepton tag 29 13.2:t:1.0
............ ,

DEI,CO (b/_)1391 lepton tag 29 14.32_0.92

TPC (bb)[40] lepton tag 29 16.7±1.0

TPC (c//)1401 lepton tag 29 13.5±0.9

TASSO (bb)1411 vertex tag 35 15.96±1.43
, .........

TASs0 (bb)1411 vertex tag 42.1 17.0221,98
' IlllllIII [ II II ......

'Fable 1-6 The b or c event multiplicities h b or n c measured at PEP
and PETRA are g6ven with their total statistical and systematic error.

Also given is the method used to select the subset enriched irl b or c

events. DELCO, TPC and TASSO measured the multiplicity in the

thrust, hemisphere opposite the tagged hemisphere, whereas Mark II

used the entire event multiplicity.

It can be seen in Figure 1-13 that the overall agreement between the non-leading

multiplicity measurements and lower energy multiplicity is indeed good and a

similar point at Ecru = 91 GeV would be advantageous in demonstrating further

agreement. These corrections, and the comparison with them appropriately applied,

are discussed in ali their detail in Section 7.6, "Comparison with Data at I,ower

C.M. Energw," on page 217.

The measurement which is performed in this analysis has a number of

advantages over earlier measurements. Firstly, by measuring the non-leading

multiplicity at a significantly higher center-of-mass energy than earlier

experiments, the corresponding non-leading energy (-30 GEV.} is on the continuum,

well away t¥om any resonances, and is in a region where the total multiplicity has

been accurately measured by many of the PEP and PETP_, experiments. Also, the

. use of the impact parameter tag avoids systematic difficulties of the high p and PT

lepton tags alluded to by ,J. Chrin. 1421Finally, the measurement of (XE)b in this

.- fashion is an important independent check on (XE}b measured using the lepton

momentum spectrum from sernileptonic B decay.
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Figure 1-1.3 The comparison between the non-leading multiplicity

at the corresponding non.leading energy, and the total multiplicity at
a given center of mass energy. The center of mass energies at which

the non4eading multiplicities were measured are indicated. The non-

leading energy for a measurement of the b event multiplicity at a

center-of-mass eneri_y of 91 GeV is about 30 GeV.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Apparatus

The heart of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) is the linear

. accelerator (LINAC) which accelerates electrons up to very high energies, t44]

Constructed between 1962 and 1966, the LINAC originally provided electrons for a

very productive fixed target experimental program. This program included the deep

inelastic scattering experiments which demonstrated the quark nature of the proton

and neutron. [45] In the early 1970's SLAC built its first electron-positron storage

ring, SPEAR, where the charm quark [46] and tau lepton 147]were discovered. In the

late 1970's the PEP storage ring was built to collide electrons and positrons at still

higher energies. Finally in the mid-1980's the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) was

constructed to provide electron-positron collisions at high enough energies to

produce the weak boson, the Z °. 'ro detect the produced particles, we use the

Mark II detector, which was originally used at SPEAR and PEP. It was extensively

upgraded at. PEP in preparation for its move to the SLC and upgraded still further
at the SLC.

" 2.1 The SLAC Linear Collider
• . The SLC is unique among electron-positron colliders now in use, in that it is a

single pass collider, not a storage ring. [4sl An important motivation behind the

concept of a linear collider is an economic one. The cost associated with electron

circular accelerators varies as the square of the energy of the machine, whereas a

I • tlm --- -- iii illl .....
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linear accelerator's costs varies linearly with the energy. Thus the linear collider

concept is the only one which will be financially reasonable for the next generation

of high energy electron-positron colliders and the SLC is a prototype for the study of

linear colliders.

The SLC uses the LINAC to accelerate both the e- and e . beams up to an

energy of 47 GeV. At the end of the linac the beams are sent into opposite arcs

which bend them around in order to collide them together head-on (see Figure 2-1).

Three bunches of particles are accelerated simultaneously, two e- bunches and one
.

e bunch. The purpose of the second e- bunch is for producing the e + bunch for tile

next accelerator cycle. At two-thirds of the way down the accelerator, this extra e-

bunch is deflected out of the accelerating tube and directed onto a tungsten target.

Here the ensuing electromagnetic shower produces the positrons which will be sent

to the beginning of the LINAC and accelerated along with two I,ew e- bunches.

In order to maximize the luminosity of the accelerator, and thus the production

of Z°s, it is essential that the beams be compressed to a very small transverse size

when they collide at the interaction point (IP). To achieve this it is essential that

the beams be very well tuned coming from the LINAC. Damping rings, near the

beginning of the LINAC, reduce the transverse emittance of the beams through

synchrotron radiation. Just before the beams reach the IP, the Final Focus system

compresses the transverse size of the beams from about 1 mm to only a few

microns. After the collision, the beams go out through the opposite final focus where

they are diverted toward beam dumps.

The SLC produced it's first recorded Z 0 on 11 April 1989, In the remainder of"

that year, the Mark II detector recorded 528 events. In the fall of 1989 the SLC was

shut down for upgrades both to the accelerator and the Mark II detector, which

included the installation of the vertex detectors. The SLC began running in 1990

with a test run during January in which 37 Z ° events were produced and then ran

through the summer' to produce 257 more events. As the analysis in this thesis

requires the precision tracking provided by the vertex detectors, only the 294 events

* These. cost scaling rules can be illustrated with the following argument. In a st_)rage ring
design, the majority ofthe cost scales as the size of the ring. However, the RF power required to
compensate for the sychrotron radiation scales differently. The energy loss per orbit due to
synchrotron radiation is prol_)rtional t_ A'4/R, where E is the machine energy and R is its .
radius..Thu,_ the cost will be a sum of two terms: costs which .scalelinearly with the size of the
ring (magnets, excavation, etc.) and those due to the RF system. The total cost, C, can be
expressed as C =ctR +I_Et/R. Differentiating this with respect to R and setting the
derivative to zero to optimize the cost performance yields the result that the cost of a storage
ring scales as E2. In contrast the cost of a linear machine scales linearly with energy.,.More
detailed information can be found in Reference [491
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Figure 2-1 A schematic layout of the SLC.
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Figure 2--2 The daily luminosity delivered to the Mark II by the

SLC during the 1990 runs.

taken during the 1990 runs are used here. The average center of mass energy for

the 1990 runs was measured to be 90.93±0.01±0.04 GeV. 15°1 The luminosity

recorded by the Mark II during 1990 is shown in Figure 2-2. From July through

October, 'Lhe focus of the run was on SLC machine physics studies, particularly

improvement of performance parameters such as the repetition rate and raising the

beam currents. With these improvements, instantaneous luminosity as high as 3 to

4 Z 0 events per hour was achieved.

2.2 The Mark Ii Detector
The Mark II is a solenoidal spectrometer which was based on the first e +e-

detector at SLAC, the Mark I. The detector was first used at SPEAR from 1978 to

1979, and later at PEP from 1981 to 1984. In preparation for its move to the SLC,

the detector was substantially upgraded with the additional of several new detector

components, most notably a new central tracking detector. The upgraded detector

was tested at PEP with a run during 1985 and 1986. The Mark II was moved to the

SLC collider hall in 1986 and started operations there in 1987. Finally, in. the fhll of
. ..

1989, the vertex detectors were installed for the final Mark II runs during 1990.

i iiii i irl iiirl i iii i _
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Figure 2-3 A cut-away view of the Mark II detector systems in

place for the 1990 runs at the SLC with the definition of the Mark II

coordinate system.

2.2.1 Detector Overview

.As shown in Figure 2-3, the Mark II has a series of detecting layers which

surround a central beam pipe that brings the e- and e + beams into the IP located

, at the center of the detector. From the IP, particles whose trajectories are not at

small angles with respect to the beam pipe will go through the beam pipe, then into

" ' the detector systems. These are introduced roughly in the order a particle would

pass through them. As the tracking detectors are the primary tool in this analysis,

they are discussed in more detail, along with the event trigger, data acquisition and
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energy measurement, in the following sections. Reference 151] contains an extensive

description of the upgraded Mark II detector.

Beam Pipe

The beam pipe used by the Mark II during 1990 is an aluminum vacuum

chamber with a copper coating on the inner surface. In order to get detectors as

close as possible to the IP, the radius is only 25 mm.

Silicon Strip Vertex Detector

The Silicon Strip Vertex Detector (SSVD) is a three layer silicon strip detecto:'

located just outside of the beam pipe. The radii of the three detector layers are 29,

33 and 37 mm from the beam axis. The primary function of the SSVD is to provide a

very accurate track measurement close to the IP in order to accurately measure the

track impact parameter.

Drift Chamber Vertex Detector

The Drift Chamber Vertex Detector (DCVD) is a 38 layer drift chamber divided

axially into 10 jet cells. The strengths of the DCVD are providing very accurate

track position measurements, particularly for locating the correct hits for a given

track in the SSVD and for rejectir_g spurious tracks detected by the outer detector.

Central Drift Chamber

The Central Drift, Chamber (CDC) is a large 72 layer drift chamber, extending

out to a radius of 1.52 m and having an active length of 2.3m. The initial track

finding is done in the CDC, where closely spaced tracks have the greatest

separation. Furthermore, its lever arm provides a very accurate angle measurement

necessary for good impact parameter determination with high momentum tracks.

By measuring the charge deposited on each of the layers in the CDC, it also

provides a measurement oi' the energy loss by a given particle (dE/dx), which when

combined with a momentum measurement can aid the identification of electrons.

Time-of-Flight System

The time-of-flight system (TOF) is used primarily for particle identification and

detection of cosmic rays. It consists of 48 blocks of 4.5 cm thick plastic scintillator

that extend axially /br 3.0 m along the outside edge of the CDC. A phototube is

placed at each end. The system's measured average time resolution is 220 psec.

Combined with the dE/dx information from the CDC, a 2(_ separation is possible

between _ and K up to a momentum of 10 GeV/c and between K and p up to 2 GeV/c.

ilNUliim I|lll n imill I I Iii I ......... ___ .......
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Solenoidal Magnet Coil

The Mark II solenoid is a conventional coil which provides the nominal magnetic

field of 4.75 kG. The thickness is 1.3 radiation lengths and the field uniformity is

held to 3% in the tracking volume. The field has been mapped as a function of z and

• r with an error of <0.1% tor use in the tracking fitting programs. The absolute scale

of the field during data runs is measured with a pair of Hall probes positioned on

the ends of the CDC which provide field-normalization to <0.1%.

Liquid Argon Electromagnetic Calorimeter

The primary calorimeter oi"the Mark II detector is a lead-liquid argon sampling

calorimeter. It is comprised of eight modules arranged in an octagonal barrel

outside of the solenoid magnet. Except for small gaps between the modules, it

covers the polar angle range from 47 to 133 degrees, which corresponds to 64% of

the total solid angle. Each module has a stack of 18 lead strips each of 2 mm

thickness which are oriented in different directions to aid in assigning energy to a

particular track. The total amount of material in the calorimeter is 14.1 radiation

lengths for normal incidence. These strips are separated by 3 mm gap filled with

liquid argon in which the ionized argon atoms drift in a 12 kWcm electric field to

the readout strips. The energy resolution has been measured at PEP to be
, o_ 1/2

aE/E = [ (3.3%)2+ (13.3_)2/E] , whereE isin GeV.

IEndcapCalorimeter

The endcap calorimeter increases the solid angle coverage oi' the Mark II

electromag_mtic calorimetry by covering the region ft'ore 15 to 45 degrees from the

beam axis, This system consists of a lead/proportional tube stack of 36 layers, for a

total of 18 radiation lengths. In conjunction with the liquid argon calorimeter, 86%

of the solid angle is covered with full electromagnetic calorimetry. During the

Mark II upgrade run at PEP in 1985, the end-cap energy resolution was measured

to be ~22%/JE, where E is measured in GeV.

Muon Detector System

The Muon Detector System is comprised of fbur alternating layers of steel

, hadron absorbers and planes of proportional tubes. Some of these absorbers also

set,ce as the flux return for the magnet. The solid angle coverage is 45% at the

. outermost layer. There are about 1.2 nuclear interaction lengths inside of the muon

system and about 6 more in the muon system. The efficiency of the muon system is

greater than 85% for muons in the fiducial volume of the detector with a momentum

greater than -1.8 GeV/c. The Muon Upgrade Detectors, which are located along the

_-- ,, -- i ....... nun| ]mnpJ
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faces of the detector above and below the beam pipe, add about 15% more solid

angle coverage. There are 1.8 nuclear interaction lengths of lead before the first

layer of proportional tu_s and 1.2 nuclear interaction lengths of steel between that

and the second layer of proportional tubes.

Luminosity Monitors

The Small-Angle Monitor (SAM) and Mini-Small-Angle Monitor (Mini-SAM) are

designed primarily to precisely measure the integrated luminosity by counting

small-angle Bhabha events. The SAM and Mini-SAM cover angular ranges of 50 to

160 mrad and 15 to 25 mrad, respectively. The SAM consists of nine layers of drift

tubes ibr tracking and six layers of a lead/proportional tube sandwich which fbrm a

sampling calorimeter. The Mini-SAM is composed of six layers of plastic scintillator

interspersed between a total of 15 radiation lengths of tungsten slabs.

2.2.2 The CentraJ Drift Chamber

In upgrading the Mark II detector for" operations at the SI,C, a new drift

chamber was constructed to replace the drift chamber used at SPEAR and at PEP

prior to 1986. The new Central Drift Chamber (CDC) 15111521was designed to provide

large solid angle coverage, high momentum resolution in the solenoidal magnetic

field, and good pattern recognition and track finding required in the narrow, h;gh

multiplicity jets at Ecru = 91 GeV.

There are a number of very good papers on the principles of drift chambers. For

a general introduction to the concepts of drift chambers see any of those suggested

in Reference [53]. A more detailed and espe(_ally informative article is the 1977

paper by F. Sauli. [54l

2.2.2.1 Design

The CDC is designed in a modified jet cell configuration in which there are 12

concentric layers of jet cells (superlayers), with each jet cell containing 6 sense

wires (see Figure2-4). Within a cell, the sense wires are spaced at 8.33 mm

intervals and are staggered by +380 _m from the centerline of the cell in order to

aid pattern recognition by being able to determine locally through which side of the ,

cell a particular track passed. Potential wires are placed between the sense wires so

that the gain and drift field can be independently controlled. There are two guard

wires on each end of the row of sense wires to provide a more uniform drift field in

the center of the cell. The width of the cell at its center is 3.3 cm which was

constrained by the desire to minimize the effect of diffusion and thus achieve the

best double-track separation.

iii ....... i, i __ --- i R --- i iii ii
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Figure 2-4 Wire pattern for a cell in the Central Drift Chamber.

The 12 superlayers consist of alternating layers of axial and stereo wires. The

stereo layers are at ±3.8 ° angles with respect to the axis of the detector, Each

superlayer has 10 more cells than the superlayer inside of it, ranging f'rom 26 to 136

cells. As shown in Figure 2-5, this results in the cells being staggered with respect

to each other, ensuring that a track will never pass through the entire detector into

regions where the resolution could be degraded (for instance near the wire planes).

The minimum distance between superlayers is 2.5 cre, including the effect of the

stereo layers being at a smaller radius in the center of the chamber. The active

length of the chamber is 2.30 m and it extends radially from 0.192 m to 1.519 m.

, The mechanical design of the CDC consists of two aluminum endplates held

apart by a 2 mm thick beryllium inner core and a 12.5 mm thick outer shell, Each

•" row of wires within a cell are positioned with Delrin feedthroughs which are located

on the endplate by pinning to three precisely machined holes. The accuracy of the

wire positioning is expected to be ±35 _m. The contributions to this value are the

| II I I I ....... _---- -- II I III I 1
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Figure 2-5 The layout of cells in the CDC. The letters indicate

axial layers (A) and stereo layers at ±3.8 ° (U and V). Each layer has

10 more cells than the layer inside of it. Figure 2--4 shows the detailed

wire pattern of each cell.

machining and placement of the endplates (25 _m), feedthrough machining and

placement (15 _m), and wire sag and electrostatic deflection (10 _tm).

2.2.2.2 Electronics

A schematic diagram of the CDC electronics is shown in Figure 2-6. The first

stage is the preamplifiers, which are based on a Plessey SL560C chip, and is

mounted on the endplates of the detector. The preamplifier gain is 25. The

postamplifiers provide an additional gain of 100, pulse shaping, and two output

signals: a discriminated timing signal and a pulse-shape signal. [551 The drift times

are digitized by LeCroy 1879 Time-to-Distance Converters (TDC's), which are

located in FASTBUS crates. They have achieved time resolutions of less than 1 ns.

This timing signal is also used in the trigger, which is described later. The analog

pulse height signals are digitalized using 100-MHz, 6-bit Flash Analog-to-Digital

Converters (FADC's) based on the TRW 1029J7C chip and which are housed on

SLAC-built FASTBUS boards. 1571The readout from the TDC's and the FADC's to

i in i i mill i inH i iii ii i Lt ,_RBllll_mmOJ
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Figure 2-6 Schematic diagram of the CDC electronics.

the VAX 8600 host computer is controlled by programmable FASTBUS modules, the

SLAC Scanner Processors (SSP's). [55]

2.2,2.3 Operation

The high voltage system provides graded voltages to the field wires through a

resistor-divider chain, in which the center wire typically has about-4.5 kV, the

potential wires are at -1.5 kV, the guard wires at -0.2 kV and the sense wires at

ground. The copper skins which line inner and outer cylinders are typically at

-2.5kV.

The chamber gas is composed of 89% Argon (Ar), 10% carbon-dioxide (CO 2) and

1% methane (CH4), a mixture which is often referred to as "HRS gas". The pressure

is just slightly higher than atmospheric pressure, which results in a gain of 2 × 104.

The drift field with the above voltages is 900 V/cm. This corresponds to a drift

velocity which is saturated at about 52 _/ns.

2.2.2.4 Track Finding
• f59]The first step of the track finding algorithm' is to group the individual

position measurements, or hits, within each cell into track segments which are

required to have at least three of the six possible hits. These segments are then

combined into tracks first by using only the axial track segments and then adding

the stereo information later. Pairs of the axial segments are then combined using a

)_2 test requiring tllat they be consistent with belonging to a single track, with an

arbitration algorithm to assign clusters to closely spaced tracks in a manner to

*This gas mixture has a saturated drift velocity at rather low fields beyond E/p of about 300 V/
cre/atm (see Reference {56J).

_ll I I II1| " --- I II I ...... r|P Iii ........
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Figure 2-7 A typical event as recorded by the CDC. Also shown are

the time-of-flight hits and the tracks detected in the liquid argon
calorimeter'.

minimize the overall Z2. To add the stereo information, if a track has two or more

ste._eo segments which can be uz:.arnbiguously associated with that track, a ;(2 test

is used rx)join the rest of the stereo segments. The remainder of the stereo segments

are assigned to a track by using a smaller error ibr the stereo segments. Segments

which are assigned to more than one track are arbitrated to only one of the tracks.

Finally, the hits belonging to these tracks are then passed to a track fitting routine.

Figure 2--7 shows a typical hadronic event with the fitted tracks.

The track fitting routine SARCS616°l is based on a least-squares fit which

der,ermines the track trajectories in terms of five track parameters:

1. the tanvent of the dip angle of the track from the '_am axis, s = tank,

where _. = _ -0,

2. the curvature of the track, _ = 1/pcosk = 1/pxy (where p is the track
momentum:),

iiii ....
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3. the angle of the track projection in the xy plane at the track's poi:_t of

closest approach to the oz_gin, ¢0'

4. the radial distance to the point of closest approach of the track to the

origin, 8 and
xy

5. the distance parallel to the z-axis to the point of closest approach of tile

track to the origin, 8z.

The track fit also cMculates the 5×5 error matrix relating these five track variables,

accounting for a number of factors such as non-uniformity oi" the magnetic field,

energy loss and multiple scattering. The multiple scattering il_side the chamber is

taken into account using the approximate formulas calculated by R. Gluckstern. t611

The use of these formulas to handle multiple scattering saves a vast arnount of'

processing time by reducing the size of the matrix to be inverted in the track fit.

Ordinarily, including multiple scattering in the track fit would mean having to

invert a 72×72 matrix, but with these approximate formulas the problem is reduced

to a 5×5 matrix inversion.

2.2.2.5 Position Resolution and Efficiencies

The drif_ times for hits in the CDC are determined by the infbrmation ft'ore the

TDC. Using the FADC information, a time-slewing correction can be added which

compensates for variation in the timing signal as a hmction of the signal pulse

height. A particularly useful quantity to study which uses ali of the information in a

cell is th(t difference of triplet residuals for the inner and outer three sense wires'

[(t 1 + t 3 - 2t 2) -. (t 4 + t6 - 2t 5) I/8,

where t i is the drift time for one of the six sense wires in a drift cell. Due to the

staggering of the sense wires, the resulting distribution has a double peak structure

which contains information about the position resolution, the wire stagger and can

be used to monitor the changes in the drift velocity (see Figure 2-8),

The position resolution can also be measured by comparing the individual hits

with respect to the fit of the track to which they are assigned. This method includes

various systematic effbcts which are not studied by the local residuals such as the

' relative positions of superlayers. Figure 2-9 shows the track resolution as a

function of dr_ft distance With the time-slewing correction, the average position

resolution is about 170 gin.

The FADC's are of" particular assistance to the tracking performance fbr their

ability to resolve closely spaced hits. Various scanning algorithms that utilize the

pulse shape information have an 80% efficiency for separating hits whicll m'e
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Figure 2-,9 The CDC position resolution as a function or drift

distance. The closed (open) circles are with (without) the FADC time-

slewing correction.151]
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Figure 2-10 The double hit efficiency is plotted as a function of the

separation of the two tracks using the TDC (x's) and the FADC pulse

height information (closed circles). [51]

3.8 mm apart, whereas with the TDC's alone, this is 6.4 mm. Figure 2-10 shows the

double-hit efficiency as a [unction of the hit separation with and without the FADC

information.

The CDC hit finding efficiencies have been studied and tuned in the Monte

Carlo to reflect that which is observed in the data. In order to allow for efficiency

correlations of the wires within a particular layer, the efficiencies are parameterized

as single layer and superlayer efficiencies, which are shown in Figure 2-11 and

Figure 2-12. The particularly lower eMciency in superlayer 12 is pr:imarily due to

high voltage problems in that layer which necessitated running at lower voltages at

various times. The overall track finding efficiency has been measured in low

multiplicity events at PEP to be approximately 99%. It is estimated that the track

finding efficiency is greater than 95% for high multiplicity events at SLC energies.

Figure 2-13 shows the distributions of the measured track finding efficiency for

Bhabha events at PEP and Monte Carlo estimates of the efficiency in hadronic

events at the SLC. 1621 Below a Icos01 of 0.8 the efficiency is essentially flat. with

values which are essentially unity. The loss of efficiency at large values of Icos01 is

well understood, as illustrated in Figure 2-14. The behavior and small Pxy is also

well modelled by the Monte Carlo (see Figure 2-15). Nonetheless, to avoid these

. i i ii iu , i i • - i
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Figure 2-11 The single layer hit efficiencies in the CDC as

measured in the 1990 hadronic data sample. The line is the Monte
Carlo as tuned to the data.
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Figure 2-12 The superlayer efficiencies in the CDC as measured in

the 1990 hadronic data sample, The line is the Monte Carlo which was
tuned to the data.
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Figure 2-13 CDC track finding efficiency as a function of cos O, as

measured by Bhabha events detected with the Mark II Upgrade

detector at PEP and as estimated using a hadronic Monte Carlo at

SLC energies.
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Figure 2-14 1_e distribution of tracks in the 1989 data set at large

polar angles in the CDC.[62]The data is represented by points and the

Monte, Carlo by the line. The Monte Carlo is normalized to the number
of events in the data.
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Figure 2-15 The distribution of tracks in the 1989 data set at small

transverse momenta in the CDC. [62]The data is represented by points

and the Monte Carlo by the line. The Monte Carlo is normalized to the
number of events in the data.

regions of lower efficiency in the subsequent analyses, tracks are required to have

Icos01 <0.8 and Pxy<O.15 GeV/c. A data and Monte Carlo comparison of the

distributions of the number hits per track is shown in Figure 2-16.

The large number of position measurements over a radial distance of about

1.3 m in the CDC provides an accurate measurement of the sagitta of a track in the

axial magnetic field, and hence determination of the component of the momentum

perpendicular to the beam axis. The momentum resolution was measured at PEP,

and verified with muon events at the SLC, to be [63]

O(Pxy) f .......................................

Pxy .... = ,7(O.O046Pxy) 2+ (0.019) 2 , (Pxy in GeV/c)

where the first term is the intrinsic resolution and the second term is due to

multiple scattering effects.
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Figure 2-16 The distribution of the number of CDC hits per track
for tile data (points) and Monte Carlo (line). These tracks are required

to have Icosel < 0.8 and Pxy> 0.15 GeV/c (refer to Figure 2-14 and
Figure 2-15).

2.2.3 ]he Drift Chamber Vertex Detector

The Drift Chamber Vertex Detector (DCVD) is a high precision drift chamber

designed to provide the high precision tracking necessary for the study of' heavy

quark decays at SLC energies. Of' particular concern was that the detector be able

to measure track trajectories with high resolution even in dense jets. In order to

achieve the best possible resolution, it was necessary to control a wide spectrum of

systematic effects, including the precision of the mechanical design and the physical

environment inside the chamber such as the drit_ field, gas pressure and

temperature. The development and initial studies of the DCVD are described in a

number of references. I641165]166]

2.2.3.1 Design

The layout of the DCVD is based on a jet cell geometry as illustrated in

Figure 2-17. The active volume of the detector extends radially from 5.3 to 16.5 cm

. . and has a total length of 48 cre. There are 10 jets cells in azimuth, each tilted at

about 15° with respect to the radial direction from the chamber center, namely the

beam axis. This feature resolves the ambiguity regarding which side of the cell a

track passed, because the wrong tracks will be projected several centimeters away

r ---- - iiiii '11 I iii ii i iii i I ......
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from the beam axis. It is also useful to determine drif_ velocity by studying tracks

which cross between cells and ensures that tracks from the interaction point are

never entirely in a region near a wire plane where the chamber performance is '

degraded.

The cells contain 40 sense wires, spaced at 2.9 mm intervals, of' which the

central 38 are instrumented. The sense wires alternate with potential wires and

there are grid planes at ].8 mm from the sense plane on either side. Opposite the '

sense plane is the 59 wire cathode plane which is located between 1.44 and 5.08 cm

from the sense plane at the innermost and outermost sense wires. A sumrnary of

the wire properties is given in Table 2-1.

To control the field quality near the inner and outer edges of the chamber, edge

field wires with varying potential are used. All of the wires are parallel to the beam

axis. Additionally, there are three types of field shaping electrodes used to grade the

Cathode- 59 Wires

--Outer Edge Field - 9 Wires

Edge Field Electrode-- 7

. ;. °,

.:°

. _ !.----3.6 mm "
,'

'. o

" l °°. • ,

-----2.9 mm •

2.0 mmS"., _ id - 41 Wires
'.. _ .i:._f---_. Se se- 40 Wires

• , •

_ Potential - 41 Wires

•

., ..,,_ _ 15.137 °"

" ' '" "_-Inner Edge Field - 2 Wires

1.27 mm

Chamber

6F20AI

Figure 2-17 The DCVDjet cell design.
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i I ii i i L III ....... IIII _ I-- .._.

i,,i ....... II I I I ii i I I

Number per Diameter Material
Wire Type plane

i ii iplll i i ii

Sense 40 20 _m tungsten
.....

Potential 41 150 l_m Cu/Be
i ...

Grid 41 150 I_m Cu/Be

' Cathode 59 225 Izm Cu/Be
- . ....

Inner Edge Field 2 150 }am Cu/Be
........................

Outer Edge Field 9 150 _n Cu/Be
,, ,, ,, ,, ,,, , , , i

Table 2-1 Wire characteristics for the various types of the wires in

the DCVD. All of the wires are coated with a thin layer of gold.

field and improve its quality near the edges of the cell. There are conducting

surfaces ("skins") bonded to kapton which is epoxied onto the inner and outer

pressure cylinders. There are also twenty 'V' shaped edge field electrodes ("angel

wings") between the wires and the outer skin. With the nominal operating voltages

given in Table 2-2, this cell design produces drift fields which vary by <1% for ali

but a few of the wires near the cell edge.

.... ....

System Voltage (V)
II I IlDll Irl

Sense Wire +2500

Potential Wire 0
....... ..

Grid Wire -480

Cathode Wire -7900 to-2300
............

Outer Edge Field Wire -6300 to--2300
........

Inner Edge Field Wire -1500 & -440
.......

Outer Skin -6500

Inner Skin -1600
- ........ -

Angel Wings (sense) -1600

Angel Wings (cathode) -6800

Table 2-2 Nominal operating voltages for 2 atm gas pressure, The

angle wings by the sense and cathode planes are at different voltages.

li ii ..... I I ii iii ] ii i i i ii i
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Grid wire

Z
• • •

Anode wire

Field wire.

• I •

Figure 2-18 Electron drift trajectories in the region near the anode
and Eric] planes, The heavy line is the line of constant drift time
(isochrone).

Figure 2-18 shows the electron drift trajectories for a cell which employs a grid

plane on either side of the sense plane. The primary advantage of the grid plane is

the improved isochrony of' the charge as a track traverses the region where charge

will drift to the sense wire. It also aids in improving the electrostatic stability of the

sense wire and in reducing cross-talk between adjacent channels.

To control the systematics which result from imperfections in the placement of

the wires in the chamber, a novel approach was taken to positioning the wires.

Instead of each wire position being individually determined by the location of a

feedthrough on the end of the chamber, the planes of wires were attached as a unit

to foundations made of Macor, a machinable ceramic with very good dielectric

characteristics. In this fashion, the positions of the wires within a plane could be

measured and their position within the chamber characterized by relatively few

parameters. This modular design is illustrated in Figure 2-19. Each cell has two

Macor fbundatioz_s to hold the grid, cathode and edge field wires plus a much "

smaller stainless steel and Macor foundation to hold the anode wires. In the

chamber, each of these are attached to an aluminum endplate held apart by 1.3 mm
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Cathode Wires
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1

Cell-_

Macor
Foundation

/
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rinted

Circuit
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Head
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4-90
, 4494A88

Figure 2-19 Mechanical assembly of the DCVD, illustrating the

modular assembly of the cells oil the Macor foundations.

thick beryllium inner and a 2.3 mm thick aluminum cylinders, which also ser', ;_as

the pressure vessels.

The position of each of these foundations with respect to the endplate of the

chamber is determined using a positioning system based upon a precision beaiing

which rests between a pair of two opposing conical sockets located in the four_dation

and the chamber endplate (see Figure 2-20). The first set of sockets were epoxied

into a precision machined, steel template known as the master gage, which served

as the definition of the relative positions of the sockets for fbundations which would

attach to one end of the chamber. To transfer the positioning from one system to the

foundations or the chamber endplates, the master gage was bolted onto pieces
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Figure 2-20 Cross sectional _4ewof the ball-and-socket system used
to locate the Macor foundations within the chamber.

requiring positioning sockets, and the sockets were glued into this piece --- their

position determined not by the hole in the piece, but rather by the socket position

on the master gage. To affix sockets into the pieces whose sockets were set with the

master gage, a second gage, the mirror gage, was used. This is a mirror-image

duplicate of the master gage, and had its socket positions set from the master gage.

It must be noted that this system of alignment does overconstrain the system and

so care must be taken when epoxying the sockets. Nonetheless, it produces mating

pairs whose positions are reproducible to ~1 l_m.

The wires were positioned onto the Macor foundations using a system of granite

blocks to which the socket .positions of the master and mirror gages had been

transferred. The wire planes were wound to the desired tension onto very precise

copper-clad Invar* cylinders and lowered over the foundation and epoxied to that

foundation. Note that the wires do not contact the Macor itself, but are bonded to it

by a thin layer of epoxy. Thus, the wire position within a plane is largely

determined by the accuracy of these Invar cylinders. As part of the wire bonding

apparatus, a traveling microscope was built which allowed the wire positions within

planes to be accurately surveyed for quality control. The wire position

measurements for a plane of sense wires is shown in Figure 2-21 from which it, is

evident that the wires can be located within a plane to only a few microns.

The electrical connection to the wires are made via a solder connection to

flexible kapton printed circuits. Pressure/high voltage feedthroughs have been

* Invaris an iron-nickelalloywith a lowthermal expansioncoefl]cient.

iii i i , i iiiiii i i i iii . iiii1' ._
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Figure 2-21 Measured deviations for wires within a completed

sense wire plane.

expoxied onto these kapton circuits which form the gas seal at the pressure head

(see Figure 2-22).

To position the sockets in the endplates of the detector, the master and mirror

gages were used to transfer the socket positions to the opposing endplates. The

angular position of the socket was determined by an Ultradex Model B precision

dividing head, to which the endplate was attached. The master and mirror gages

were mounted onto the endplat_s and a system of precisely cut granite blocks were

used to aliga the endplates with respect to each other o1_ the beryllium central core

The endplates were then expoxied to the central core. This method achieved

endplates which are parallel to within :_25 Ixm and have a relative rotation of less

than ±40 _trad. The final positioning accuracy of the wires is illustrated in

Figure 2-23. This demonstrates that the gaps between the sense and grid planes

are the nominal 1.8 mm to within a tolerance of ±25 l_,mfor all but one of the twenty

gaps.

2.2.3.2 Gas and Temperature Control Systems

The chamber gas is a mixture of 92% carbon-dioxide (CO 2) an(] 8% ethane

(C2H6). The ethane is added to provide quenching by absorbing photons from the

" electron avalanche at the sense wire before the photons could reach the cathode and

extract photo-electrons. The gas is at an absolute pressure of 2 atm and the drift

field is E/P = 0.77 kV/cm/atm. With this field, the drift velocity is well in the

unsaturated regime in which the drift velocity is linearly proportional to the
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Figure 2-22 A schematic view of the Macro foundation, the kapton

printed circuit anal the pressure/high voltage feedthrough.

reduced drift field. This makes the drift-time relationship dependent on precise

knowledge of any non-uniformities of' the drift field. However, these operating

conditions are potentially beneficial because this gas mixture is a cool gas, meaning

that it, exhibits electron diffusion which is near its thermal lower limit.

Furthermore, cool gases typically have much slower drift velocities, in this case

v d = 5.7 I_m/ns. A consequence of operating in this unsaturated regime is that the

control of physical conditions inside the chamber such as the pressure, temperature,

and composition of the chamber gas and the electric drift field is of particular

importance. The drift field control is discussed in the next section. A more complete

discussion of the gas studies and these control systems can be found in _,.ppendix B. . "

The gas system is non-rec_rculating and uses commercially-made gas mixtures,

which are purchased in large quantities in order to assure a constant gas

composition. It is important that the amount of electronegative component to the

gas in the chamber be as small as possible in order to minimize the charge lost at

tonger drift, distances. 'l'his requires that: the gas supplied by the vendor be of high

--_ Pa_e54
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Figure 2-23 Deviation of the sense plane/grid plane gap from the

nominal 1..8mm for grid planes (a) whose Macor foundations do not

support cathode planes and (b) for those foundations which also

support cathode planes.

purity and that the DCVD gas systenl not admit atmospheric oxygen. Oxisorb was

used to rernove all but about 0.2 ppm of' 02 from the gas from the tube trailer, which

typically had 1-2 ppm of' 02 when entering the gas system. The gas composition

was monitored to a relative accuracy of 0.1 ppm 02 by a Teledyne Model 316

Oxygen Analyzer and to the level of 0.01% ethane by a Teledyne Model 325 Thermal

Conductivity Anal.yzer. The pressure was measured by a Barocell pressure sensor

and controlled to the level of 7xl0 -4 atm by an electronic feedback system, the

Datametrics Type 1501 Controller.

The gas temt.:_rature was also controlled by an electronic feedback system which

maintained an average temperature of 28._5±0.05°C, This system recirculates

water through a closed loop system from a ]5 liter reservoir to the chamLxar, where

the water is sc,qt through 0.25" aluminum tubing which has been attached to the

pressure heads on either end of the chamber and the outer shell of the DCVD. The

• beryllium inner core is the only section of the chamber whose temperature is not

actively controlled. The temperature of the water in the rese_'voir is controlled }_ya

" " HAAKE N 2-R Digital Cryostat. The temperature monitoring system uses an a_'ray

of 48 thermistx)rs placed on and around the chamber. The temperature measured

from these thermistors are sent to the VAX host computer where a feedback

program adjusts the temperature setting of the evyostat. As it is not actively

ii _ li li __ - :: -- .............. __
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temperature controlled, the inner core exhibited temperature fluctuations of

:1:0.15° C and the temperature variation between the inner core and outer shell was

less than 0.35 ° C.

2.2.3.3 High Voltage System

Because the chamber is used in an unsaturated regime, the drift velocity

depends linearly on the drift field, and thus it is crucial to precisely monitor and

control the field voltages supplied to the chambel: To achieve this, great care was

taken in both the assembly of the high voltage components such as the resistor-

divider chains, and in the choice of voltage monitoring equipment.

A single high voltage supply powers the ten resistor-divider chains from which

the cathode wire and edge field wires are supplied. The remainder of the voltages

are controlled by separate supplies. These supplies are controlled ft'ore a feedback

system on the VAX host computer, which sends information via CAMAC to the

power supplies. The high voltage for the DCVD is measured to an accuracy of a few

parts in 104 using a FLUKE Model 8506A digital multimeter which itself has a

5 ppm accuracy, and the resulting measurement sent in digital form to the VAX.

This syste_', is illustrated schematically in Figure 2-24.

Excess current in the cathode system is monitored by comparing the voltage

differences from near the top and bottom of' the resistor-divider chain with a

reference chain. The other systems monitor cu,Tent at the power supply. If excess

current is detecl_d, the chamber protection system is activated and within a few

milliseconds the high voltage systems in the chamber are connec_d to 80M_:1

discharge resistors.

The voltages have been monitored during rxmning and show that the extended

stability of the cathode high voltage supply is 0.03%. The anode high voltage

supplies were stable over the same period to 0.3%.

During the 1990 data run, there were often rather severe backgrounds in the

DCVD (see Section 2.2.3.6). The high level of backgrounds led to some high voltage

problems within the chamber. During periods of high backgrounds, it was not

uncommon for the sense wires in one of the cells to begin drawing excessive current

and eventually trip off the protection circuits. The damage was only temr._rary and

could be fixed by leaving the sense wire high voltage at 1000 V for a period of

several hours. Although the cause of this was never conclusively determined, one

possibility is that charge was building up, perhaps in the gap between Macor

foundations, which had an RC time constant of roughly an hour. Studies of the cells

adjacent to that with the lowered sense show no detectable degradations i_

_.1 i ii _ "......... ii i i . I ii .,____,_. ' ........ _1 i'1 i ....... - __i
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Figure 2-2,1 A schematicdiagramof'the DCVDhigh voltagesystem.

chamber performance as measured in terms of the single hit and cosmic miss
distance resolutions.

2.2.3.4 Electronics

The signals from the sense wires are fed into 38-channel preamplifier cards

which are mounted on the ends of the chamber. Each channel contains a fast.,

charge sensitive hybrid amplifier with a 40 nsec integration time. The preamplifiers

are connected to postamplifiers by 30feet of standard 50_2 cable. The

postamplifiers, located just outside the Mark II magnet iron, contain a pole-zero

filter which compensates for the integration of the preamplifier and removes the 1/t

ion tail. The po,_tamplifiers are connected to 6-bit 100 MHz Flash ADC's with a

memory depth of 1024 bins. {671These 16-channel FADC's reside in two FASTBUS

• crates in the Mark II data acquisition building. The data is read from the FADC

modules into SLAC Scanner Processors 1551(SSP's), one of which is located in each

FASTBUS crate. The SSP's provide hit recognition, time and change measurement,

zero-suppression and formatting for the raw and processed data. The overall gain

,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,, i, - : . , ,, . .....
.... i .....
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has been set such that the root-mean-square thermal noise is about half of one

FADC count.

2.2.3.5 Hit and Track Finding Algorithms

A differential hit finding algorithm [6sl is used to locate hits in the FADC data.

This algorithm aids in separating closely spaced hits where the second hit is on the

tail of the first. In such cases, a fixed threshold algorithm would have less tendencyi

to find the second hit as the pulse height may not yet have dropped below the

,, threshold. The differential algorithm steps through the 1024-bin digitalized pulse

train bin by bin, forming the difference between the sum of three adjacent bins and

the three following bins. The leading edge is flagged if this difference exceeds a

threshold which decreases slightly with drift distance in order to account for the

effects of diffusion and attenuation. A trailing edge is flagged when the difference of

the sums is negative for two consecutive bins. ,4 further cut is made which requires

the integrated pulse height of the hit be larger than a second threshold in order to

reduce the number of smaller fake hit,_ from late arriving clusters. The time

assigned to each hit is then calculated as,

Z (a)ipi'ti
tt = ...................... , (2-I.)
_, (a)ipi
i

where i is the bin number counting from the bin at the leading edge of the hit, p and

t are the pulse height and time of the ith bin and (_< 1 is a constant which varies

linearly with the drift distance and is adjusted to optimize the resolution. This form

is useful because a typical pulse has a fast risetime which is determined by

diffusion, ion statistics and electronics T..,lcontrast, the much longer trailing edge is

dominated by the non-isochrony of the cell and the late-arriving clusters and so

contains less useful time information. The performance of this algorithm on closely

spaced tracks is discussed in Section 2.2.3.8.

The pattern recognition 'algorithm which identifies charged tracks in the DCVD

employs two stages to achieve maximum track finding efficiency. [691 In the first
J

stage, track segments in the DCVD are sought using a curvature module approach.*

This approach searches through regions of constant azimuthal angle, ¢, and

curvature, _, looking for a collection of hits with the same ¢ and _. The algorithm is

* This is 1_amed afl,_r 'the hardware curvature modules employed in the trigger system (see
Section 2,2.8, "Trigger Syst_m," on page 84).

ii .. iiiii lilt i ____
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designed to be. fully efficient far tracks with p xy> 250 MeV/c and a distance of'

closest approach to the origin, 5xy, of less than 4 mm. These segments are further
refined by adding and subtracting hits based on the residuals to a fit of the hits to a

circular arc in the xy plane. Occurrences of ten or more hits are then considered

track segments./

The r,,e_:_step is to attempt to join these track segments to the tracks found in
, , ] '

the CDC. To do this; a_2 is formed between the CDC track and DCVD segments

with an arbitration procedure for closely spaced tracks. This _2 is involves the

match of the three track fit parameters in the xy plane (Sy ¢ and _) with an
additional term to allow for scattering in the material between the two detectors.

Hits on segments for which a matching CDC track is not found are then used in the

second stage of the algorithm.

This stage begins by using the tracks found in the CDC for which no DCVD hits

were found and extrapolating the track• into the DCVD, then looking for the nearest

hit starting in the outermost layer. The process continues layer-by-layer, adding

each hit to the track if it passes a X2 cut and recalculating the track parameters.

These methods are complementary, particularly in hadronic events. The first

stage is particularly adept at finding hits in dense jets and regions of many spurious

hits caused by the backgrounds in hadronic events (see Section 2.2.2.5). It is,

however, not efficient for the lowest momentum tracks or tracks with large impact

parameters. These are tracks which can be more readily found with the second

stage algorithm. The major drawbacks of this part of the algorithm, and the

impetus of using the other stage first, is that this algorithm can become conf'used

when tracks are close]y spaced or the track passes through a region of' high

backgrounds. This happens when a few wrong hits are associated with the track,

fbrcing the track fit off of the correct trajectory and making it unlikely that

subsequent correct hits will be added.

Once the DCVD hits have been associated with the tracks found in the CDC, the

full set of CDC and DCVD hits are refit using the _At_,_S6 least-squares fitting

routine (see Section 2.2.2.4). There are regions in the jet cell in which the electric

- field has non-uniformities which are not fully modelled in the ti ac-distance

relation, and consequently, it is chosen to discard the hits from these regions prior'

• " to the track fit. (Investigation of these effects is considered more tho_:oughly in

Sections 2.2.3.7 and 2.2.3.8.) To this end, it is required that a hit not be on the

innermost two or outermost four wires, wherea_, the hit finding algo_-ithms use

layers 3 through 36. Hits which are further than 20cm from the center of the
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chamber also are removed. Finally, hits which are within 2 mm of the sense plane

or 3 mm of the cathode plane have their resolution inflated in order to minimize

their effect on the track fit.

In addition to the five conventional track parameters, a sixth parameter is

included in the fit which allows a kink in the track due to multiple scattering in the

material between the detectors. The multiple scattering inside the chambers due to

the gas and wires is taken into account by modifying the resulting error matrix

according to the formalism of R. Gluckstern. [61] It should be pointed out that this

formalism does not strictly apply in this case, as it assumes that the scattering

region contains equally-spaced measurements of the same resolution. However,

Monte Carlo studies have demonstrated this formalism is satisfactory in this case,

particularly because of the large number of layers.

2.2.3.6 Backgrounds

Data recorded during the 1990 SLC run showed that there was a significant

amount of beam-related background in the DCVD. Figure 2-25 shows the hits

detected by the DCVD in a typical random-trigger event from this run. The
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Figure 2-25 A typical random trigger event illustrating the level of -

backgrounds in the DCVD. The DCVD hit occupancy m this event is
=

20%. Note that each hit is shown on either side of the sense plane

because locally it can not be determined from which side of the sense

plane the hit originated.
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. . Figure 2-26 A typical hadronic event in the DCVD showing: (a) ali

detected hits, and (b) those hits assigned to tracks. This event has an

occupancy of about 23%. Irl the upper plot each hit is shown on either

side of the sense plane •because of the local le|'_-right ambiguity.
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Figure 2-27 The DCVD occupancy observed in hadronic events.

This doesnot account for events during which one or more DCVD cells

was off. The points are the data and the line is the Monte Carlo with

mixed background as described in Section 3.4.

background consists primarily of several distinct types. The spirals are electrons

from photon conversions produced with a few MeV/c of momentum in the xy plane.

The hash which is typically found in the inner layers is thought to be caused by a

large number of very low energy particles, potentially produced from

electromagnetic showers. Finally, the smaller spots due to photon conversions in the

gas volume. Figure 2-26 illustrates the backgrounds in a hach'onic event. As

illustrated by this event, the DCVD hit finding algorithms nonetheless prove

sufficiently robust to adequately reconstruct the tracks despite this level of

background.

The level of backgrounds in the DCVD was characterized in terms of the

occupancy, which is defaled as the fraction of physical FADC bins in the chamber

included in the found hits. The lev.:fls varied greatly, with most hadronic events

having occupancies of about 20%, though events were observed with occupancies

>50% (see Figure 2-27). The event illustrated in Figure 2-26 is typical in another

f_hion, which is that the backgrounds tend to be most severe at smaller radii, as " "

illustrated in Figure 2-28. The backgrounds in the CDC are lninimal in the 1990

data. (During the 1989 running, the CDC had significantly worse backgrounds

which were reduced because of new masking and the material in the DCVD.) The
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Figure 2-28 Number of hits observed per DCVD layer as a function

of the layers number, illustrating the increased backgrounds at the

inner layers.

SSVD also saw much less background than the DCVD, despite its much smaller

radius. This is quite simply a result of the much smaller active volume of the SSVD.

2.2.3.7 Time-Distance Relation

In order to achieve the optimum resolution it is necessary to carefully study the

relation between the drift time of a hit and the distance which it had drifted, called

the time-distance relation. 17°]As mentioned previously, the DCVD is operated in the

unsaturated regime, such that the drift velocity varies linearly with E/P. Thus,

understanding drift fields in the cell is crucial.

The first step in understanding the electric field is an analytic solution for the

strength of the field along a line from a sense wire perpendicular to the sense plane.

This solution, though calculated for an infinite wire plane array, describes the field

to an accuracy of about 0.1% in the center of the jet cell, based upon comparison

with a detailed electrostatics simulation. Using published data of the drift velocity

in CO 2 as a function of E/P, [711 and scaling these results up by 10% based on our

measurements in order to account for the addition of 8% ethane, a first-order time

di,_tance relation was derived (see Figure 2-29). For tracks which are aot parallel to

the sense plane, the electrons are assumed to drift in a direction perpendicular to

the sense p]ane until they are at a radius of 1.78 mm from the sense wire. From

.... ___ III I Illl IIll -- II I I I - ___ Illll __ I --- J___
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Figure 2-29 Time-distance relation as calculated from the analytic
electric field calculation. Beyond 6 mm the drift velocity is assumed to
be constant.

that point, the electrons are assumed to drift toward the sense wire radially. This

radius is chosen to match the line of constant drift time based on the electrostatic

simui_:,'_ion. The same time-distance relationship shown in Figure 2-29 is used for

tracks not parallel to the sense plane, except that the drift distance is taken to be

the length of this modified trajectory. The 4.75 kG magnetic field tilts the drift

trajectories slightly by the Lorentz angle of 18.2 mrad.

To account for the perturbation of the electric field near the edges of the jet cell,

a full electrostatic simulation was used to generate corrections to the first-.order

analytic model. This correction is based on a comparison of the electric field

calculated by the simulation for all cb'ifr distances and wires in the DCVD jet cell.

The resulting correction to the drift distance is shown in Figure 2-30 as a function

of drift distance and wire number. The level of this correction can be as large as 10%

for the wires on the extreme inner and outer edges of the cell. A smaller correction

is also applied which accounts for tracks which are not parallel to the sense plane.

Finally, cosmic ray events have been used to refine the time-distance relation . -

further. This is done by assuming a functional form which includes terms up to

third order in the signed drift distance and wire number, then with a gl,:Jbal 22-

parameter fit, minimizing the residuals of the cosmic tracks. For this study, the
.
!
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Figure 2--30 The drift distance correction to the first-order analytic
model, as calculated by the flail electrostatic simulation, is shown as a
function of drift distance for the various DCVD layers.

. cosmic rays are required to have Pxy > 5 GeV/c and a distance of closest approach to
the chamber center in the xy plane which is less than 2.5 cm. Furthermore, the two

halves of the cosmic ray are fit to a single trajectory. The results demonstrate that

there are variations, which are less than 50 Inn for all but the outermost layers,

that were not included by the electrostatic correction. The results of this empirical

colTection are shown in Figure 2-31. A similar, but lower dimensional fit to the

DCVD residuals in the cosmic events was used to determine the physical alignment

of the DCVD with respect to the CDC.

2.2.3.8 Position Resolution and Efficiencies

The DCVD position resolution was studied primarily with the aid of track

residual distributions. The track residual, 5, is defined as the difference between

the hit location fbr a given layer and the position predicted for that layer by the

" track fit. It is expected that the resolution should be the sum of two terms in

quadrature. The first is an intrinsic term which is related to the intrinsic gas
• .,

properties (ionization statistics and amplification) and the hit timing strategy. The

second term is due to the diffusion of the electron pulse. For a particular choice of

chamber gas, the amount of diffusion depends on the square-root of the drift time,

. i i ii _k

=
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Figure 2-31 The empirical correction to the time-distance relation

based on cosmic ray studies.

or for a constant drift velocity, the drift distance. The position resolution is thus

expressed as

02 a 2 + 02 . D (2-2)
x = tnt diff

where (_int and Odiff are the intrinsic and diffusion coefficients, and D is the drift

distance. The residual distributions were studied using tracks with P xy > 1 GeV/c.

The rms widths were calculated with a cut requiring that the normalized residuals,

8/_5, be less than 4 to prevent the widths from being dominated by the tails.

Figure 2-32 shows the variance of the residual distributions binned as a

function of drift distance for cosmic ray data taken during 1990. A fit to this data

yields,

02 = (12.4_+0.8 iJ,m ) 2 + (40.2±0.3 I_m) 2. D, (2-3) '
X

wher,_ D is in units of cre. There is potentially a small systematic shift toward . o

poorer resolution than is found by the fit at large drift distances. However, this

region is sparsely populated with hits compared to lower drift distances and thus

has less statistical strength in the fit.

_' . m IIH III I ,,! Ii i IIII '111 I I li
--
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Figure 2-32 The DCVD resolution as a function of drift distance for

cosmic event e, and a linear fit to these points.

. Of more concern is the resolution in hadronic events. This was studied in a

similar fashion using track residuals. It was found that the resolution of hits in

hadronic events depends not only on the drift, distance but also on the layer in the

DCVD (see Figure 2-33). It was found empirically that this dependence could be

parameterized adequately with a simple dependence on the layer number, L:

O2 = (52 + (_2 (_2 . ( 19 - L) (2-4)x z,nt diff' D 4. layer

Binning the residuals in terms of' drift distance and layer number, the above

functional torn1 was used to fit the residual variances. The result is:

cs2 = (28.4+0.81_m)2+(43.0+_0.5_tm)2.D+(7.58+_0.2_tra) 2 (19-L) (2-5)X "

where the drift distance, D, is in units of cre. This function can be more readily

understood by viewing it graphically, as done in Figure 2-34. From this, it is

evident that compared to the resolution of cosmic events, the hadronic event

position resolution is significantly degraded at the inner layers, but is very nearly

. . the same as cosmics at the outer layers.

There are primarily two explanations for the poorer resolution at the inner

layers. One is that at the inner layers the hits from closely spaced tracks will be

more likely to overlap and thus potentially affect the measured time oi' the latter

....... ............ 'll_n - ..... --- _ --- nii i i .it__ m
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hit. The other possibility is that it is simply related to backgrounds, which as shown

in Section 2.2.3.6 are more severe at the inner layers.

To determine the source of the degraded resolution, the Mon_e Carlo was

employed. Specifically, the resolution measured in the Monte Carlo with full

" detector simulation can be compared for three different sets of Monte Carlo events:

muon-pair events, hadronic events with no beam-related background added and

hadronic events with the beam-related backgrounds similar to those observed in the

data.* The muon pairs in the Monte Carlo show no dependence on the DCVD layer

number, as similarly cosmic event,s did not. The hadronic events with no

background have only a slight dependence on the layer number. For these events,

there is a fractional resolution difference between the inner and outer layers of 10%

at a small drift distance of 2 mm (where the fiactional e.ffect of wire dependence is

.most acute). The hach'onic events with the backgrounds applied show mt_ch more

layer dependence, with the same fractional difference of 55%. Thus it is clear that

the majority of the resolution degradation is in fact due to the presence of

backgrounds, with only a fairly small contribution from the closely spaced, tracks.

. The resolution also exhibits a dependence on the polar angle oi"the track, 0. The

length of' the trark segment from which charge will drift, to a particular sense wire

- will increase as (sinB) "''1 The average amount of deposited charge will increase

accordingly. Thus, the statistics will improve and the resolution with which the

pulse time is determined should vary as (sine)-l/2. As illustrated in Figure 2-35,

this was indeed found to be the case, and a correction was applied to. the resolution

to account for this. The correction is 1.057/,/sine, where the constant is chosen to

leave the overall resolution unchanged.

The resolution and time.distance relation were also investigated in some oi"the

potentially problematic regions of' the jet cell. Hits which were within 2 mm of the

. sense plane or' 3 mm of the cathode plane were effectively removed from. the track
II

fit by inflating the errors assigned to these hits. This was done because the

resolution was measured to be significantly worse in these regions than the rest of

the cell, since the time-distance relation does not hilly account for.' ali of the

" variation in the field. Theposition of the hit along the axis of the chamber is also of

interest because of the possibility of electric field variations near the ends of the

" chan_ber. It was found :.hat hits with (zi > 20 cm show some adverse affect.s in their

time-distance relation and the resolution, and thus are not used. The slope ot"the

• Se,e Se..cti_n 3.4, _.)et_tor Simulation," o,n page 102 for informal:ion ele,_:r_bing the treatment
of Mont_ Carlo hits and ba.ekground.s.
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Figure2--35The normalizedresolutionasa functionofthepolar

angleofthetrack.The lineisafitwitha(sine)"'y2dependence.

trackwithrespecttothesenseplanewas alsoinvestigated,ltwas foundthatthe

correctionsin the time-distancerelationare adequate and that,no resolution

degradationisobserved.

The doublehitresolutionwas investigated168}firstwith the use ofa pulse

library containing a large sample of pulses from cosmic events. By superposing the

pulse trains from different cosmic ray tracks with. various separations, the efficiency

with which the second hit is found can be studied. It is found that even with }tits

separated by as little as 40.0 tan, the efficiency of detecting the second hit is nearly

unity (see Figure2-36). There is however some loss of efficiency until the

separation is about 1500 I_mbecause of the effects of the first pulse on the measured

time of the second pulse. The fake hit rate has been investigated using cosmic ray

data and shows that, as illustrated in Fig_lre 2-36, beyond 700 lxm from the first hit

the fake hit fraction drops below 10%. Finally, closely spaced tracks in hadronic

events have also been used to study the double track res.olution and the results are

consistent with those determined above.

The hit finding efficiency has been studied and tuned for the best. agreement

with the data. In the Monte Carlo generation, a single value of the hit efficiency was

used t_ characterize ali the sense wires in the det,ectx)r. Assigning the input

efficiency to 0.95 yielded the best datafMonte Carlo agreement. The measured layer-

by-layer efficiency varies with the layer number particularly due to the effect.s of

i .... .. ..... ..__ ' LIIp. I J] . IJ imllw4m::: . ii1| iii ........... li I - . iiiii li III '1 J ......... j.£ ....
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Figure 2--86 The efficiency to detect; a second hit as a function of the

separation of the tracks at this layer.
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Figure 2-37 The fake hit fraction measured in cosmic ever,ts as a
function of the distance from the first hit.

higher backgrounds in the inner layers (see Fignjre 2-38). The distribution of the

number of DCVD hits assigned to tracks found in the CDC is shown in Figure 2-39.

The general agreement between the data and Monte Carlo is good, although the

data has a less-peaked structure. This produces a slightly lower average in the data

(21.7±0.2 hits per track} thm_ is predicted by the Monte Carlo (22.2 hits per track),

2.2.4 The Silicon Strip Vertex Detector
- - The inne_rmost tracking detector, the Silicon Strip Vertex Detector (SSVD), was

designed to pro_dde several very high precision measurements of the produced

tracks at a location as close as possible t_ the e+e - interaction point, This allows

very precise determination oi"the track impact parameter especially for those tracks
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Figure 2-38 The DCVD measured hit efficiency as a function of the

layer number for the data (points) and the Monte Carlo (line).
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Figure 2-89 The distribution of the number of DCVD hits per track ....

tor Lhedata (points) and Monte Carlo (line). These tracks are required

to have IcosOl < 0.8, pxy > 0.15 GeV/c, Izl<l.5cm, lhl<l.5cm and

, NCDC > 25. Many of tracks with no found DCVD hits were in cells
which had their sense voltage lowered due to high voltage problems.
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Figure 240 Schematic layout of'the Silicon Detector Modules in the
SSVD.

. ,..... ,, , ....... , ..... , . L

Layer Radius Active Length Pitch
i I li

" 1 29.4 mm 72 mm 25 _m

2 33.7 mm 82 mm 29 _m

3 38.0 mm 90 mm 33 pm

Table 2-3 Geometric properties of the Silicon Detector Modules

used in the three layers of the SSVD.

with high momentum. The design and performance of the SSVD is extensively

described elsewhere. In particular, the reader may wish to refer to References [721

and [73] for greater detail than is presented here.

2.2.4.1 Design

The SSVD is designed of 3 layers from 29 to 37 mm from the beam axis, Each

layer is comprised of 12 of the Silicon Detector Modules (SDM's), as illustrated in

Figure 2-40. Each SDM has 512 axial strips with differing pitches depending on the

, layer. The average SDM thickness is 314 _m of silicon, which when combined with a

small cable beneath the detector is abou_ 0.55% of a radiation length. Table 2-3

" " summarizes the details for each of the three detecting layers in the SSVD.

The detector is made from tw_ identical halves to facilitate assembly onto the

beam pipe (see Figure 2-41). Each half of the detector is held aga._nst the beam pipe

with a set of three copper springs with a 3 mm sapphire ball to assu:re that no

.... nim, ' iiii i EJ_ ii _._ iii i ii "- nnI I1 __ I ___ I III _.__ i
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Figure 2-41 Mechanical assembly o£the one halt'of the SSVD.

electrical connection is made to the beam pipe. The SDM's are inserted in

aluminum end pieces, held apart by half-cylindrical beryllium shells of a 250 _tm

thickness. The modules were held in place by spring mounts in the end pieces to

assure that the modules remain in the same position even through temperature

fluctuations as large as 15° C in 30 minutes. Finally, the cables leading from the

SDM's were clamped firmly to prevent them from affecting the detector placement.

2.2.4.2 Electronics

The first stage of' the readout electronics utilizes 128-channel custom-designed

VLSI Microplex chips i741 mounted outside the active region on both ends of the

detectors. The SDM's are connected to driver/receiver modules which pulse the

power to the detectors in order to minimize the power dissipation, and provide Lhc

timing signals to the Microplex chip readout. The readout is controlled by nine

microprocessor-controlled ADC's, the so-called "Brilliant Analog-to-Digital

Cenverters" or BADC's. 1751These devices controlled the analog multiplexing of the " °

Microplex signals, digitized the signals and analyzed the results. The BADC's

performed a pedestal subtraction and a common-mode correction, and then stored

the resulting pulse heights. A second pass through the data then allowed a cluster

finding algorithm to select charmels with significant pulse height infbrmatioa by

requiring that a sum of pulse heights over three strips be larger than the sum of the

_ IIII I .11 llnl r ,,,H, - ]1 I .___ --
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thresholds for those three strips. Three strips are used for finding clusters because

given that a track from the IP will cross a strip at an angle of less than 200 mrad in

the xy plm_e, this is the maximum number of strips which cm_ have a signal

generated by a single track. The pulse height information for the five strips around

the center of the cluster are then sent to the VAX host computer to be saved in the

event record.

The SSVD functioned quite well in general with relatively few failed channels.

There were two cases in which an entire cell was rendered inoperable due to failed

cables. One of these modules was lost for the entire run and the other for slightly

more than half. Aside from this, only 1.6% of the remaining channels failed during

the run due to defects in the detector or problems with the electronics.

2.2.4.3 Hit Finding and Track Fitting

Hits were defined at a contiguous series of detector strips with a corrected pulse

height of at least 1.5oi, where (_i is the rms noise of each individual strip.

Additionally, it was required that at least one strip have a pulse height of at least

5(_i and that the cluster contain no bad strips. The point at which the particle

" traversed the module is then given by a weighted mean of the strips in the cluster.

For closely spaced tracks, the algorithm splits the clusters into two separate

clusters if there is a pulse height dip of more than 1.5(_i within the original cluster,

provided that each half have at least one strip have a pulse height of at least 5(_i.

The pulse height of the strip dividing the two halt" clusters is split evenly between

them. It is expected that this algorithm should work well for tracks separated by 2

or more strips. On average only 1% of tracks are affected by merged clusters due to

the high granularity of the detector.

The process of matching the clusters found on the SSVD layers to the tracks

measured in the CDC and DCVD begins by extrapolating the track through the

SSVD and looking at all combinations of hits within ±1 mm of the track projection.

This rather simple algorithm works because there are only three layers and the

backgrounds are low, thus keeping the combinatorics reasonable. The final set of

hits for each track is decided upon by a X2 test. Table 2-4 illustrates the agreementi,

of the fraction of tracks with different numbers of hits between that found in the

. . data and the Monte Carlo with the full detector simulation.

The information from the SSVD hits assigned to a track is then combined with

the track fit information from the CDC and DCVD to form an 8×8 covariance

* The Monte Carlo detector simulation is described in Chapter 3.
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I I __ I , _ ............... -- ,_j ..... -- i EL I __ _

iiii II III ii i n i i i lip __ __ __L

number of SSVD fraction of tracks

hits per track data Monte Carlo
ii _LI illii I i

0 8.0±0.6% 7.0%

1 14.4±0.8% 13.4%
-.. __ , .............

2 54.0±1.5% 55.2%
.... ,,_ ,,, _ .......

3 23.5±1.0% 24.5%
ii I III I --,-- _ III

Table 2-4 The fractior, of tracks with various numbers of SSVD hits

per track. The cuts on the tracks are all of the 'vertex quality cuts'

described in Section 4.4 on page 128 (exclusive of the cut on the

number of SSVD hits) which are designed to be selected high quality
tracks.

III///
\ /

\Ill/l a\\

5.92 ///r__ 7073A21

Figure 2-42 A hadronic event recorded in the SSVD. The height

each hit is proportional to its pulse height. This is the same event as

displayed in the DCVD in Figure 2-26.

matrix. This mat_'ix is comprised of two parts. There is the 5x5 covariance matrix

from the SARCS6 fit to the CDC and DCVD measurements and a 3x3 matrix for the

SSVD hits which includes the correlations between layers due to multiple

scattering. [73] Figure 2--42 shows a typical hadronic event recorded in the SSVD.
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Figure M3 An illustration of the SSVD hit matching onto tracks
from CDC and DCVD. The hits in the SSVD are shown with their

pulse heights, q_e fitted tracks are deno_d by the lines.

The ability of SSVD hits to matched with the track projections from the CDC and

DCVD is illustrated in Figure 2--43.

2.2.4.4 Alignment

The local alignment of each SDM relative to the end pieces of the detector is

described by seven parameters. There are three angles and two displacements along

the x and y directions as illustrated in Figure 2--44. The offset in the z direction is

not considered as ali of the strips are axial. Additionally there are parameters to

account for the possibility of a bow and twist in the module. The global alignment of

each of the halves of the SSVD can be. characterized by the same set of three angles

and a displacement along the x and y directions.D

The local alignment of the SSVD, namely the alignment of each of the detector

. . modules relative to each other was attempted using several different approaches.

Before the SSVD was installed into the DCVD, an optical alignment and an

_ alignment using x-rays [77] to survey the detector were done. It was hoped that it

would only be necessary to do a global alignment of each half of the detector with

respect to the DCVD and CDC using detected tracks. Upon taking data in the
_

..... __ ............... I -- ii iiiiii iiii ii . --- -- ii
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SSVD, it became clear that this was not the case. These alignments did not position

the modules with respect to each other within the required accuracy. As both of the

alignments are potentially quite accurate, it remains unknown why the alignments

did not describe the installed detector. Possible explanations include systematic

problems in these measurements or motion of the modules during installation. The

precise cause notwithstanding, the situation required that tracks be used for both

the global and local alignments. During the run, the motion of the SSVD with

respect to the DCVD was monitored by the Capacitive Displacement Monitor

(CDM). [76] This system was comprised of a series of capacitive sensors mounted on

the inside of the DCVD inner core and on the outside of the SSVD. The observed

motion was incorporated, but the magnitude of the effects were small compared to

the sensitivity of the global alignment.

The global and local alignment procedures start with the projections of the

tracks as fit by the CDC and DCVD, from which are calculated the residuals, _i' in

each of the SSVD layers in which a hit was assigned to this track. Note that since

the SSVD hits are assigned to tracks from the CDC and DCVD based on the best hit/

track matches, this procedure will be iterative. A series of variables are formed

using these residuals:

+y

-_ 0Oy

%

+Z

2-91 6644_.5

Figure 2-44 Definition of the local alignment variables Ax,Ay, C_x,
and _.
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• ibr tracks with hits in layers j and k:

• for tracks with SSVD hits in three layers:

" ab123 "= (_1 + _2 + _3)/3 (2-8)

A@123= (_1-_3)/Arl3 = A¢_13 (2-9)

A8 = (_l - 2_2 +_3 )/2 (2-10)

The five global alignment constants per detector half are then determined by

minimizing the sum of the squares of each of the variables divided by its variance

using a sample of about 2100 tracks with Pxy > 0.5 GeV/c. The local alignment was
similar except that it determined a subset of the seven local alignment parameters

for each of the modules. This subset included the radial offsets Ax and Ay and the

yaw angle ay The sensitivity to the remaining local parameters was small and the

x-ray alignment results were used for these values. The level of improvement

: provided by the local alignment is illustrated using the tippler residual, A, defined

as the difference between the track fit with ozlly the SSVD hits in the first and third

layers (using curvature and z information as determined by the outer chambers)

and the position of the SSVD hit in layer two. The mean triplet residual as a

function of the azimuthal angle around the chamber is shown in Figure 2-45.

2.2.4.5 Position Resolution and Efficiency

The position resolution of the SSVD can be studied using the triplet residual, h,

as defined above. A distribution of'A for tracks with p > 1 GeV/c is shown in

Figure 2--46. A fit to the width of this Gaussian yields a width of 8.7 _m, which

corresponds to an average resolution per layer of ¢_= 8.7/_/3_)2 = 7.1 pm. This,

however, is an average over three layers with different strip pitches (25, 29 and

33 _m). The Monte Carlo with the full detector simulation reproduced the observed

• . average resolution remarkably well. This Monte Carlo assumes intrinsic resolution

of 5, 6 and 7 _m for the three layers. It also includes effects from beam-related

" " backgrounds and the uncertainty in SSVD alignment, which effectively add 3 _an

and 2.5 lxm in quadrature to the resolution, respectively.

The hit finding efficiency was investigated by looking at tracks with two or more

hits. A straight line between the hits was defined and ii' the line crossed a third

gl _ __ i ii1' illll _ IL__----__ i i --_. hill __ i
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Figure 2-45 Mean triplet residual, _, as a function of the azimuthal

angle, ¢, (a) be._:oreand (b) after the local alignment. Each point

corresponds to a different set of three overlapping modules. The 'lack

of points between 0 and 36° is the res,,It of the dead module in that

region.
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Figure _,-46 Distributioa of triplet residuals observed in the data
e

(p.oint._)and the Monte Carlo with the full det2c_or simulation (line),

for tracks with at least 1 GeV/c of momenturn.

module farther than 10 strips from any know bad strips a hit was sought in that

layer: .To avoid problems from close tracks it was required that the track in question

be at Ieast 15 mrad from ,.my other track. Furthermore, each hit was required to be

at leaBt 30 strips from aro' other hit to reduce effects from background hit.s. Of 731
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pairs of hits satisfying the above requirements, 730 had a hit located within three

strips oi' the predicted location, corresponding to a hit finding efficiency of
99,9_±0.1%.

2.2.5 "l'heBeam Pipe
The beam pipe used for the 1990 Mark II run has a diameter of 25 ram in order

• to get _he inner detecting layers as close as possible to the interaction point. The

central section of the beam pipe, which spans the entire angular acceptance of the

tracking detectors, is made from a 0.483 mm thick 'aluminum tube with a 0.025 mm

coating of copper ,to aid in the absorption of low energy photons. The beam pipe also

contains two "wire flippers" tbr measuring beam profiles in the vertical and

horizontal directions. [78}These wire flippers hold carbon fiber wires which can be

inserted into and retracted from the beam axis. These wire flippers are 0.80 mm of

: aluminum and cover about 11% of the solid angle in the region given by !cosO! < 0.8.

The beam pipe assembly is shown in Figure 2-47.

Wire Flipper Wire Flipper SSVD Wire Flipper

_ :: PivotAxisl_iv_t Axis Fork Beam e =_ _

f 10am _Fiber

_.._-_L[.-_--]_ DCVD Inner Wall

Figure 2--4'1 Beam pipe and wire flipper assembly.

i 2.2.6 Tracking Detector Summary
Table 2-5, below, has a summary of the primary dimensions and perfo_znance

" . parameters of the tracking detectors. Table 2-6 lists the material present in the

different detectors, which will be important in the performance of the tracking

" _ detectors which is the subject of later chapters.

2.2.7 Extraction Line Spectrometers
The energy of the beams at the interaction point is determined using a pair of

precision spectrometers housed in the extraction lines of the SLC (refer to_

mlm_mmF_m_Am_lnUB_-- II ii]1 ............... I Iiiii "--"
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Parameter CDC DCVD SSVD
l,, ii I iiiiii iii ii I . l I I , I HIIII I

Number of layers 72 38 3

Active inner radius (cm) 19.2 5.3 2.94 .

Active outer radius (cre) 151.9 16.5 3.80

Active length (cre) 230 48 7.2-9.0

Icos 0) acceptance (all layers) 0.60 0.82 0.77

Average resolution (l_m) 185 61 7.1

Double track resolution (_Lm) ~4000 -400 -60
.... i - ...........

Double track resolution (mrad) ~5 ~4 --2

Number of readout channels 5832 380 18432

Table P,-,5 A summary of some of the parameters for the three

tracking detectors.

: - , ,,,,,|_mm ] I . I II I i ml I I ii I IIIli _

Item Radius Thickness
(mm) (% R.L.)

....... i ,11 IHI III ..... . JLI j ljl '_L I' _ I I] iii . Iii i.

wi ftipp 23 7 090 ") re er . ,

beam pipe 25.0 0.75

SSVD inner shell 27.6 0.11

SSVD layers (3) 29.4-38.0 0.55/each

SSVD outer shell 41.0 0.11

DCVD inner shell 45.0 0.86

DCVD gas & wires 50-170 0.72

DC_ D outer shell 177 5.93

CDC inner shell 190 0.95

CDC gas & wires 190-1520 2,12
_Ml-_'_-----:::TT; .... :T ::'"TT: : _ ..... --' .Jrimm__mmmmmlmi

o

Table ,_-6 A list of the location and number of radiation lengths of

the material present in the tracking detectors. Note that the wire
.,

flipper only covers 11% of the azimuthal acceptance. The amount of

material was studied using tracks, and these values _'eflect small

corrections to the nominally measured values (within the measured

errors). See Section 4.5.2, "Multiple Scattering-Limited Resolution,"

on page 138.
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Figure 2--48 A schematic diagram of the Extraction Line

Spectrometer.

Iris Conlrol

Ca IT_era

\._ Phosphor Scxeen and
W_re Array

Imurnmation Spectrometer
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. /
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5973A t,t

Figure 2--49 The Phosphorescent Screen Monitor for detecting the

synchrotron beams from the Extraction Line Spectrometer.

Figure2-I on page 31). The schematic layout of the Extraction Line

Spectrometers [79}is shown in Figure 2-48. The e- or e + beams are directed throughb

a vertical bend magnet whose field has been carefully mapped and are monitored

-- . . throughout the run. Betbre and after this vertical bend are horizontal bead magnets

which produce swaths of synchrotron radiation. The principle device used for

detectiag the synchrotron radiation was the Phosphorescent _.reen Monitor (PSM)

This is illustrated in Figure 2..-49. The PSM has a target for each of the synchrotroa

beams which is an array 100 _ wires at a 500 l_m spacing and a phosphorescent
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scree_ _,oemit light when struck by the synchrotron beams. The wire positions and

the spot on the phosphorescent screen due to the striking synchrotron beam are

recorded by a camera, whose output is digitized for processing. This system has

achieved an absolute e± beam energy measurement accuracy of +35 MeV.
w

2.2.8 Trigger System
The trigger system selects events which are to be stored on magnetic tape for

future analysis. There are three different triggers for selecting hadronic aI_d

leptonic events. These triggers use information from different detector systems and

provide a level of redundancy sufficient to be fully efficient for triggering on

hadronic events. There are also two special purpose triggers for selecting cosmic Fay

events and events at random beam crossing intervals. Information from these

trigger systems is passed to the VAX host computer via the Master Interrupt
Controller (MIC).

Charged Particle Trigger

This trigger ases CDC and DCVD to locate track patterns entirely in hardware

using coarsely segmented hit information. The trigger for the 1990 runs used nine

layers of the CDC and three layers of the DCVD. In the CDC, the basic unit used in

this pattern finder was a jet cell. A cell was considered to be hit if a_ least four of the _

six wires had TDC information. In the DCVD, the information from the

postamplifiers was divided into eight time bins for the trigger. These hit patterns

were loaded int_ shift regist:ers and transferred to hardware curvature finding

modules to identify the hit patterns (see Figure 2-50). Each module searches for

tracks in a given range of curvature and typically require 10 layers to define a

track. Tracks within 10° of each other are considered one track. The _al number of

detected, tracks is passed to the MIC for a trigger decision.

Calorimetry EnergyTrigger

The calorimetry energy trigger searches for events of interest by matching

certain, pre-selected event topologies to the detected events. The information from

the Liquid Argon Calorimeter and Endcap Calorimeters are used for a Total Energy

Deposition (TED) trigger, which sums energy seen by _mth calorimeters. Signals in

the SAM and mini.SAM are used to form a low-angle Bhabha trigger for luminosity

m,,mit,oI_ing. This is accomplished with the aid of the programmable Memory Logic
Modules which interfaces with MIC.
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Figure 2-50 Block diagram oI'+he charged particle trigger.

SSP-Based Software Trigger (SST)

The SS'148°l was designed to improve upon the TED trigger by processing the

Senergy information with programmable FASTBUS modules, the .,LAC Scanner

Processors (SSP's), 1551 .... :sLms provided a great deal of flexibility in optimizing the

trigger algorithms compared to a hardware trigger, The calorimeter information is

read into LeCroy 1885N FASTBUS ADC's and then summed into clusters by the

SSP's. The trigger algorithms can then sum this information into towers which

point back toward the IP and compare the results to expected patterns to make the

trigger decision.

Cosmic Trigger

The cosmic trigger is used to identify cosmic ray events either between beam

crossing or during dedicated cosmic ray runs. These events are useful tbr detector

studies such as those previously discussed in the chapter. The events can be

selected with either the normal charged trigger or by the Coplanar 'lh'ack Finder

(CTF) which is designed specifically tx) look for back-to-back tracks. The CTF uses

, . two curvature modules to estimate the azimuthal augle oi' the track and returns a

positive result to MIC if the tracks are within about-11 ° of each other.

" " Random Trigger

Finally, there is a random trigger to select and record events on random beam

crossings. This aids in monitoring the beam-related backgrounds and including

f,heir effects in the Monte Carlo detector simulation.

__222 :: __ -- ___._'"-tt .... L........ __L!L___JmB_rml III ..... : _ :JIINlI_m- .... " . ........... --. ] II I L
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2.2.9 Data Acquisition System
The data acquisition system of the Mark II[51{reads the data from each of the

detectors systems through CAMAC and FASTBUS systems and sends it to the VAX

8600 }lost computer. The on-line programs running on the VAX then merges the

data records and stores them in the appropriate order onto magnetic tape. The VAX

is also responsible for environmental and performance monitoring of parts of many

detectors. The CAMAC system reads out a variety of instrumentation modules and

the BADC's. [75! The FASTBUS system reads out through a mas,+_erSSP 1551which

controls the SSP's placed in each FASTBUS crate for reading out the TDC's or

FADC's in that crate.

The data acquisition system is operated for each bunch crossing of the SLC. This

introduces no dead-time because of the low L20Hz repetition rate of the SLC. If a

trigger detects a valid event, the data acquisition system reads out the CAMAC

system and starts the read-out process of the FASTBUS system.

[........ ii lUll ___ _-- ....... m--- ii i ..... IILr " " _ I I IIII lA____
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Chapter 3

Monte Carlo Simulation

In order to extract results about the physical processes underlying observed

data, a Monte Carlo simulation is employed. Specifically, in the following analyses

the Monte Carlo will be used to calculate the efficiencies for the tagging algorithm

and the relations between the observed and the produced (or corrected) multiplicity.

The Monte Carlo can be divided into two equally important parts: the models which

generate the four-vectors of the particles from the electron-positron annihilation,

and the algorithms for simulating the effects of the detectors in which we obseive

the tracks.

3.1 Electron-PositronInteraction Overview
The process through which hadrons are produced in electron-positron

annihilation can be divided into a number of distinct processes, illustrated in

Figure 3-1. The first process is initial state photon radiation, which affects the

amount of energy available in the following annihilation. The probability of a

- . hadronic event with a radiated photon of a given energy is the product of the

probability to radiate a photon of that energy and the probability to produce a

" " hadronic event at the reduced center of mass energy. At the Z 0 pole, initial state

radiation is suppressed because the cross section is lower on either side of the pole.

Above the Z ° pole, however, this effect enhances the radiation such that many

.... ._ -- ..... i ii i................... i i
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Figure 3-1 Schematic illustration of an e+e - annihilation event.

events will radiate the amount of energy required to reduce the center of mass

energy to the Z ° mass.

The annihilation of the electron-positron pair into the Z °, and its decay into a

quark pair is of course governed by the electroweak force. As discussed in

Chapter 1, this process is calculable and has been studied in detail.

The radiation of gluons from the initial quarks and the conversion of these

quarks and gluons into hadrons is dealt with in the fragmentation process. For

reasons discussed in Section 3.2, this process is not calculable. Consequently one

must employ physically-motivated models to handle the hadronization process.

Some of these produced hadrons decay via electromagnetic, weak or strong

processes. Of particular importance in this analysis is the weak decay of the bottom

and charm flavor hadrons, such as B .--, D+X which is discussed further in

Section 3.3. Finally, the particles are observed in the detectors. . "

3.2 Fragmentation Models
The methods which are employed to calculate the effects of the strong force vary

depending on the energy of the quarks. At high quark energies, the strong coupling

constant, _, is much less than unity. For instance at the Z °, the Mark II has

--- II ..... _ .........
- 'l I -5 . II / III I . I 1
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measured as to be 0.123±0.009±0.005. [81] The consequence of this for perturbative

calculations is that the effects of the increasingly complicated and numerous

diagrams with more gluon vertices will tend to yield smaller corrections as the

order of the diagrams in a s increase. Thus, in principle, the calculations may be
q

terminated at the order for which yields the accuracy desired. In practice, however,

this calculation becomes extremely complex with the increasing order of a_, and

presently only those diagrams up to O (a 2) have been calculated. [821

At lower energies, around 1 GeV, the strong coupling constant becomes larger

than unity. Consequently, the perturbative approach becomes useless, as each

succeeding level of diagrams can produce corrections of the same order as the

O(a._) diagrams. These low energies are of critical importance, however, because it

is here that the quarks and gluons hadronize. It is precisely to cope with this low

energy regime that the models of fragmentation were developed. A number' of

different fragmentation models have been developed. Reference [83] reviews the

present status of these models.

3.2.1 Lund Monte Carlo

For this analysis, we use the Lund Monte Carlo (JETSET version 6.3). Is41 We

. have elected to use the parton shower model to generate the final state quarks and

gluons, and string fragmentation to combine these into hadrons.

The parton shower model [851 is a QCD cascade model in which partons are

produced in a quark-gluon shower analogous to an electromagnetic shower. A

leading log approximation is employed to determine the 'branching' during the

shower process. The final state at the end of the shower is mostly comprised of

gluons. This model was introduced into the Lund Monte Carlo to better reproduce

the behavior expected at energies higher than those of PEP and PETRA. At those

energies, the 2-, 3- and 4-parton states produced by matrix element methods were

generally regarded as sufficient, though some e_ddence pointed to the limitations of

that approach. Is6] The parton shower method generates showers by the three

possible branchings: q-> qg, g--> gg and g->q[l (see Figure 3-2). The probability

- . for each of these branchings is given by

. , as (Q2) dm 2
dPa__b c = .... 2_ ......... 2-_Pa_bc(Z)dz (3-1)

rn a

_-- --- ii1 ii ..... _ mm ..... _
.... _,,,, -
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Figure 8--2 Parton shower evolution process.

where m a is the mass of the parton a, z is the energy fraction Eb/E a in the center

- is calculated from the first-of mass frame of the event, Q2 = z(1 z)m 2 and a s

order expression:

as (Q2 12n) = .........................................................., (3-2)

(33 - 2nf) In (Q2/A2)

where nf is the number of quark flavors and A is the QCD scale parameter.

The functions Pa .-_bc (z) are given by the Altarelli-Parisi splitting hmctions: Is71

4 ( 1 + z 2)

Pq_qg(Z) = 3(]-Z)-

6(1-z(1-z))
Pg _gg (z) = ............... (3-3)z(1 -z)

(z 2 + (1 -z) 2)

Pg_qq-(Z) = 2..........

" ii '11 i1|11 i i _11 ii li r -- L _ i i_
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Figure 3-3 The color flux lines stretched between a pair of quarks

until there is enough energy to produce a new quark pair from the

energy of the color field.

In the leading log approximation, there is a coherence effect between Feynman

diagrams which is equivalent to an angular ordering, meaning that the opening

angle for a parton branching cannot occur an angle larger than that of the previous

" branching. The angular ordering is imposed as an additional constraint on the

value of z and the masses.

The initial partons are produced substantially off-shell and the parton shower is

continued until the virtuality of all of the partons reach a cut-off value which is

fixed at mmi n for gluons and mq + :_mmin_ for quarks (where mq is the constituent

quark mass). Typical values of mini n are ~1 GeV.

Once the parton shower is finished, the partons are formed into hadrons using

the Lund string fragmentation model, ls8] String models are based on the idea that

because of the coupling between gluons, the strong force flux lines between partons

will tend to be close together, forming a narrow flux tube, or string. If this string is

assumed to be uniform along its length, this leads to a potential which depends

linearly on the length of the string. The energy density of the string, _, is about

I GeV/fm (0.2 GeV 2). As the partons stretch the string, the energy stored in the

, , string increases until it is sufficient to create a new quark-antiquark pair (see

Figure 3-3). It is possible with the Lund model to have strings with additional

- . gluons from the parton shower on the string connecting the quark and antiquark.

Due to the momentum of these gluons, they will appear as kinks in the string

connecting the quarks.

- i . - i i H i i H i ......
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B:_ryons are fbrmed either by production of diquarks [89] or by the popcorn

mechanism. [90] In the former method, diquarks are allowed to be produced from a

single breaking of the string. These diquarks can then combine with the quarks on

the ends of the string to form baryons. The latter method involves the production of

two or more qq pairs, of a different color than the qq on the end of the string, from
...........

which different combinations of baryons (B) and mesons (M), such as BB, BMB,

BMMB, etc., can be formed. In practice, the probability for all but the first two

combinations is very small in the Lund model. These baryon production models

require numerous parameters, which characterize diquark production, strange

diquarks, spin-1 diquarks, the relative probability of B/_ to BMB, and strange

quark suppression factors for the quarks which make of the meson, M, and the

quark shared between the B and B.

A string usually breaks when the quark and antiquark at each end of the string

are about 1-5 fm apart. The quarks m/_st be produced at a separation large enough

such that the energy required to generate the quark's mass and transverse

momentum is removed from the field. The quantum mechanical tunneling

probability for the quarks to be produced wi_h a particular transverse mass tn T is

proportional to

exp (-nm2T/_) = exp (-nm2/n) exp (-np_/n). (3-4)

Locally the transverse momentum, PT, is balanced between the qq pair. This

equation also implies the suppression of"heavy flavor production: strange quark

production is reduced by a factor of about 0.3 while charm reduced by about 10-11

relative to the up and down quarks. Consequently, charm and bottom quarks do not

participate in the soft fragmentation. In the Lurid Monte Carlo, the generated

parton PT distribution is described by a Gaussian whose width, o 0 is a tunable
parameter. Similarly, the suppression of ss production relative to uu and dd, and

the produ,etion of pseudo-scalar to vector particles are also input parameters.

The longitudinal fragmentation is expressed in terms of the fraction of energy

which the quark passes on to a meson. The Lorentz invariant variable used is

chosen to be • "

' (E +PL) hadron " "
= ........................................, (3-5)

z (E. + p ) quark

IIl'mI IIlll IIll I III I II I III JIlL ........
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,, where PL is the momentum along the original quark direction. The probability of a

quark pair to form a meson of transverse mass m T with a particular value of z, is

given by the Lund symmetric function, 1911

..... exp - , (3-6). f(z)_ z

- where the a i are quantities which may depend on the flavor of the quarks which

together define the hadron and b as flavor independent. This form was developed in

order to ensure a left-right symmetry so that ,the fragmentation process will yield

the same results regardless of the end of the string chosen as the starting point. In

practice, it is normally assumed that the a i are the same

(1- z) a -b m_-
f(z) o_ ................exp ............ (3-7)z z

Thus, f(z) depends only on two parameters (a and b). Note that this function f(z)

is not the probability of a primary hadron being produced in a particular event with

a given z, but rather it is the probability used each time a string is broken

" producing a new quark pair. The former quantity, D (z), is a combination of the

f(z) functions folded together accordi_g to the ordering along the string.
b

3.2.2 Heavy Quark Fragmentation

The large mass of the charm and bottom quarks compared with the light quarks

requires that effects of flavor-dependent fragmentation be included in these events.

Compeu'ed to light quarks, the fragmentation of heavy quarks is expected to be

much harder, meaning that the distribution of energy carried away by the hadron

containing the heavy quark favor: larger values of z. [921This hard fragmentation

has been observed for both charm and bottom events at PEP and PETRA [42][93]and

at LEP. [221123][241194][95] The most common parameterization for the probability of

heavy hadrons being produced with a particular value ofz is given by the Peterson

function. [941A phenomenological picture of the heavy quark fragmentation process

of Q--_ H + q, where H = Qq is illustrated in Figure 3-4. The Peterson function
v

" was derived on the assumption that the amplitude for this process is proportional

the reciprocal of the energy transfer AE = EH+Eq-E Q. If this is expanded in

ilnlll II I II li III III _ r---:__ .... IHm I I lll I ,_lIBmlil_iil_Dm
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Figure3-4 A phenomenologicaIdiagramofthefragmenta'Lionofa

heavy.quark,Q,intoa hadron,H, and an antiquark.

terms of the particle masses, and a 1/z term is included to account for the effect of

longitudinal phase space, then the result is:

1

where the parameter _Q is given by the ratio of the light to heavy quark transverse
masses:

m_,(light quark)

A plot of this function is shown in Figure 3-5. Because heavy quark production in

soft fragmentation is almost entirely absent, the fragmentation probability function

f(z) is just the same as DQ (z), unlike for uds events.

A caveat which should be noted in the use of the fragmentation functions for

heavy quarks is that there are two slightly different definitions of z (and e) which

can be. used. [42] The definition by the Monte Carlo dut_ing the fragmentation is the

primordial value ofz:

(E +pL ) hndron
= ........................................, (3-10) " "

Zpri (E + p)un fragmented system

where the unfragmented system includes the heavy quark as well as other nearby

quarks..The other definition is k_.own as the reconstructed value, Zrec, and is
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Figure 3-5 The Peterson fragmentation function for e of 0.15 and

0.00"/, which yield an average z of 0.59 and 0.82 respectively.

defined by Equation (3-5). This value is favored for comparison among different

" experiments as it is model independent. Finally, it should be noted that the while

the Peterson function is adequate for use as the input to the Monte Carlo, one

should use caution when fitting (corrected) Zre c distributions for a number of

reasons, including the possibility of events with a hard gluon having Zre c > 1, a

feature which is not accommodated by the Peterson function. [61142]

Guided with the results found by Chrin, [42l the values of ac and £b used by the

Peterson function for describing the long:,tudinal fragmentation of charm and

bottom quarks to hadrons are 0.15 and 0.007, when the parton shower model is

employed. These correspond to averages of the Peterson function of 0.67 and 0.83,

respectively. With these values as input to the Monte Carlo, the average values for

the quantity x E = 2Ehad/Ecm are (XE) c = 0.41 and (XR) b = 0.68.

3.2.3 Monte Carlo Tuning

The Lund Monte Carlo fragmentation parameters which are used in this

". analysis are the result of tuning the Monte Carlo with Mark II data at PEP

(Ecru = 29 GEV), which if the Monte Carlo properly treat the energy dependency,

are expected to be valid at the Z°. 197}As illustrated in the following section, the

Monte Carlo with this tuning is in fact a reasonable description of the data. More
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recent high-statistics studies at LEP have shown no major sources of disagreement

between various versions oi" the Lund Monte Carlo and their larger data sample. [1021

Table 3-1 gives a partial list of the parameters used in the Monte Carlo.

Parameters not included in this table, such as the various btu'yon production
i

parz_neters, should be assumed to be the default parameters in JETSET

version 6.3. [84]

3.2.4 Hadronic Event Properties
[]sing the 528 event sample recorded by the Mark II in 1989, the global

properties were studied and it was found that a Monte Carlo with this tuning is a

good model for describing the data. [621198-1The events in these plots were selected

wit_ a standard set of cuts for selecting hadronic events which is described in

Section 4.3. A small number of cuts were made on the tracks used, chief among

them that the track have Icos01 of less than 0.82 and that the projection of

momentum in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis be at least 300 MeV/c. Two

useful event shape parameters are the thrust and sphericity. The thrust, T, is

defined as

where _ is the unit vector which maximizes the sum of its dot product with each of

the track momenta. The sphericity, S, is a similar quantity, except that it is

quadratic in momentum. It is defined as

S= 2.rain t .... g_j;" iI2 ........ , ( 3 ! i 2 )
./

where the unit vector D minimizes the momentum sum. Figure 3-6 shows the

agreement of the thrust and sphericity distributions between the data and Monte

Carlo for the 1989 Mark II data sample. In addition to the Monte Carlo model used

in this analysis (Lund 6.3) these show, for comparison, the results of other Monte

Carlo models: the Weber 4.1, [99] the Caltech-II 86 I]0°] _d Lund's JETSET 6.3 using -

a matrix element parton generation. I84]

*The baryon production paramet_.rs are in PAR(l) through PAR(7)in COMMONLUDATE.

.... ii i _ I I __ li _ i i i i i ' ii
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Variable
Name Description Valuename

..... i .... i i iii iiii illll i i ii .....

ALL A QCD scale PARE(21) 0.4 GeV
-- ,,,.... . ..............

" Lund Parton virtuality cut-off fbr
Shower

mini n further parton PARE(22) 1.0 GeV
" evolution

..................

width of parton PT PAR.(12) 0.23 GeV/cc (PT)o distribution
,., __

P(s)/P(u) ss suppression rela-tive to uu and dd, PAR(2) 0.30
............

fraction of vectorV
u and d-flavor meson PAR(8) 0.50

Lund String P\S +V _u,d production
Fragmentation ..............

fraction of vectorV

PS +%iJs u and d-flavor meson PAR(9) 0.60production
......... , . ......

fraction of vector
, V i

u and d-flavor meson PAR(10) 0,75PS+ V
c,b production

_-_- ,........... ,...........
q

uds fragmentation PAR(31) 0.45
Lund Symmetric a parameter
Fragmentation

Function (uds) b uds fragmentation PAR(32) 0.90
parameter

_ . _ . , , . ......... :.......

Peterson c c fi'agmentation PAR(44) 0,15
Fragmentation c parameter
Function .........

b fragmentation PAR(45) 0.007
(c and b) cb parameter

iii , ' , ,, llil ..... _- _

Table3-1 Some of Lund Monte Carlo (JETSET version 6.3)

parameters used in this analysis. The variable name refers to the
location of this variable in the Lund programs LUDATEand LUDAT1
common blocks[841.

The more detailed jet structure of the events can be investigated with jet finding

. . algorithms such as the JADE clustering algorithm (YCLUS). I1°11 This algo_-ithm

starts with each of the tracks being considered to be a jet and then combines them,

beginning with the pairs that will yield the smallest value of the parameter

y - mij/Evi s, the ratio of the invariant mass to the total visible energy. This process

continues until ali pairs have y larger than some value Ycut" For a range of Ycut

........
nii _' .... IJlllllll i] ii ii,lll i ill _ ___
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Figure 3-6 Corrected distributions of the thrust and sphericity for

the events in the 1989 data sample.

values, the fraction of events with a given number of jets can be calculated and

compared between data and Monte Carlo, as is shown in Figure 3-7(a). Another

method of using this algorithm is too look at the value ofy at which the event forms

only two jets. The resulting differential distribution, D2(Y), is illustrated in
Figure 3-7(b).

Inclusive track distributions can also be investigated. The detected charged

multiplicity distribution is shown in Figure 3-8. The distribution of the fraction oi'

tracks with x = 2p/Ecru is shown in Figure 3-9. The momentum projected into the

plane perpendicular to the sphericity axis is another way to view the jet nature of

the events. This momentum is shown in Figure 3-10 as the component in the plane

of the event (P±in) and that out. of the plane of the event (p±out).

These various plots, illustrating the global event properties, the jet production

properties and the inclusive track properties, all confirm that within the statistics

of this measurement, the Lund Monte Carlo tuned at PEP energies shows excellent

agreement with that observed data at 91 GeV.
o. ,

3.3 Heavy Hadrons in the Monte Carlo
As noted in Table _1, charm and bottom mesons are produced from Z 0 in the

ratio of 3:1 vector (D* and B*) to pseudoscalar (D and B). With a B*-B mass

- . . i i i Hl i ,i _J i , - -mmmmm
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Figure3-7 Jet distributions: (a) integral distribution of the

number of events as a function of Ycut, and (b) the differential

distribution of the y value for which an event goes from 3 to 2 jets.
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Fi&ure 3--8 Distribution of the number of detected tracks per event

passing the fiducial cuts observed in the data and as predicted by
several Monte Carlo models.
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Figure 3-9 Distribution of the scaled momentum.
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Figure 3--10 The two projections of the momentum transverse to the

sphericity axis: the projection in and out of the event plane.
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difference of ~50 MeV, the B* mesons all decay electromagnetically to a B meson. 181

The D* mesons decays both hadronically m_d electromagnetically, however the

possible hadronic decay modes are different for neutral and charged D's: [sI

. D *° _ D o y 45±6% D *+ _ D + y 18+4%

D,O_, D o _o 55+6% D,+ _ D + _o 27.2±2.5%

D *° _ D + _- not allowed D *+ -_ D o rc+ 55±4%

Note that the D *° is not allowed, by conservation of energy, to decay into the

charged pion. This results in an asymmetry of the produced charged and neutral D

mesons, despite the fact that the mesons are produced in equal numbers of charged

and neutral varieties. Ali other excited hadrons such as the heavy strange mesons,
3

D* and Bs*, and spin_ baryons are decayed to the ground state mesons

electromagnetically by the Monte Carlo. The ground state heavy strange mesons

comprise 13% (12%) of ali heavy flavor baryons for charm and bottom mesons,

respectively. The heavy flavor baryons comprise 9% of the heavy hadrons for both

charm and bottom.

The Monte Carlo then decays the ground state heavy flavor hadrons weakly by

the emission of a virtual W_ boson. The simplest diagram for the decay of heavy

hadrons is the spectator diagram shown in Figure 3-11. Tile lifetimes for the

various charm hadrons has been well measured for each type: tsl

"c(D°) = 0.421±0.010 psec _(D +) = 1.062+0.028 psec

AA._ +0.035 _ lal +0.017"_(Ds)= ..... -0.029 psec x(Ac) = ..... -0.013 psec

These lifetimes vary quite significantly, a fact which is not predicted by the

spectator model. These lifetime differences are believed to arise from interferences

between diagrams and diagrams with interactions involving the spectator quark

such as annihilation and W-exchange. The Monte Carlo generation used values

equivalent to these, with the exception of the Ac whose lifetime was 0.10 psec.

The situation is different in the case of average bottom hadrons. The lifetime of

- . the admixture of bottom hadrons produced at PEP, PETRA and LEP has been

reasonably well measured, [81125] but considerably less constraint exists for the

" " separate species of bottom hadrons.* Hence, the Monte Carlo decays ali of the

bottom hadrons with the same lifetime given by the average bottom hadron

* The present status of the separate B litr, time measurements is discussed in more det;_il in
Section 6.3.1 on page 180.

Illl . I I II I . --': ..... -_- II _llllmBIIjt_._ .... .__ -- ....
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e-, I_-, u, c

d,s

b ....
B _

q _

7073A2'9 D

Figure3--ll The spectator diagram for the decay of a hadron

containing a heavy quark (in this example b) into a W- which in turt_

decays into a charged-lepton and neutrino or a quark-antiqua_-k pair,

lifetime. This is not expected to be a cause for concern as the lifetime difference

among the bottom hadrons is expected to be significantly less than that observed for

charm hadrons. We use a value of 1.24 psec in the Monte Carlo generation.

The weak decays of the charm and bottom hadrons in the Monte Carlo are

handled somewhat differently. The decays of the D o and D + are handled primarily

through explicit decays which have been measured or are good educated guesses of

the correct branching fractions. The other charm and bottom baryons are decayed to

quarks via a V-A matrix element, and then the resulting quarks are allowed to

fragment like a jet system, For semileptonic decays it is assumed that the spectator

system always collapses into a single hadron.

3.4 Detector Simulation
In order to relate, the physical parameters of interest t.o the observed data, a

detector simulation is employed. This allows one to study the effects of these

parameters on events which are similar in nature to those we observe with the

actual detectors. This detector simulation follows the generated tracks through the

detectors and leaves hits at the appropriate locations. The tracking det, ectors are

divided into layers for the detector simulation, corresponding to the material and

measurement locations in each apparatus, As a particle enters each layer,

probabilities are calculated for it to interact with the material in that layer and to

generate a detected hit there. The effects included in this manner are multiple

Coulomb scattering, nuclear scattering, energy loss, photon conversions and the

...... .. ' _- i i i i _ i . ........ _ u i i ...... :,_.,,- ':_'J=m=m=m_m
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efficiency for a hit tobe generated. In each of the detectors, the simulation allows

all of the same reconstruction code to be used on the Monte Carlo events as is used

the real data events. In the DCVD, for instance, the FADC data is simulated by

placing hits from a large library of detected hits at a position determined using an

inverse of the measured time-distm_ce relationship. Nearby hits will have their

pulse height information summed together. The SSVD uses a Landau distribution

to determine pulse heights in each strip, accounting for the track angle. Effects such

as diffusion between strips, Gaussian noise and strip-to-strip coupling are also

included.

Additionally, the beam-related backgrounds observed in the data were added to

the detector simulation. To do this, a set of events which were recorded by a random

trigger were selected by requiring that they be near in time to a recorded Z 0 event.

The raw hits in these random events were then 'mixed' onto the hits generated for

tracks by the Monte Carlo. In the CDC, all of the recorded hits in Monte Carlo and

background data events were combined. Closely spaced hits in a CDC jet cell were

treated using the measured double-hit efficiencies to decide whether the latter hit is

. found. The latter hit time resolution is also degraded depending on its proximity to

the prior hit. For the DCVD and SSVD, the inclusion of backgrounds was performed

- by adding the pulse heights of the generated Monte Carlo event and random event.

In the DCVD this pulse height addition was done on a bin-by-bin basis through all

of the FADC record. Similarly, for the SSVD, the pulse heights from each strip in

the background event were added to the appropriate strip in the Monte Carlo event.

In the SSVD, the effects of uncertainty in the local and global alignment are also

included in the detector simulation. This uncertainty is a result of alignment

process which used the limited sample of hadronic tracks.* Incorporating these

uncertainties into the Monte Cre'lo was accomplished by running the same

alignment routines on Monte Carlo event samples of the same number of events as

our data sample. The resulting imperfect alignment constants were then used in

the track reconstruction code for the Monte Carlo events.

A significant improvement to the detector simulation was made by the

implementation of a better model for multiple Coulomb scattering in the detector

simulation. The original method would change the particle's direction as it passed

through each scattering layer according to a Gaussian distribution whose width was

* See Section 2.2.4.4 on page 77 for information on the SSVD alignment.

• _--- -- i ,,., i -- i r l i i iii H i .....
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Figure3-12 The multiple scattering angle distribution for the

Molii_re theory as calculated by the subroutine MLR, and a Gaussian

assumption using the Particle Data Group's Equation (3:13) as the
width of the distribution. This particular example is calculated for a

pion of momentum 1 GeV/c which is normally incident on 500 }am of

silicon (which corresponds to 0.53% of a radiation length).

specified, in limit of small angle scattering, by the standard multiple scattering

formula as given by the Particle Data Group: [z03]

(I) 13.6MEV "l;ii I 0.038]og;0- Jms = .........._cp....... 1 + , (3-13)

where x is the material thickness and X 0 is the radiation length of the material.*

There are two problems with this approach. First, the scattering layers in the

Monte Carlo detector simulation can be comprised o£ very little material, such that

it can be below the range of the validity of the standard formula (10-3< x/X o < 100

for all Z). Second, this method does not properly introduce the tails from occasional

large-angle scatters (plural and single scattering) which are actually present in the

multiple scattering process. To do this, the Moliere scattering theory 11°4] was

employed using the MLR subroutine in the CERN Program Library

(CERNLIB). [z°5] Figure 3-12 compares the predicted multiple scattering angle

* See Section 4.1.3 on page 116 for more infbrmation on multiple Coulomb scattering and the
use of this equation.

ii i i i i i iii ii i i - illllllll .__
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distribution for a track passing through a particular scattering layer using a

Gaussian formula and using the Moliere scattering theory. The effects of this

change on the track measurement will be discussed further in Section 4.5.2,

"Multiple Scattering-Limited Resolution," on page 138.
t,

i

L, i i iii i iii i i
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i Chapter 4

Tracking System Performance

In order to extract results from the observed data it is essential to accurately

model the detector in the Monte Carlo, which requires that the performance of the

. detector elements be well understood. Of particular concern for the subsequent

analyses is the tracking detector system, namely the CDC, DCVD and SSVD. This

chapter contains a study of the performance of the combination of the three

tracking detectors. The performance of the detectors individually was discussed in

Chapter 2.

The tracking system characteristics of primary importance in the following

analyses are the

: • impact parameter resolution, and

• track finding and reconstruction efficiency,

both of which are addressed in this chapter. The impact parameter resolution is of

primary impor_:_ance for determining the efficiency and purity of the enrichment

method used for selecting Z°-_ bb events. This method, the impact parameter

significance tag, is discussed in Chapter 5 and its application to measure the

. . hadronic branching fraction of the Z ° to bb events in Chapter 6. The tracking

efficiency is also important, particularly for the multiplicity measurements

described in Chapter 7.

i -- ' lm' i i i llnl _
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4.1 An Introductionto Track ImpactParameter
The impact parameter of a track is the distance of closest approach to some

reference point, namely the distance perpendicular from a track's trajectory. In this

case the reference point is the interaction point (IP) where the e- and e+ beams

nominally collide.

4.1.1 Impact Parameter Definition

If a particle created at the IP lives for a time t, its decay length is then given by

l = _ct, where _ = v/c (the particle's speed relative to the speed of light) and

_l = E/mc 2 (the particle's energy divided by its mass). If this particle decays, then

the impact pm_a::_ter of the daughter with respect to the IP, as projected into the

plane perpendicular to the beam axis (the Xy plane), is given by

b = lsin_lsin¢ = _ctsin_sin$. (4-1)

In this equation, ¢ is the polar angle from the beam axis and W is the angle of the

daughter direction with respect to that of the parent, as illustrated in Figure 4-1.

Because the tracking detectors have primarily ax:ial segznentation, in subsequent
d

usage the terms 'impact parameter' (b) and 'decay length' (l) will refer '_o the

projection of the three-dimensional lengths int_ the plane perpendicular to the
beam axis.

An interesting feature of the impact parameter is that as the parent particle

becomes highly relativistic, the impact parameter becomes insensitive to the parent

particle's momentum. This is seen as the cancellation between the decay length,

IP /sine

S, Y
J o

,_'

s X

Figure,_-I Definition of the variables involved in calculating
impact parame_rs. The parent particle traveled a distance l and then
decayed into a daughter which travels at an angle _ from the parent's
direction.
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which increases with higher momentum, and the decay angle, which decreases with

higher momentum. To illustrate this in the limit that the daughter particle's mass

is small compared to its momentum in the parent's center-oi;mass (CM) frame,

consider a track which decays at an angle _cm in the parent particle's CM frame. In

the frame in which we observe the daughter particle, this corresponds to the angle

II/, given byt.

sinlllcm ,

sin_ = y(i+_co-s-_}Cm) . ; 0<_cm < n. (4-2)

This relation is a consequence of the fact that the daughter's momentum parallel to

the parent's will be Lorentz boosted, whereas the transverse momentum is Lorentz

invariant. Inserting this into the expression For b in Equation (4-1), the y terms

cancel, yielding

_ct sin ¢sin _cm
= - ' 0 < < (4-3)

....................... c_t sin ¢ tan __cm
b (1 + _coslI/c,n) ' _gcm 2'

. where the last expression is a further approximation assuming that _ = 1 in the

denominator.

" The level to which the impact parameters of daughter tracks from B decays are

insensitive to the B momentum at the Z 0 resonance can be seen in Figure 4-2. This

figure shows, as a function of B hadron momentum, the average impact parameter

divided by the proper decay length, c_, of the B hadron for all charged tracks from B

decay. Also shown is the expected spectrum of B hadron momenta. Both of these

were calculated by the LUND Monte Carlo at Ecru = 91 GeV. t From this example,

one can see that at such high center-of-mass energy, the impact parameter of the

daughter track is indeed only sensitive to the parent B hadron momentum for those

tracks from the decay of the B's which received very little energy during the

fragmentation process. Furthermore, because the fragmentation to B hadrons is

quite hard, the number of tracks from these low momentum B hadrons is small. For

example, only 23% oi" the tracks are from a B hadron of a momentum for which

" (b/ez > is below 0.9 of is high B momentum plateau.

" " " Equation (4-2) has been frequently noted without reference tc) the Pda, "^ter _ mdaugt, ter limit
in the p_lrent's rest ft'nine. This may be. a result of the fact that this hae, o_en been mentioned in

the context, of tagging leptons from B decay. In this case, a massless approximation is clearly
valid for electrons due to their small mass, while the momentum spectrum, which will be harder
for both muons or electrons than tbr hadrons from B decay, w_ll further justify the equation's
validity in semi.leptonic decays.
t See Chapter 3 for more information on the Monte Carlo used in this analysis.
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Figure 4-2 In the upper plot, the average of the impact parameter
divided by the lifetime of the B hadron is shown as a function of the
momentum of the B hadron. Below is the expected spectrum of B
hadron momentum.

4.1.2 Impact Parameter Signing
Impact parameters can. be made more useful i.f they are given an algebraic sign

based upon the apparent origin of the track, particularly fbr heavy quark events.

The sign applied will be, negative if the track appears to come from behind the

interaction point and positive otherwise. This definition is referred to as the

physically-signed impact parameter. This method of applying an algebraic sign is

useful because all of the B decay products are swept forward by the B's large boost,

into the hemisphere defined by the B direction for B hadrons with a momentum of - .

at least 8 GeV/c. Because a majority of hadronic events have a general back-to-back

jet nature, the first step is to determine the a×is of the event, which approximates

the direction of the original partons, as given by a event or jet axis. Since the event

....... L_L ........ Jl_.,-- _--:: .......... i i i | mill ii i[: - di
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axis is a good approximation for the B direction, the majority of the tracks from B

decay will be given the same algebraic sign.

4.1.2.1 Event and JetAxis Algorithms

The thrust axis is defined as the unit vector _ which maximizes the thrust, T,
w

defined as ",

7' = max .......... , (4-4)

t •j
where the sum of the momenta/_i is taken over ali of the charged tracks. The value

of the thrust varies from 0.5 in the case of a very isotropic event to 1.0 for an event

with narrow back-to-back jets. A nice feature of the thrust axis is that because it

depends linearly on momentum, it is infrared safe. [106]This means that the thrust

will be unchanged if one particle decays into two collinear particles. This thrust axis

can then be used to divide the event into two thrust hemispheres defined by the

plane perpendicular to the thrust axis. In heavy quark events, the thrust axis

• approximates the direction of the heavy hadrons in the majority of the events. The

angular difference between the thrust axis and the direction of the B hadrons is

shown in Figure 4-.3 as determined by the LUND Monte Carlo. It is seen that the

thrust axis does reasonably approximate the actual B direction in most cases

although there are broad tails. The source of these tails is primarily events in which

either one or both of the B hadrons has fairly little energy, such as the case when a

hard gluon has been radiated. This produces multi-jet events in which the B hadron

momenta are not back-to-back and thus the thrust axis cannot accurately

reconstruct the directions of both B hadrons.

The use of other event axes was also studied. In particular these were the

sphericity axis and jet axes using two different algorithms: a scaled invariant mass

algorithm [1011 and a momentum cluster algorithm 1107l. The sphericity axis unit

vector _ is defined by

+ " = 2min pj 2 (4-5)
2

and, as it depends on the square of the momentum, will be more strongly affbcted

by high momentum tracks. The value of the sphericity, S, will range from 0 for

_ i li iii ii iiiii i i iii iii i lilt ii i :_ ............. :c:_::
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narrow 2-jet events to 1 for events with an isotropic distribution of tracks. Unlike

the thrust axis, it's quadratic dependence on the momentum means that it is not co-

linear safe. Despite these differences, the sphericity axis yielded results which are

virtually the same as those for the thrust axis.
.

The cluster algorithm YCLUS starts with each of the particles being considered

to be a jet mid then combines these, beginning with the pairs that will yield the

smallest value of the parameter y = mij/E_,is, the ratio of the invariant mass to the
total visible energy. This process continues until ali pairs have y larger than some

value Ycut which typically ranges from 0.02 to 0.10. The LCLUS algorithm similarly

begins with each particle being considered its own jet. It then combines these

beginning with that pair with the smallest value of

"= I..................2..............'
until all of the jets are above a cut-off, Djoin. This cut-off was tuned at

Ecru = 30 GeV to be 2.5 GeV, and scales to a value of 7.9 GeV at 91 GeV.1621Both of

the jet algorithms more accurately reconstructed the B hadron direction than did

10 0E _="' ' "I ''''_''' "" I '"' ' ' I ' ' ' ' I" '_' ' I ' ' '""rE
c_ " --

-0 _ oe -
c_

co 10-1
-- • • _6 ""

O
Q. - Q -

u_ 10 .2 •._. ]=- t ¢ ¢
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ii +c-
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B hadron/Thrust Axis Angle (radians)

Figure 4-8 Angular separation between the thrust axis and the B

hadron directions as determined by the Monte Carlo.
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the thrust or sphericity axes. This is to be expected as a significant fraction of

events have hard gluon radiation. However, these events retrieved from the tail of

the B hadron direction/thrust axis distribution by using a jet algorithm will be those

in which the B had fairly low momentum. As a result, the decay products will also

. have low momentum which will make them more difficult to use in identifying bb

events and thus there is negligible change in the tag characteristics. (See the next

" chapter for a discussion of the tagging method.)

4.1.2.2 Determination and Analysis of the Impact Parameter Sign

The sign of the impact parameter is determined in the following mmmer: if the

track crosses the thrust axis in the same thrust hemisphere as the track, then

b > 0, otherwise b < 0. This is illustrated in Figure 4-4. This definition is useful

because ali of the B decay products are swept forward by the B's large boost into the

hemisphere defined by the B direction for PB > 8 GeV. Since the B direction is fairly

well approximated by the thrust axis, the majority of the tracks fi'om B decay will

have b > 0.

Negative impact parameter tracks will come from a number of sources. In ali

types of hadronic events, the impact parameters of tracks from the IP will be

smeared due to the finite resolution of the detectors. This will result in the typical

. Gaussian-like distribution around b = 0. There are also a number of other

thrust

s,_ axis
b>O

_'_ trackb<O
track

.._I_-" _ Y

Figure 4-4 The method for assigning an algebraic sign to the track

impact parameters using the event thrust axis is illustrated here.
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(a) ..._

__-- _IP ,, ._+_ ._ thrust_Ib- - --"_"_ - - -..._ _ ........... _ .

Figure 4--5 Some of the mechanisms for tracks from a long-lived

parent being assigned a negative impact parameter when using the

thrust axis to determine the sign' (a) tertiary decays, and (b) a

misalignment between the thrust axis and the parent particle.

possibilities for generating negative impact parameter tracks particularly for tracks

resulting from the decay of long-lived particles (bottom, charm and strange-flavored

hadrons). As illustrated in Figure 4-5, these sources include'

• actual backward going tracks, which should be only a few, as most of the

decay products will be swept ibrward along the parent's direction;

• secondary decays such as B _ D _X where the lifetime of the second

generation particle (i.e. the D) allows the decay vertex at which the daughter

X is produced not to lie on the B direction;

• instances in which the thrust axis and parent direction are not well aligned,

for instance b/_ events with a hard radiated gluon or tracks from K_s decay.

The level to which each of these contribute ibr the particles from B hadron decay

at the Z 0 can be quantified using the Monte. Carlo. Figure 4-6(a) shows the

generated impact parame_rs with respect to the actual IP, for tracks from prompt

B decay,* where the actual B-dfi'ection has been used to apply the impact parameter

si_. Thus the only source of the negative impact parameter tracks are actual

backward going decays which are indeed a small fraction (2.1%). A fairly small
,a

result is expected, because as pointed out earlier, only tracks from the few very low '

momentum B hadrons can decay into the hemisphere opposite the B direction. As . .

shown in Figure 4-6(b), when ali of the tracks from B decay are included, such as

* In this context, "prompt B decay tracks" are those tracks resulting directly from a B decay,
and not from subsequent decays (of a D or K, for instance). This latter set of' tracks will be
referred to as the "non-prompt B decay tracks."
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Figure 4-.6 These plots illustrate the ]eve] that various effects

contribute to producing negative impact parameters for tracks from B

decay: (a) the impact parameters of the generated prompt B decay

tracks using the B hadron direction to determine the sign; (b) impact

parameters for all of the generated tracks from B decay (including

tertiary decays such as B--->D_X); (c) impact parameters of the

• . generated tracks which are signed using the thrust axis; (d) the impact

parameters of the reconstructed tracks, again using the thrust axis.

. . The thrust axis used is that determined with the reconstructed tracks.

The tracks used in these plots were all reconstructed by the tracking

algorithms and m-e required to have passed a series of track quality

cuts (see Section 4.4 on page 128),
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tracks from a tertiary. D decay vertex, the fraction of the tracks which are given

negative impact parameters using the actual B direction is still small (5.7Yo), but

slightly larger than the fraction in prompt B decay. This increase in the fraction of

negative impact parameter tracks is the consequence of the fact that tracks from

tertiary, decay vertices may have negative impact parameters, as illustrated in

Figure 4-5. To observe the effects of using the thIxlst axis instead of the B direction

to sign the impact parameters, Figure4-6(c) shows the generated impact

parameters for all tracks from B decay, now using the thrust axis found with the

reconstructed tracks. The effect is to double the fraction of tracks with negative

impact parameters to 21%. Finally, the effect of detector resolution is included by

using the impact parameter reconstructed with the tracking algorithms from the

full detector simulation. The reconstructed impact parameter is also with respect to

an IP which is determined for each event using a fit of these reconstructed tracks

(see Section 4.2 on page 123). These detector effects show the level to which

fluctuations of a track's impact parameters cause them to be assigned a negative

impact parameter, as illustrated in Figure4-6(d). The effect of the detector

resolution produces slightly more b < 0 tracks, causing a total of' 25% of the tracks

from B decay to be assigned negative impact parameters. There is another

interesting effect, which is the narrower central peak compared with the other

distributions. This is an artifhct of the use of the event-by-event fit IP_ which will

tend to pull towards the small impact parameter tracks which are included in the
fit.

The effects of this impact parameter signing method on the different flavors of

events is illustrated in Figure 4-7 which shows the distribution of reconstructed

impact parameters. For uds events, this distribution has a generally Gaussian

shape, with only slight tails from strange particle decays (/_s and A). In contrast,
cc events have a more asymmetric distribution due to the finite lifetime of charmed

hadrons, although the positive tail is significantly larger for bb events owing

primarily to their longer lifetime. Both of the heavy quark events have a significant

fraction of their tracks which are from the primary vertex, such as those from

fragmentation, which form a centr_ core to the distribution.

4.1.3 Impact Parameter Resolution
Because of the finite resolution of any tracking detector, the measurement of the

impact parameter for a track will have associated with it some level of uncertainty.
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Figure 4-7 The reconstructed impact parameter distributions for

different flavors of events as predicted by the Monte Carlo.
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Understanding the impact parameter resolution function is important in order to
i

properly model the detectors by the Monte Carlo simulation.

The impact parameter resolution has contributions from two primary sources:

the resolution of the measured track extended to its point of closest approach to the

IP, aTR , and the uncertainty in the actual interaction point, OIp , which is discussed
in Section 4.2. The impact parameter resolution is thus related to the sum in

quadrature of these two terms,

a b 4UTR + alp. (4-7)

The uncertainty of the track measurement can be expressed in terms of two

components, one which represents the intrinsic detector resolution, (_int' and a
second which accounts for the multiple Coulomb scattering of low momentum

tracks, orns . The resulting relation is

C2R - 02nt + a2ms' (4-8)

4.1.3.1 Intrinsic Resolution Term

For tracking detectors which are composed of a series of n equally spaced

position measurements of resolution, ¢_o,extending from an inner radius of r i and

to an outer radius of L + ri from the IP, the intrinsic resolution is given by

- ...... 1 + 3 .............................., (4-9)
Oint Jn n + 1 L

One can see several trends from this expression which can in general be

extrapolated to more complicated detector systems where such a straightforward

expression can not as easily be obtained. First, the track resolution varies

essentially as n -1/2 which would of course be expected from statistics, so it is

beneficial to have many position measurements. Second, the best resolution is

achieved by minimizing the inner radius, ri, and maximizing the lever arm, L.

Equation (4-9) is not valid for the entire detector system containing detectors of

widely vaITing resolution and spacing, particularly with the advent of silicon vertex

detectors which usually have only a few layers of very high position resolution. As is

the case for the Mark II, when a silicon detector is used in conjunction with lower ....

_=_1 I i i, li Irllll .. I I I I
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resolution outer detectors one can imagine that the intrinsic resolution may roughly

be expressed as

o? =Oo2+ 2tnt (rO(5(p) (4-10)

" where oo and r o are the average position resolution and radius of the silicon

detector and o_o is the angular resolution of the outer tracking detectors which
" provide an accurate angular measurement for most tracks. As will be discussed

latter, for vet-] low momentum tracks, the best measurement, of the angle is made

within the SSVD itself.

4.1.3.2 Multiple Scattering Resolution Term

At low momentum, the measurement accuracy of a track is limited by the

multiple Coulomb scattering as it passes through the material in the beam pipe and

the detectors. If, as was the case in the past, the beam pipe and inner wall of the

vertex detector were the dominant source of material, then the multiple scattering

contribution to the track resolution would be

r •
_ ptpe

Oms - Si--n-ii' ems (13,Xpipe ) (4-11)

. where, rpipe is the beam-pipe/inner wall radius, 0 is the dip angle to the beam axis
and O is the related to the width of the scattering angle distribution for a track ofms

momentum/3 and beam pipe thickness of xpipe (see Figure 4-8)
In general, this multiple scatteri__ angular distribution is well described by the

Moli6re theory which has been investigated in numerous papers [1°4] and is

incorporated into the Monte Carlo detector simulation (see Section 3.4 on page 102).

In order to develop some intuitive feel for the effects multiple scattering, an

approximate formalism can be used. For small-angle scattering however, the

angular distribution is roughly Gaussian in nature. Thus it has become

commonplace to approximate the angular distribution as a Gaussian distribution of

width O . This width was first approximated as Ii°slms

"" = z ,

" " where E c is a constant with units of energy, p, _c and z are the momentum, speed

and charge of the particle, x is the material thickness and X 0 is the radiation length

of the material. (A radiation length is defined as the "mean distance over which a

high energy electron loses all but 1/e of it's energy by bremsstrahlung ''|251and very

r iii i ' i i IIUl " _ .... . I IIIm II III
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Figure 4-8 A simplified view of multiple scattering where the

dominant source of scattering is the beam pipe/inner detector wall
before the detectors. The amount of additional error in the

measurement of impact parameter due to this scattering is the product

of the rms scattering angle, q>ms,and the distance from the IP, rpipe/

sin0 where 9 is the dip angle.

roughly depends on the atomic number of the naterial from which the particle is

scattering as Z-2.)

Later it was shown that the width of the scattering angle distribution could be

much better approximated by an additional dependence on the material thickness

which led to anew formula: [109l

= .....c x x
ms _cp z 1 + CI ....... . (4-13)

The most recent de_rminati.on of the constants for Equation (4-13) has been done

in Reference [12.0] and yields

.....

o x o ov,ns = ........-_cp .........z 1 + 0.0381og (4-14)
a

Upon comparison to Moliere theory, it is seen that this width is the same as the

width of the central 98% of the Moliere distribution to an accuracy of 11% for a " -

range of scatterer thicknesses of' 10 -3 < x/X 0 < 100 for all 2,.

In the cylindrical geometry of the Mark II, the amount of material through

: which a track traverses varies with the polar angle as x0/sin0 where x 0 is the

I i . ii i ,11 i i iii ii I iii iii i iiii1_1 i i
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thickness of that layer. Thus, the resulting contribution of the multiple scattering to

the track extrapolation resolution can be written by substituting this last equation

into Equation (4-11),

13.6MEV /X0I x0/sin0 '
" ms ' 0.0381og ................

a = rpipe _cp (sinO) 3/2 z 1 + X0 _1' (4-15)

" This illustrates the general dependence of the multiple scattering term on the track

momentum and direction,
L

a °

a (p, O) - ms
ms p (sin0) 3/2 (4-16)

where the weak dependence of the logarithmic term on sin0 has been ignored and

it is assumed that _ = 1.

4.1.3.3 Total Track Resolution

The Mark II tracking detector system is actually more complex than the models

presented in the previous two sections, but the results of these models will provide

. some guidance when working with the real system. In particular, the track

resolution is expected to have the form
N

rl"l,8

a2R= Ci2int + (-s]_0-)-3_ (4-17)

which was derived assuming all of the scattering comes from the beam pipe or first

measurement layer. In actuality, there is substantial scattering material

throughout the detectors. Thus, the calculation of trR, from the error matrix of the
track, as determined by the track fitting programs (see Chapter 2) will be more

complex than Equation (4-17). Different approaches are taken to include the effects

of multiple scattering in this fit. In the CDC and DCVD, multiple scattering is

accounted for both by allowing a kink in the track fit between the chambers and

with a correction term to account for material in the tracking volume, as derived by

Gluckstern [6z]. This correction is not strictly valid in our case, as it is derived for

" detectors with equally spaced layers of equal spatial resolution, but it nonetheless

. , works satisfactorily. In the SSVD, the multiple scattering is handled properly by its
inclusion in the covariance matrix for the full track fit. [73]

Figure 4-9(a) shows the calculated track resolution at the distance of closest

approach to the IP as a function of [p (sin(})3/2j-1 for a collection of Monte Carlo

_ ' nn llm m iiI ml lln n _,___
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Figure 4-9 The calcula_eci impact parameter resolution of the full
o

CDC, DCVD and SSVD tracking system is shown as a f\mction of the

track momentum, These points were calcu]ated for a collection of

Monte Carlo tracks using the position measurements determined with
data for each detector.
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tracks using the position resolution measurements discussed in Chapter 2. The

tracks included in this figure must have passed a general series of cuts, most

impol'tantly that there be at least 25 (15) position measurements in the CDC

(DCVD). The tracks with no found SSVD position measurements are clustered in

, the upper left of the plot, namely they have the worst resolution for a given

momentum. This is due primarily fact that the track must be extrapolateu back

• toward the IP over a longer distance and through more scattering material. Those

tracks with only one position measurement in the SSVD are to the right of the CDC/

DCVD-only tracks and are separated by the layer in which the SSVD hit occurred,

again due to the same argument as above. These tracks with no more than one

SSVD position measurement have their impact parameter determined in

essentially the same manner as high momentum tracks' the angle of the track is

determined by the CDC and DCVD while the track is fixed to a point near the IP

essentially by the SSVD or DCVD, depending on whether a SSVD hit was found.

The resolution for each combination of hits is spread over fairly broad bands

because of the various combinations of' CDC and DCVD hits as well as the polar

angle of the track.

" Tracks with two or more hits in the SSVD have even better resolution, as can be

expected, and separate clearly into bands depending on the combination of the three
==

SSVD layers which have position measurements on the track (i.e. 1+2, 1+3, 2+3 or

1+2+3). What is different about the low-momentum track resolution determined for

these tracks is that the polar angle of the track is determined almost solely by the

SSVD. This is because the scattering material between the SSVD and DCVD

degrades the extrapolation of the track from the CDC and DCVD as the track

momentum is lowered, until at momenta lower than 2-3 GeV, the SSVD can it_elf

measure the angle of the track better than the CDC and DCVD, despite its very

small lever arm. As the track momentum increases, the effect of multiple scattering

is diminished and the greater lever arm of the outer chambers provides a better

angle determination. Graphically this can be seen in Figure 4-9(b). The slope of the

resolution dependence on the momentum is shallower at low momentum than at

. larger momentum where the angle information from the CDC and DCVD becomesi,

useful, providing a better measurement of the track.
b

4.2 Interaction Point Determination
Recall that the impact parameter resolution as given in I_quation (4-7), contains

contributions from the track measurement accuracy as well as the knowledge of the
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interaction point. A particularly advantageous feature of the SLC is the very small

size ul the beam spots at the interaction point, where the beams have a diameter of

less than 5 microns. In contrast, a storage ring typically has significantly larger

beam spots. In the case of LEP, these are about 20 microns in the vertical plane and

150-200 microns in the horizontal plane. Although the beam spots are less than 5

microns in diameter, the knowledge of' their position with respect to the tracking

[ll2]detectors must still be determined. While instrumentation in the SLC final

focus provides some information as to the relative position of the beams, the

determination of the absolute beam position necessitates using Z ° events. As

described below, this is done using hadronic events and ftting for a vertex using a

subset of the tracks which best match to this vertex, The resulting fit vertex

position can either be applied on an event-by-event basis or as an average over

gl'oups of events. This latter option is discussed in Section 4.7.

4.2.1 Interaction Point Finding Algorithm

The interaction point finding algorithm involves building up a vertex by

sequentially adding tracks to the vertex fit which have the highest probability of"

having originated in a common point. Specifically, the algorithm begins with the

four 'tracks that have the smallest impact parameters to a seed interaction point

location. The four combinations of three of these tracks are then fit to a vertex in

the xy plane and the _2 probability for those tracks to form a vertex calculated. The

combination with the largest probability is then taken as the initial vertex to which
other tracks will be added.

To add more tracks to the vertex, each of the remaining tracks is individually fit

to a vertex with the three tracks found in the initial vertex fit and the X2 probability

of that vertex calculated. The additional track which yields a vertex of the largest X2

probability is then permanently added to the vertex. The process is then repeated

with the remaining tracks, individually fitting a vertex with each additional track

and the tracks already assigned to the vertex, then again permanently keeping the

track with the highest )_2probability in the vertex. The process of adding tracks t_

the fit vertex is then terminated when none of the additional tracks yield a vertex of

a _:2probability greater than 0.01. . "

Using ali detected tracks as candidates for the vertex, as will be standard when
o, ,,

using an event-by-event determined vertex, the resulting fit vertex typically has an

error ellipse with a semi-major axis (ox) of"30-.60 _n and a semi-minor axis (Oy) of

5-15 pm, for an aspect, ratio of .roughly 5:1. The direction of the semi-major axis is

III : : " i i1,111 , i, n,,, ...... ni I IIPlINll I U lull . ..... I......
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Figure4-10 Definitions of the variables used in studying the
interaction point fit results.

usually fairly parallel to the thrust axis. On average, about 60-70% of the detected

tracks are used in vertex, which is about 14 tracks in the data. In bb events, about

one fewer tracks are, on average, are included in the vertex fit. The fraction of the

tracks from a B hach'on decay which are included in the fit decreases roughly

linearly from about 68% for a decay length less than 1 mm to about 55% for a decay

length of about 10 mm. This level to which these tracks affect the fit is discussed

below. This algorithm successfully finds an interaction point location with three or

more tracks for all events which pass the event selection cuts (see Section 4.3).

Usefi_l quantities to use in studying the vertex fit results are the distance

perpendicular (yT) and parallel (x T) to the major axis, between the fit and assumed

vertex position. These variables are illustrated in Figure4-10. Expected

distributions for YT as calculated by the Monte Carlo are shown by event flavor in

. Figure 4--11. It can be seen that the YT distribution for cc events is only slightly

wider than that for uds events and neither has very significm_t non-Gaussian tails.

, , The bb events have a notably broader YT distribution than uds or cc events. A

wider distribution for bb events would be expected for a number of reasons. First,

on average, fewer tracks are included in the fit vertex in bb events than in udsc

events. Furthermore, a broader tail might also be expected as there will be some

. ._ J[ __lllmm!ml r I II I II I I II II I . _.._._.t. I I I II II R I IIII _ I ..... I - m

['age I _o_
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Figure 4-11 Monte Carlo predictions ofyT distributions for different

flavors of events with 25 tlm of IP motion in the Monte Carlo. Ali events

which pass the event selection cuts (see Section 4.3) are included in

these plots.

instances where the fitting algorithm found a secondary vertex rather than the

primary one, particularly when the B hadrons decay with a short lifetime. These

effects combine to make the Y T distribution -40% wider than that for the lighter

quark species. However, the lack of a very large tail indicates that in the vast

majority of the events, the vertex finding algorithm is doing quite well even in multi-

vertex events. The distributions between the actual and found vertex along the

major axis of the error major axis of the error ellipse, x T, shown in Figure 4-12. As

is the same for the YT distribution, the x T distribution is broader for the b/_ events,

in this case by about 20%.

It is interesting to note that the error assigned to the vertex ellipse

underestimates the actual error with which the vertex is determined. This can be

seen when the Monte Carlo is studied with no generated IP motion. The average

error' along the minor axis is 12 _m while the YT distribution has a Gaussian fit . "

width of 18 I_m and a standard deviation of 26 _Lm.The source of this discrepancy

and the non-Gaussian tail is largely due to tails in the impact parameter " "

distribution which are not accounted for in the impact parameter resolution

assigned to a given track. These impact parameter tails and the treatment of them

in the Monte Carlo will be discussed later in Section 4.5.

.... : :"--_ li i ii iii I ilJJl i I ............... i .i ii ___
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Figure 4-12 Monte Carlo predictions ofxTdistributions for different

flavors of events with 25 I_m of IP motion in the Monte Carlo. All

events which pass the event selection cuts (see Section 4.3) are

included in these plots

4.3 Event Selection Cuts
The event selection cuts first require that the event pass a standard set of cuts

which select hadronic events and reduce the background from e +e-, p + I_-, z+ _-

events and random background events. These cuts are:

° At least 7 tracks must be in the nominal fiducial volume. Specifically, these

tracks must satisfy the following four minimal requirements.

1. The calculated angle of the track with respect to the beam axis must

satisfy Icos01 < 0.8 such that the tracks are well inside the active regions

of the tracldng detectors.

2. The projection of the track's momentum into the plane perpendicular to

the beam axis, Pxy, must be greater than 0.150 GeV/c.

3. The distance of closest approach in the z-direction of the track to the

- nominal interaction point must satisfy z m < 15 mm.

4. The number of hits associated with the track in the CDC tracking must., a.

be at least 25 of the 72 possible.
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• The sum of the observed charged and neutral visible energy must be at least

half of the center-of-mass energy, where charged tracks are assigned the mass

of a pion. Specifically, this requirement is

Evis = _JPi +mn+ _Ei > 0"5Ecru'
i i

These cuts select 80.0% of the hadronic events with a very small non-hadronic

background of less than 0.1%. In the 1990 data sample, 220 events pass these cuts.

An additional cut was made to ensure that the events are oriented in the central

region of the detector where the tracking detectors are located:

• The angle of the thrust axis calculated using the charged tracks which pass

the above cuts only, must satisfy IcoSOthrust < 0.7.

This cut reduces the event-to-event fluctuations with negligible loss of statistical

power in the analyses to be discussed later. After this cut, the event-selection

efficiency is 70.4%, and in our data sample 196 events remain.

4.4 Vertex Quality Track Cuts
Once hadronic events are found, a subset of the tracks within these events are

selected whose impact parameter resolution will be thoroughly studied. These

vertex quality tracks will later be used to tag bb events. Initially, it is required that

each track pass the four minimal track cuts used in the event cuts. Additionally, a

track must satisfy the following requirements that ensure accurate impact

parameter determination:

5. The number of hits found on the track in the DCVD must be at least 15 of

32 possible.

6. Similarly, the number of hits found in the track in the SSVD must be at

least 1 of 3 possible.

7. The error on the extrapolation of the track back to the interaction point

including multiple scattering, OTR , must be less than 200 _m.

To reduce the number of tracks with large impact parameters which come from non-

b/_ sources, in particular those from /_s or A decays, multiple Coulomb scattering • "

and nuclear interactions, it is also required that:

8. The impact parameter of the track, with respect to an interaction point

which is fit on an event-by-event basis, must satisfy lbl < 2 mm.

J_ " iii I
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A total of 2330 tracks in the 220 events pass _he cuts which select hadronic

events, and 2176 tracks in the 196 events pass all of the event selection cuts

(namely the hadronic cuts and the cut on the polar angle of the thrust, axis) are

found in the 1990 data sample. To maximize the statistical power, the former

sample of tracks will be used to study the impact parameter resolution. Table 4-1

gives the fraction of tracks remaining after each cut is applied in order, as

estimated by the Monte Carlo.

,, , ,,,

track cut % passed
_ ii i i• i i ii,

1. [cos0t < 0.8 92.8%

2. Pxy > 0.15 GeV 87.0%

3. z m < 15 mm 79.'%

4. NeD c >_25 78.9%

5. NDCVD > 15 62.9%
........... i

6. NSSVD > 1 56.4%

. 7. ¢STR < 200 _m 55.5%

8. Ibr < 2 mm 52.3%
,, , ,, ,, , ,

h

Table 4-1 The fraction of the reconstructed tracks passing each of

the multiplicity track quali_y cuts for events which pass the hadronic

event cuLs, bu!: not necessarily the additional cut on the thrust axis dip

angle.

4.5 Impact Parameter Resolution Studies
With the above set of high quality tracks defined, it is essential to understand

their impact parameter well, since this serves as the basis of the tagging algorithm

to select a sample of predominantly bb events. This is the case because the Monte

Carlo will be used to predict the tagging efficiencies, and thus understanding and

properly modelling the impact parameter resolution are critical to an accurate

" . detector simulation.

The impact parameter resolution can be studied in a number of ways, including

" " the use of cosmic rays, lepton pair events and hadronic events. While the first two

can provide a straightforward method for determination oi' the resolution, the use of

hadronic events poses some difficulties. In particular, it is these events which will

be used in the subsequent analyses of the Z°--> bb fraction and the bb event

_:_-- _ " II i i i,1 i J i " - - _ i Ii i i ii. i
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multiplicity both of which use a tag to identify bb events which is based on the

track impact parameter. Thus, care must be taken not to allow the resolution

studies to be biased by assumptions about the quantities to be measured. The

primary method used to achieve this independence relies on the use of the

physically signed impact parameter, which causes the tracks from B decay and

other long lived hadrons to have predominantly positive impact parameters,

whereas the tracks from the primary decay vertex will be smeared equally to have

positive and negative impact parameters by the finite detector resolution (see

Section 4.1.2). Hence, using only those tracks with b < 0 will significantly reduce

the dependence of the resolution on the tracks from B decay. The level to which this

is achieved is discussed later in Section 4.5.3.

4.5.1 Intrinsic Resolution

To study the intrinsic performance of the tracking detector system it is desirable

to use high momentum tracks which are insensitive to effects from multiple

scattering.

4.5.1.1 Cosmic Ray Events

High energy cosmic ray events provide a good source of events for the study of

intrinsic resolution by fitting the two halves of the cosmic ray separately and then d

looking at the miss distance, namely the difference between the extrapolation of the

two halves of the track back to the center of the detector. Extensive use was made of

cosmic rays by the CDC and DCVD. However, the SSVD electronics are operated in

a pulsed mode and thus its livetime is too small to accrue a useful number of cosmic

events. A distribution of the miss distance as measured by the CDC and DCVD for

cosmic rays with a momentum of at least 15 GeV is shown in Figure 4-13. The

Gaussian fit to this distribution gives a width of 55 gm which corresponds to an

error on the track resolution of aTR = 55/_2 = 39 gin. This is about 60% higher

than would be expected by calculating the expected resolution using the measured

l_al resolutions for the detectors (as discussed in Sections 2.2.2.5 and 2.2.3.8)

presumably due to systematic effects. Although this demonstrates the possibility for

improved resolution for these two detectors, this resolution is more than adequate

to locate the position measurements on the SSVD for the final impact parameter
determination in Z ° events. " -

4.5.1.2 Intrinsic ResoJufionin Hadronic Events

To study the intrinsic performance of the detectors in the hadronic data, a

subset of the tracks were chosen which passed the vertex quality track cuts as

i i ii " i i i t.J 2h-- - _- i i i
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Figure4-13 The distribution of the miss distance for highw

momentum cosmic ray events where each half of the track was fit

separately, The curve is a Gaussian fit to the data points with a 55 _tm

width.

described in Section 4.4 and have an extrapolated track error, eTR calculated to be
less than 25 I_m. These tracks were chosen as they are virtually unaffected by

multiple scattering and provide a well-measured sample of tracks.

The quantity just to study these tracks is the impact parameter significance,

b
S = ....., (4-18)

(_b

where the form used to calculate the impact parameter resolution for the full

tracking system is composed of three terms,

As discussed previously, (STR is the error due to the track fit as extrapolated back to

" " its distance of closest approach to the IP, and alp is the error due to uncertainty in
the IP position. The third term of 15 I_m can be attributed to the remaining

uncertainty in the alignment of the SSVD* resulting from the limited statistics

ii - i ii i _ i iii i i iii i i,,,,,,i ,,,,,,,,, ,, , ,,
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Figure 4-14 The impact parameter significance for data (points)

and Monte Carlo (line) tracks with a calculated (_Ta< 25 Ilm.

available. This value was determined using the Monte Carlo to test the alignment

algorithms with many data sets equal in size to our 220 events.

Figure 4-14 shows a comparison of impact parameter significance for the high

precision tracks (aTR <25 Izm) between the 604 data tracks and a Monte Carlo

sample. In this plot and the others in this section, the impact parameter is

calculated with respect to a vertex which is determined on an event-by-event basis.

In these resolution studies, the interaction point location is fit separately for each

track, and in each fit the track in question is omitted from the fit. This is done to

reduce correlations resulting from a track being used in the fit for the interaction

point location which in turn is used to calculate the impact parameter of that track.

Comparing only the left side of these distributions, which will be used to study the
.m

resolution fairly independently of the contribution of tracks from B decays, it is

clear that the Monte Carlo underestimates the resolution of the detectors.

A concerted effort was made to deterTnine the source or sources of this

systematically degraded resolution and despite finding and accounting for

* See Section 2.2.4.4 on page 77 for info_Taationon the SSVD alignment.
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numerous sources of lower resolution, there remained a notable difference between

the observed impact parameter significance distribution and that predicted by the

Monte Carlo. It is certainly possible, and indeed likely, that with _l larger data set

the detector performance would be better understood arid the data/Monte Carlo

, brought into agreement by accounting for the individual sources of lower resolution.

However, given as that is not the case, the next best solution is to modify the Monte

Carlo track impact parameters after they have been determined to obtain

agreement with the data. As described below in more detail, the impact parameters

of the Monte Carlo tracks are indeed smeared to better match the data and these b-

smeared tracks are used in the subsequent analyses in Chapter 6, "The Branching

Fraction to Bottom Quarks" and in Chapter 7, '_rhe Multiplicity of Bottom Quark

Events". However, the amount of smearing has only a minor affect on the results of

t.hese analyses, with the case of no additional smearing being included irl the

systematic error determination.

Without a particular systematic effect to explain the difference between the data

and Monte Carlo tracking performance, the remaining option was to apply

additional smearing to the impact parameters of the Monte Carlo tracks randomly.

" The form of the additional smearing was the sum of two Gaussian probability

functions, PG, where the second is only applied to a randomly selected subset of the
tracks. Mathematically this is

b --->b + PV (Ocore) + O ( ftail) .PG (Otail) , (4-20)

where frail e [0, 1] and O (x) is a randoin function which is 1 fbr the fraction x of

the samples and 0 otherwise. The first Gaussian function accounts for a slightly

broader central core in the Monte Carlo impact parameter significance distribution

compared to the data, while the second adjusts the tail regiou just beyond this

central peak.

In order to determine optimal amounts of smearing to add to the Monte Carlo

tracks, several methods were investigated for quantifying the comparison between

the data and Monte Carlo impact parameter significance distributions. These

methods included a fit to a functional form which typically consisted of a Gaussian

central core and an additional term to account for the non-Gaussian tails. A

, . particular form which worked quite well was

N (S = b/o b) _ (1- f) e-S_/ (2a2) + fe -Isl/[t, (4-21)

iii i .... L__ I I iii
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The fit parameters, the widths of the Gaussian central core (a), the tail ([_) and the

tail fraction (/3, can then be compared for fits done on distributions from the data

and Monte Carlo. Reference [73] contains a thorough analysis of this same data set

using this method. Although the results in this reference are consistent with other

methods, great care must be taken in fitting low statistics data, where fluctuations

and bins with no entries can.be problematic for least-squares fits.

A comparison of the data and Monte Carlo distributions can also be made

without assuming any particular functional form or binning for the data tracks. 2b

make these comparisons, the negative side of the Monte Carlo impact parameter

significance distribution was normalized and used as a probability distribution of

tracks having a particular impact parameter significance. To reduce the effects of

low statistics in the tails of this Monte Carlo distribution, variable bin sizes were
, *

used to ensure that each bin had at least 100 entrms. Thus, the probability of each

track in the data having a particular negative impact parameter significance can

then be calculated and used to find a total probability for the comparison of the data

and Monte Carlo distributions. Two methods of computing a probability were

investigated for making this comparison.
a

• The multinomial probability, an extension of the familiar binomial

probability, gives the probability of getting a given distribution for an .d

assumed parent distribution. The multinomial probability has the form, [1111

N!......

Pmult(nl, n2,n3.,. ;Pl, P2,P3.,.) = H ni'Hi (Pi)n' (4-22)
bin i

where the n i and Pi are the number of data tracks and the Monte Carlo

probability of a track being in bin i, and N = En i is the number of tracks.

° The log-likelihood, L, which for a given set of data tracks is given by

N

track j bin i

where j is the index of the data tracks, i is the index over the bins and p is the

Monte Carlo probability. "

* Twelve bins were used to cover the range --20 < b/c5b< 0, and these had lower edges of--20,
-8, --6,-5, -4, -3.5, --3,-2,5, -2, --1.5,-1, -0.5

' il II i li IIlill ml I I I1 II, ,Jill _ -- "
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Both methods yield similar results for the optimal amount of additional impact

parameter smearing, and so the latter is chosen as the standard definitions of the

confidence intervals for a log-likelihood will be useful later.

A rm_ge of _different smearing was investigated, employing the core-and-tail

, smearing as described by Equation (4-20) and varying the width the core and tail

smearing Gaussians and the fraction of tracks which are smeared by the tail term.

Using the log-likelihood comparison, the combination of smearing which makes the

Monte Carlo best match the data is that with the maximum log-likelihood.

Table 4-2 shows the resulting log-likelihood differences between the combination of

smearing with the maximum log-likelihood and that of the other possible

combinations. The best data/Monte Carlo agreement is for an impact parameter

smearing of

10 km to all tracks and 100 km to 10% of the tracks selected randomly. I
!

Figure 4-15 illustrates the effect of this impact parameter smearing on the high

precision tracks used for the data/Monte Carlo comparison. Note that the

• agreement is significantly improved, particularly in the tail region immediately

beyond the central core. Also shown in Table 4-2 are the combinations of smearing

which are la and 2c allowed, namely they are <0.5 and <2.0 units of log-likelihood

different than the maximum likelihood point. It should be noted that the other

measurements [73] of the optimal additional smearing do indeed fall with the 2c

contour for this analysis.

While working well for most of the tracks, the double Gaussian form as used

above to provide additional smearing for the Mon_ Carlo has little effect on the far

tail regiou of' the impact parameter significance (beyond about -10) for the high

precision tracks. With the above smearing already applied, a very broad additional

Gaussian smearing was applied randomly to a fraction of the tracks to investigate a

possible range of the far tail smearing. Using the same techniques as used

previously, it was found that a small quantity of additional smearing is allowed, and

the limits on this smearing are given in Table 4-3. However, the case of no

additional far tail smearing is preferred and thus none of this far tail smearing will

. _ be used except for placing systematic limits.

4.5_1.3 Lepton Pair Events

_- Lepton pair events (e +e- -_e +e- or _+_t-) are particularly useful for studying

intrinsic detector performance as the produced leptons have energies very nearly

li " i i ii ii , i i i_1 i ', i
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Fraction of tracks with tail smearing
aTR < 25 I_m 0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

0 am core smearing

0 pm 9,72 9.72 9.72 _ 9.72 ..... 9.72 9'72 9.72 ..... 9.72

25pm --9.72 8.21 6.6'7 5.23" 4.3'7 3:72 3'79" .... •

50 pm 9.72 6.35 3.55 2.11 1.45 i.43 1.50 2.57

75 pm 9.72 4.56 1.89 0.65 0.63 1.23 3.49

100 pm 9.72 3.93 1..41 0.90 1.91 4.21 6.71

150 pm 9.72 4.46 2.59 3.5,5 6 20 "-9146

200 pm 9172 - 4.13 6.18 9.42 ...........
i iii iii ii i i iiiii i i

5 pan core smearing

0 pm 8.27 8.27 8.27 8.27 8.27 8.27 8.27 8.27

25 pm : &27 ............... 4.68 3.45 3.70 .....
..................... i i i ....

50 pm 8.27 2.92 1.47 1.02 1.15 1.55__

s.27 3s4 1.51 0.s3 0.79  932 423
100.m s.27 2.72 050 b37 ......ii7s..... 413

'_ 150 tlm 8.27 4,98 2.5,1 3._2

200 _m 8.27
2 -- .... '.... -...... i-0 _m core smearing .......

"_ 0 pm : 51=06 :5'06 5.06 5.06 --'5.0--"6.... 5.06 .....5.06 ....5.06¢,.¢
{_ " , . - _ ,, ,, _. , •

25 l_m 5.06 2.16 1.95...._- | ........ ,-_ ............ -- --,,_- iiilimililllimiili

"_ 50 pm 5.06 1.76 1.15 1.57 1.64

.,,........ ., 0 47 2.42100 _m 5.06 2,35 :" :::::................. -:-:]:._"....... :._

150 pm 5.06 3.i5 2.14 3.96 ..................

200 pm 5.06 4.52 7.23
P' " i i .

15 pm core smearing

0 pm 3.24 3.24 3.24 3.24 3.24 3.24 3.24 3.24

3,,24 ......................
50 _n 3,24 2,18 2.44 3.46 .......

75pm 3.24 ......I 2.31' 1.36_.......... I....
100 pm 3.24' -1-99 1.09 -i.;72....................

150 _m 3.24 2.34 2.25 - .
,o

200 I_m 3.24

Table4--2 The differencebet,ween the log-likelihoodfor the ""

combinationwiththe.maximum log-likelihood(I0pm ofcoreand 10%

of the trackswith lOOpm tailsmearing)and that with other

combinations.The optimalsmearingisshaded,wF_iletheIo and 2o

allowedcombinationsare.borderedby thethickand thinlines.

...... II I J r -- III ........ I _ I III . I I I _--. II 2._ ..... _i_
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. Figure 4-15 The impact parameter significance for the data (points),

the unsmeared Monte Carlo (dashed line) and the Monte Carlo with

. the optimal smearing (solid line) for tracks with a calculated

¢_TR< 25 _m.

ii , , t ,, ,,

maximum allowed
Width of far tail fraction of tracks

smearing ..............
lo 20

i iii r ............

250 gm 0.8% 2.2%

500 pm 0.4% ]..3%

1000 _tm 0.3% 1.0%

2000 lain 0.3% 0.8%

- Table4---3 Maximum fraction of tracks smeared by a given

: Gaussian width which are allowed at the level of lo and 2a by the log-

, . likelihood comparison of the data and Monte Carlo tracks with

_TR < 25 1211"1.

- that of the beam energy, the miss distance measurement is independent of the IP

position and the events are free of en'ors caused by nearby tracks as can be the case

" i iii ...... iii L_._ E .... __ [11............ i _lllM2g- i i iiiiii i .
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Figure 4-16 The miss distance distribution for the 9 good e or p pair
events.

in hadronic jets. These could, in sufficient number, provide a good measure of the

tracking resolution. In the 1991 data sample, there are 21 events which are

identified as potential lepton pair events. Applying the standard vertex quality

track cuts, as described in Section 4.4, leaves 1,1 events. In order to remove 1+1

prong z events, a further requirement is made that each track have a total

measured momentum of no less than 3_ below the beam energy. With the Mark II

transverse momentum and dip angle resolution, this cut is typically on the order of

35 GeV. A distribution oi" the miss distance for these 9 remaining lepton pair events

is shown in Figure 4-16. The width found by fitting the miss distance distribution

to a Gaussian function is 22±5 _m_. The default Monte Carlo predicts the width of

the miss distance distribution to be 11 pm. _hhth the additional impact parameter

smearing as evaluated using high _'esolution hadronic tracks in the previous

section, the Monte Car}o predicts a width of 28 pm, which is consistent with the

value observed in the data.

4.5.2 Multiple Scattering-Limited Resolution
The impact parameter resolution £or low momentum tracks will be dominated

by the amount of scattering material present in the detectors. Thus, proper

J_
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Sample of tracks with Gaussian standard

100 < a b < 200 _m fit a deviation
I i I ii iiiill i[ iii i i i i i ii i

MC with Gaussian scattering 1.07 1.56
................ _ .............. _. , ,,

. MC with Moliere scattering 1.13 1.67
....................... , ..... | ....... _ ........

Data (478 tracks) 1.15±0.05 1.66±0.05

"I_able 4-4 The fit Gaussian width, g, and the standard deviation

for the Monte Carlo (MC) and data distributions of the impact

parameter significance b/(_b are given for various samples. The Monte

Carlo samples were generated using the two methods of applying

multiple scattering to the tracks in the detector simulation, a

Gaussian distribution and the Moliere theory. Note that these were

calculated using only the tracks with negative impact parameters.

modeling of the resolution in the multiple scattering-limited regime essentially

requires tuning the material in the Monte Carlo to reflect the actual amount of

material in the detectors. To do this without being too sensitive to tile intrinsic

detector resolution or the uncertainty in the IP location, only tracks with a large
J.

calculated resolution, 100 < OSTR< 200 _tm, were used. Starting with the nominal

, thicknesses for the various layers, and reasonable estimates of their uncertainties,

the thicknesses used in the detector simulation were varied and the resulting

distributions of the impact parameter significance distributions, b/Cb, were

compared to those observed in the data.

A major improvement in the agreement between the observed distribution and

the Monte Carlo was achieved by implementing Molii_re Scattering Theory in place

of a simpler Gaussian approximation for multiple Coulomb scattering in the

detector simulation (see Section 3.4, "Detector Simulation," on page 102). This

improvement is reflected in the impact parameter significance distribution of tracks

generated using these two methods. As shown in Table 4-4, the results using

Moliere scattering caused a marked improvement in the data and Monte Carlo

agreement compared with the Gaussian formula. Using the Moliere scattering in

". the Monte Carlo generation and the optimally tuned materials, the impact

parm_eter significance distribution for those tracks with _TR >25 _lm, namely

" " those not used for the determination of the additional smearing, is shown in

Figure 4.-17. The agreement for these tracks is also good.

fy;: : - .. ij i i ii ,llllliii iii _ ii iiiii _ -- iiiiiii m
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impact parameter' significance, b/c_b

Figure 4-17 The impact parameter significance for the data (points),

the unsmeared Monte Carlo (dashed line) and the Monte Carlo with

the optimal smearing (solid line) as discussed iri Section 4.5.1 for

tracks with a calculated OTR> 25 llnl.

4.5.3 Impact Parameter Resolution Checks

In this section, several effects are investigated which have the potential to alter

the resolution as measured in the preceding sections. In general, these are effects

which will contribute asymmetrically to the impact parameter significance

distribution, and because only one side of the distribution (namely that with

negative impact parameter tracks) is studied for determining the resolution,

asymmetries will not be detected. Applying an algebraic sign to the impact

parameter using the thrust axis can cause tracks from long-lived parents to be

signed incorrectly for a number of reasons including:

• the Z 0 hadronic branching fraction to bb,

• the alignment of the thrust axis with the parent B direction, and

° the effects from scattering and particle production in the detector material. ' -

An effect which is of particular concern regarding the asymmetric distribution of

positive and negative impact parameter tracks is the variation of the resolution

determination due to an incorrect assumption for the value of Fb, the hadronic

nll__----- J IIII ...... I
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Figure4-18 Fraction of reconstructed tracks which are from b

events as a function of the impact parameter significance.

" branching fraction of the Z 0 to bb events. This is important because the tracks

from B decays will naturally contribute to the impact parameter significance

distribution asymmetrically, and the level to which they contribute relative to other

presumably symmetric sources can affect the resolution measurement. As F b is

going to be one of the quantities measured in the following analyses, it would also

be advantageous for the measured resolution to be insensitive to F b in order to

avoid an iterative solution. It is interesting to note that the reconstructed tracks

from bb events comprise about 35% of the tracks with large negative impact

parameter significance (b/a b <-5 ), whereas they are only -23% of the total number

of tracks (see Figure 4-18). The level to which the choice of F b affects the resolution

measurement was studied in the Monte Carlo by varying F b from its nominal value

of 0.217 by ±25% and ±50% and repeating the data/Monte Carlo log-likelihood
b

" comparison that was used to study the resolution in Section 4.5.1. It is observed

. . that a +25% variation of" Fb does not change the optimal amcunt of additional

required impact parameter smearing (namely 10 _tm for all tracks and 100 _tm on a

random subset of 10% of the tracks) and a ±50% variation changes the optimal

smearing within the lc allowed region (see Table 4-2 on page 136). Similarly, no

ii r lll'l , ":-- i iii i i _lll,j i ii _ ii ii iii, u ,,11
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thrust axis

S.hadron
new thrust
axis

,L

Figure 4-19 Changing the thrust axis by some fixed angular
fraction, f, from the B hadron direction.

change beyond the 1_ region was seen in the amount of far tail impact parameter

smearing which is preferred, even with a +50% change in F b.

Another mechanism by which the impact parameters can be signed

asymmetrically is due to the level at which the thrust axis properly approximates

the direction of the B hadrons. _lb investigate this with the Monte Carlo, the angle

between the thrust axis and the B hadron direction, a, was varied separately for

each hemisphere by some fraction, f, of the original angle, thus broadening or

narrowing the angular distribution (see Figure 4-19). It follows that a value of •

f = 1 leaves the thrust direction unchanged, whereas f = 0 causes the B hadron

direction to be used for signing the track impact parameters. As above, the resulting

Monte Carlo impact parameter significance distributions for tracks with

GTR < 25 _tm were then compared to the data and the range of tolerable differences
determined using the log-likelihood comparisons as discussed in Section4.5.1.

Table 4-5 shows the results of varying f over a broad range, from using the B

direction to sign the impact parameters to broadening the distribution by a factor of

three. The log-likelihood difference is given between the default Monte Carlo thrust

axis determination (f = 1) and the variously modified thrust axes. The results

indicate that the determination of the impact parameter resolution is quite

insensitive to how well the thrust axis approximates the B direction, as the la

range varies almost from the thrust axis perfectly reproducing the B direction to the

thrust axis approximating the B direction twice as poorly as predicted by the Monte

Carlo.

It is also possible to generate asymmetric impact parameter distributions for

tracks which are scattered or produced in the material of the detectors, through

such processes as multiple scattering, pair production, and elastic and inelastic
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........... ,,,

fractional change in log-likelihood dift[_rence
the B- "1'angle (f) log (Lf= 1) - log (Lf)

0 O.54

. 0.5 0.14
............. --

1.0 0
.........J,

1.5 0.10
.....................

2.O 0.29

3.O O.7O
I .... li III: ....

Table 4-5 The sensitivity of the resolution determination to the

level at which the thrust axis reproduces the B hadron direction, given
in terms of a log..likelihood comparison of the Monte Carlo with
various B direction/thrust axis distributions and the data.

nuclear scattering. 1731The mechanism by which these asymmetric tails develop is

illustrated in Figure 4-20. Looking along the direction of the track, the half of the

scatters that go to the left, of the original track (region I) will all be assigned a
Q

positive impact parameter according to the algorithm for applying a sign to the

, impact parameter as described in Section 4.1.2.2. The half of the scatters which go

to the right of the original track will predominantly be assigned a negative impact

parameter (region II). However, when they scatter at a fairly large angle the impact

parameter again becomes positive (region III), and it is this region which can cause

an asymmetry.

The use of the high precision tracks (OTR <25 lam) to study the resolution

minimizes the contributions to the asymmetry from multiple scattering and pair

production tracks. The level of asymmetry is also reduced by the 2 mm impact

parameter cut, which means that only tracks which are within 2 mm of the thrust

axis as they pass through the scattering material carl contribute. For OTR < 25
tracks, about 49% of the tracks fall within 2 mm of the thrust axis at the radius of

the first scatterer, the beam pipe (25 mm). To gauge the level of this effect, note that

. only 1.7% of all high precision tracks cross the thrust axis beyond 25 mm from the

IP.* For better clarity, a cut is used to remove tracks too near the thrust axis, as the

" " angular resolution of these tracks can cause them to cross the thrust axis far from

* In just this one case are the positive impact parameter tracks used in this study of resolution,
and here it is only to qualitatively examine the size of' these asymmetric tails and not t_)make
any determination of the resolution.
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FiRure 4-20 The source of' an impact parameter sign asymmetry

which results from scattering and production mechanisms. The

asymmetry will come from region III in which the impact parameter is

given a positive sign.

the IP. If a subset of the high precision tracks which fall between 0.15 and 2 mm of

the thrust axis at a 25 mm radius are chosen, it is found that now only 2 of these

279 tracks cross the thrust axis beyond a 25 mm radius. The Monte Carlo would

predict a consistent value of 1.6 tracks. Finally, even if the impact parameter

signing definition is modified to symmetrize tracks from these sources by assigning

a negative impact parameter to all of those tracks which cross beyond the beam

" pipe radius, the resulting optimal impact parameter smearing required for data/

- Monte Carlo agreement is unchanged.

4.6 Tracking efficiency "
The track finding efficiency of the CDC has been studied extensively in the

past [62] and has been measured to be >99% for isolated tracks at PEP and is

iii ii i -- i , ........ Jill [ .._ i i ii i ii i i ii Iiii
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estimated to be >95% efficient for tracks with Pxy > 0.15 GeV/c in hadronic jets at

the SLC (see Section 2.2.2, "The Central Drift Chamber," on page 36). 'The Monte

Carlo simulation of the CDC has been tuned to accurately reproduce the hit

efficiencies observed in the data and it is believed that within a fiducial volume of

• Pxy > 0.15 GeV/c and [cos_}l < 0.8, the simulation is accurate to within ±1%.

The efficiency with which tracks pass the fi_ll vertex quality track cuts

(particularly the required number of position measurements in the DCVD and

SSVD) is also crucial. As with the CDC, the single hit efficiencies have been tuned

in the Monte Carlo to reproduce those observed in the data. In the sample of 196

events which will be used in subsequent analyses, 66.4±1.9% of the 3276 tracks

were found by the CDC and passed a set of basic quality cuts: Pxy > 0.15 GeV/c,

Icos0p<0.8, z m <15mm,NeD c>25 and ]bl<15mm. Of these, 2176 tracks pass

the remainder of the vertex quality track cuts (see Section 4.4), which require

NDCVD >_15, NSSVD > 1, _TR < 200 _tm, and a tighter impact parameter cut,

1bl <2 mm. This corresponds to 66.42.1.9% of the CDC quality tracks passing the

additional vertex track requirements. The Monte Carlo predicts an efficiency of

68.3% which is consistent with the data. Thus, the limit to which the efficiency is

" understood and modelled correctly is the sum in quadrature of the contribution

from the CDC track finding efficiency and the uncertainty from the additional

constraints of the vertex detector cuts, which yields +2.3%.

As a check, another way to place limits on the track finding efficiency is by using

the well-measured average total charged multiplicity from the Mark II 11131and the

four LEP [1141t1151[116111171experiments. The average of these multiplicity

measurements is 20.94±0.20 tracks per event. The efficiency is measured for two

cases,

1. vertex quality track cuts, and

2. CDC only track cuts, as described above.

In order to use the world average measurement of the multiplicity, the

reconstructed multiplicity measured in each case must be corrected to the

equivalent produced multiplicity using constants determined by the Monte Carlo.

.- Table 4-6 shows the measured and corrected multiplicities fbr each of the above two

cases, and in each case the corrected multiplicity agrees well with the world

average multiplicity. The level to which one can limit the track finding efficiency

* These are essentially the same track cuts as used in the bb event multiplicity analysis, where
- it is particularly important to understand the tracking e|_ciency. (see Section 7.2.1,

"Multiplicity Track Quality Cuts," on page 194).
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measured corrected

Track Cuts multiplicity multiplicity
_ _I i ___ |,,t i i li I I I ........

1. vertex quality 11.10_0.31 20.34+0.57
.........

2. CDC only 16.71±0.35 20.90_:0.44
" ' '" i t

World Average 20,94.-t=0.20
" ii Itr , t t ,,,, , ,

Table 4--6 Measured and corrected multiplicities for tracks which

pass the vertex quality cuts and a reduced set of cuts which do not

require vertex detector information on the track. The corrections

applied to our measured multiplicities use the same convention as the

world average, so these values can be directly compared. Except for the

world average, the errors are statistical only.

using these results depends on the uncertainty in the world average (1.0%) and the

uncertainty in the measured multiplicity (2.1% for the CDC only track cuts, and

2.8% for the vertex quality track cuts). Thus the uncertainty can be measured to an

accuracy of 2.3% for the CDC only cuts and 2.9% for the vertex quality track cuts.

That our corrected values are within these tolerances indicate that our tracking

efficiency is indeed correct as modelled by the single hit efficiencies in the Monte

Carlo.

4.7 Average Interaction Point
As mentioned in Section 4.2, one can either use an interaction point which is

determined for each event separately, as is done in the preceding impact parameter

resolution analysis, or use an interaction point which is the average over a series of

events. The former approach is used in the majority of this analysis, but use of an

average IP provides a useful check.

To determine the average interaction point in the data, only a subset of the

events will be used. These events are selected as those with a particularly good

vertex fit. To implemer:t this, only tracks which pass the vertex quality cuts (see

Section 4.4) are considered when forming the vertex. Then the resulting vertex is _

required to have:

1. at least 7 vertex quality tracks in the vertex; - .

2. at least 70% of all vertex quality tracks in the vertex; and

3. a minor axis of the vertex error ellipse of less than 20 _trn.
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These cuts reject the bb events more substantially than udsc events, thus reducing

the uncertainty from the multi-vertex nature of bb events. The Monte Carlo

predicts that 84% and 77% of uds and cc events which passed the event selection

cuts will have a vertex fit which meets these criteria, whereas only 44% of bb

o events pass.

The average IP position is then determined for the Z ° data using the fit vertex

+, position (Xfit, Yfit) by finding the quantities cx and cs which center distributions of

(Xfit-XSLC-Cx) /(3x, fit and (yfit-YSLC-Cy) Oy, fit.

In the above expressions, nx, fit and (_y, fit are the projections of the vertex fit error
ellipse onto the x and y axes, and the parameters XSL c and YSLC are information

from the SLC instrumentation such as the corrector magnets and beam position

monitors which provide information regarding relative shifts of the beam position.

To investigate the motion of the beam position, one can use the variable YT which,
as discussed in Section 4.2, is the distance from the fit vertex to the nominal IP in

the direction perpendicular to the major axis of the ellipse. This distribution for

data events in which the vertex has been well fitted according to the above

" requireraents is shown for the data in Figure 4-21. The Gaussian width of this -

distribution is 26±1.5 pm, and it lacks any significant non-Gaussian tails.

With the additional impact, parameter smearing as discussed in previous
r

sections and no motion of the interaction point, the Monte Carlo predicts a YT

distribution of 17 _tm in the width. By adding diM_rent amounts of Gaussian motion

: to the beam position irl the Monte Carlo, and assuming this motion to be the same

in both the x and y directions, it is found that a Gaussian of' width 20±3 _

produces a YT distribution with the same width as that observed in the data. As a

check of possible systematic effects which might result from the various cuts

imposed in this study, the above analysis was repeated allowing all tracks, not just

the vertex quality tracks, to be fit to the vertex. Furthermore, no vertex quality

requirements were applied. In this case, an IP smearing of between 16 md 20 pm

was found to provide the best data/Monte Carlo agreement_ which is in agreement
with the above value.

L.

Instead of comparing the displacements oi' the fit vertices, one can look directly

. . at the impact parameter significance distributions to determine the motion of the

interaction point. To do this, the same log-likelihood comparison techniques were

employed as were used previously in the study of the impact parameter resolution

(see Section 4.5.1 on page 130). Again using the high precision tracks, namely those

_
L Illllr _ii ii i lUl i i iii i i Illll . I
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Figure 4-21 The YT distribution for 145 data events with a well fit
vertex (see vertex quality requirements on page 146), and a Gaussian

fit to these points. The standard deviation of the data is 28 lam and the

fit (_is 26 I_m. "

with C_TR< 25 I_m, the distribution of b/a b observed in the data was compared to
the Monte Carlo distribution with different amounts of Gaussian IP motion. The

additional impact parameter smearing found necessary in Section 4.5.1 is included

in the Monte Carlo impact parameters for this comparison. The data/Monte Carlo

comparison indicates that the most favored amount of IP motion is 25 I_m and the

lc_ and 2(_ error on this are +3 and +7 Ilm. The impact parameter significance

distributions for the data and the Monte Carlo with no IP motion, and with 25 I_m

of Gaussian IP motion are shown in Figure 4-22, both fbr the high precision tracks

and the remainder of the tracks, which naturally are less affected by the IP motion.

The two methods of determining the motion of the IP give reasonably consistent

results. From studying the YT distribution it is evident that a Gaussian distribution
..

aptly describes the motion of the IP. Given this, comparing the data and the Monte

Carlo distributions of both YT and b/o b demonstrate that a Gaussian distribution _ -

with a width of about 20-25 _ adequately describes the observed motion of the

interaction point. The uncertainty in the IP motion will be a source of systematic

error to measurements which rely on the use of track impact parameters (in the

"i ....

__ ii li ii i i i,
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Figure 4-22 Impact parameter significance for the data (points),

- the Monte Carlo with no IP motion (dashed line) and the Monte Carlo

with 25 Ilm of IP motion (solid line). All Monte Carlo tracks have had

... their impact parameters smeared by 10 _m for all tracks and 100 _lm

for 10% of the tracks as discussed in Section 4.5.1.

......
__ - ...... ii iii ii i ii ii i..... 1____
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case of the hadronic branching fraction to bb events it would be about +3%). This

can largely be avoided• if instead an event-by-event fit vertex is used. In this case,

any uncertainties in tile primary vertex fitting are accounted for as secondary

effects as other sources of error are studied. Furthermore, because the production

rate of hadronic events was quite low during the 1990 SLC run, these events are •

often seperated quite significantly in time. This serves to further reduce the

reliability of' the of an average IP determination and increase the impetus for the

use of an IP determined on an event-by-event basis.

4.8 Tracking System Performance Summary
In this chapter, the performance of the Mark II tracking detector system: the

Central Drift Chamber, the Drift Chamber Vertex Detector and the Silicon Strip

Vertex Detector, has been evaluated. The Monte Carlo detector simulation has been

tuned to reproduce as accurately as possible the observed performance. The

parameters of primary importance are the impact parameter resolution and _he

_, track finding efficiency.

In studying the impact parameter resolution it was found that even with the

detector simulation tuned with the observed single-layer position resolution, the

resulting impact parameter resolution of the data is poorer than that of the Monte

Carlo. With the small event sample, no systematic source was found which could

account for this difference. C,onsequently, it was decided that to improve the data/

Monte Crxlo agreement, the impact parameters of the Monte Carlo tracks should be

smeared after the track fittii_g. The amount of this smearing and its uncertainty

was evaluated using the impact parameter significance distribution, as this will be

the basic variable used to tag bb events as discussed in the next chapter. To

minimize the bias of the resolution studies on the resulting measurements, only

those tracks with b < 0 were used in the resolution study, whereas the tracks of

interest, namely those from B decay will primarily have positive impact parameters

as a result of signing the impact parameters with the thrust axis.

: It must be noted that _cause this additional impact par._.:_eter sme_ring is

applied to tracks on a random basis, it, almost certainly is not appli¢_d correctly in

the sense that no c(rrelatmns')" • with the unknown source of the degraded resolution

could be made. Nonetheless, this is not a major impediment to the subsequent

measurements which rely on impact parameter infbrmation. This is t_e case

b..causee"' the correction resulting from this smearing is relatively minor, such that if

no smearing were applied, the resulting measurements would change within the
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quoted systematic errors. If, however, higher statistics were available, it would be

advantageous to reduce the uncertainty associated with the resolation. It is indeed

quite possible that the resolution would be better understood with higher statistics,

as the search for systematic correlations to explain th_ degraded resolution was

hampered by the small event sample.

The tracking efficiency was also studied and it was determined that the

- efficiency as modelled in the Monte Carlo appears to be correct to an uncertainty of

a few percent. Finally, the position of the interaction was studi_,d and an average

interaction point m_d the motion about this point studied. Using two related

techniques, it was found that a Gaussian motion of 20 to 25 _ width appears to

adequately describe the motion observed in the data.

u
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" Chapter 5
J,

Tagging Bottom Quark Events

This chapter addresses the method used to select a subset of' events which is

, enriched in the fraction of Z 0 _ bb events. As discussed in Section 1.4, a number of

methods have been used previously, includi'_g the most common tag which looks for

" the high p and PT leptons from semi-leptonic B decays. With high precision

tracking detectors, such as those described in the previous chapter, it is possible to

design a fairly simple yet powerful tagging algorithm which is not restricted to the

semi-leptonic B decays. In particular, the goal of"the tagging algorithm is both to

efficiently tag the Z °-_bb events and to substantially reject Z°-,cc and

Z ° -_ u_, dd, or ss events such that the tagged sample will have a high bb purity.

5.1 Introduction
In order to tag a sample of events containing a large fraction of B hadrons, one

must identif_ distinctive signatures of these events. Among the possible

characteristics of B hadrons, the mean lifetime of ,-1.3 picoseconds 11°2]125Jis

particularly useful° Furthermore, a bottom-flavored hadron essentially always
,I

• decays int,o a charmed hadron, [119]which also has a lifetime between ~0.2 and ~1.0

picoseconds, depending on the pm'ticular species. Ii°21 The bottom hadrons from the
w

decay of' the Z ° m_d the _tlbsequent fragmentation process are produced with a

large boost (y-6). The mean decay length fbr the B hadrons is thus about 2 mm. As

a consequence of this hard fragmentation, the tracks from B decay will tend to have

= _ .
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both high momentum and because the B hadron is quite massive, a substantial

component of this momentum tends to be transverse to the B direction. The result

of the long lifetime and the transverse momentum is that the particles resulting

from the decay of the B hadrons will have an average impact parameter of about

200 _m. With a tracking system of sufficient resolution, one can then look for these

large impact parameter tracks as the signature of the B hadron decay. To account

for the accuracy of the impact parameter measurement, which varies widely with

the track's momentum, direction and the number of position measurements

assigned to the track, the variable used is instead the impact parameter, b, divided

by the expected resolution in that qum_tity, a b, which is called the impact
parameter significance,

b
S = ........ (5-1)

o b

A possible tagging algorithm which uses the impact parameter significance ibr

tagging Z°-+ bb events is to require the presence of at least a given number of

tracks, nmin, either in the entire event or a single jet, which have ali impact

parameter significance greater than some minimum value, Smi n. Such a tag was

studied in 1984 by K. Hayes. 112°1The specific requirements he employed were that

there be at least 3 tracks per hemisphere with a minimum significance of 3.0. To

further reduce the background ft'ore Z ° _cc events, he also required that the

invariant mass of the three or more tagged tracks be at least 1.95 GeV/c2.

For this analysis, a number of variations of this impact parameter significance

algorithm have been investigated, in order to locate that which is optimal for each

measurement. As discussed in Chapter 4, the impact parameter resolution is given

by the sum in quadrature of three terms'

 ,;ni,
where OTR is the error due to the track fit as extrapolated back to its distance of

closest, approach to the IP, and ¢JIP is the error due to uncertainty in the IP position
and the 15 _m is due to the remaining uncertainty in the alignment of the SSVD.

+.

With this definition chosen fbr o b, the Monte Carlo prediction of the impact
parameter significance distribution for uds, cc and bb events is shown in - .

Figlare 5-1. These distributions were generated with the standard Monte Carlo as

described in Chapter 3 and include tracks which passed the vertex track quality

cuts (see Section 4.4). It can be seen that the tracks from bb events comprise the

I II Illl I I II I I I III I I Illlll_- Ill I!--llll_l II I I I I I, I Illl Ill I • ....
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majority of" the tracks for large values of S. The number of significant tracks

(namely those with S >Smi n) per event illustrates the separation of bb events

which is possible using a tag based on tile impact parameter significance, given the

resolution of the Mark II tracking detector system. Figure5-2 shows the

distribution of the number of significant tracks per event for a tag with S,,;, = 3.0.

2500

2000 _ uds
c

1500 I b

uJ 1000

500

0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011

Number of tracks per event with S > 3.0

Figure _-2 The number of significant tracks per event which

illustrates the increasing ft'action of b events as large nurnbers of

tracks are required. A significant track is defined as one that has

passed a minimum impact parameter significance cut, which in this

example is S > 3.0.

From this it can be seen that as additional significant tracks per event are required,

the events become increasingly dominated by bb as expected for the reasons

described above.

Clearly one desires a tag which is both efficient in selecting Z ° --_ bb events, yet

sufficiently discriminating to reject most other events. We define the efficiency for

selecting bb events as the ratio of the number of tagged bb to the number of bb

events after the hadronic event selection cuts have been applied. (Recall that the - .

---- -- iiiiiiii -_ i i i _ L__ .i .... ] I _ IIIIII II I. -- ____ II1"11
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efficiency for these event cuts is ~70%, and this varies only slightly among different

flavors of events - see page 158). The bb event tagging efficiency is thus,

g_ ag

_b = hb_,bNudsc b (5-3)

where,

" * Ntbag is the number of tagged Z 0 _ bb events,

• Nudsc b is the total number of produced events,

® h b is the efficiency of the hadronic event selection cuts for Z ° -_ bb _events,

• Fb is the Z 0 --_ bb branching fraction, F (Z 0 _ bb)/[" (Z 0 -_ hadrons).

Note. that in agreement with the above definition of efficiency, the denominator is

simply equal to the number of bb events which passed the hadronic event selection

cuts. Analogously, the efficiency of the tag to select non-b b events is

Ntag
U_8C

audsc = ..........................._............................. (5-4)
hud._c ( 1 - }_b) Nudscb

" The b/_ purity of the tagged sample is then

. Ntbag

Pb = N_hg-+-_ria _......' (5-5)b "" udsc

Note that evaluating the tag bb purity necessitates the choice of some value of the

Z°_ bb branching fraction, which is evident when the purity is rewritten in a

useful form,

ebhbFb

While clearly a tag which is more efficient for a given purity (and conversely a

tag which is purer for a given efficiency) is more statistically powerful, one must

achieve a balance between efficiency and purity, because as the tagging algorithm is

" , tuned for a higher efficiency, the effect is usually to reduce the purity. As will be

shown this is in fact the case with the impact parameter significance tag. The

optimal tag for a given measurement will however be the tag which yields the

lowest possible total statistical and systematic error in the quantity measured. In

the case of this analysis, the small data sample essentially simplifies this to finding

" IIIl I I I I LI/ ""-- :7----'_JLJ_ ................
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the tag with the lowest statistical error. This is addressed separately in the

measurement of the Z°--->bb hadronic branching fraction in Section6.2 on

page 172 and the measurement of the non-leading multiplicity in Z ° _ bb events in

Section 7.2.2 on page 195. The remainder of this chapter will give some of the

properties of the impact parameter significance tag and compare this tag to other

methods.

5.2 Impact Parameter SignificanceTag
Starting from the basic impact parameter tag as introduced by K. Hayes, a

number of improvements were applied and the, resulting tag efficiency and purity

analyzed using the Monte Carlo. One of the primary improvements is the use of the

physically-signed impact parameter, as described in Section 4.1.2, "Impact

Parameter Signing," on page 110. This in and of itself improves the purity

substantially as the tracks from light quark events will be spread almost evenly

between positive and negative impact parameter while almost ali of the tracks from

B decay will be assigned a positive impact parameter. Among the broad range of

different parameters which were varied in search of improved tag performance,

there are

o the minimum track impact parameter significance required (Smi n) for a ,
track to be considered by the tag;

• the minimum number of significant tracks required (nmin);

• the choice that the nmin tracks be in a single hemisphere, jet or the entire
event;

• the use of a mass cut for the jet and hemisphere tags;

° the use of different algorithms to determine the event or jet axes.

A number of different algorithms were investigated for determining the event

axis or jet axes, including the thrust axis, sphericity axis, a scaled invariant mass

algorithm [1011 and a momentum cluster algorithm,II07] as discussed in

Section 4.1.2. The difference between these methods, in terms of the tag efficiency

and purity was quite sm_ll, and when one eventually evaluates the statistical

power for a measurement such as the hadronic branching fraction for Z0 -_ bb, the

difference is l_egligible. The thrust axis is therefore taken as the default. - ,

5.2.1 Event Tags
Using the Monte Carlo with the full detector simulation, including the

additional impact parameter resolution degradation found optimal in the previous

_i............ i IIIHIHII I'll - ._ ]11 ............
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chapter the tag efficiencies were calculated. In particular, the event selection cuts

and vertex track quality cuts described in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, were applied and

tag properties calculated over a range of various Smin and nmi n for event tags

(namely the nmi n significant tracks are required in the entire event, not a single jet

. or hemisphere). The efficiency to select bb events and udsc events, and the

resulting purity of the tagged sample is gi,_n in Table5-1. The purities are

- calculated using the b/_ tag efficiencies for b and udsc events, as well as the Monte

Carlo predicted values of the hadronic event selection cut efficiencies, h b m_d hudsc,

of 0.723+.007 and 0.698±.004 respectively, and the Standard Model prediction of

0.217 for the Z ° _ bb branching fraction. [13]As shown in Figure 5-3, it is useful to

view this information graphically by plotting the efficiency versus the purity for

each of the different tags. In this type of plot the best tags from a statistical

viewpoint are in the upper right corner. Namely, they select bb events with high

efficiency, yet reject the udsc background well enough to produce a tagged event

sample of high b b purity.

There are two facts which are immediately evident from this plot: there is a

trade-off between achieving high efficiency and high purity. Also, the results from

' tags requiring different Smin and Nmi n primarily tend to fall within a fairly narrow

band from high efficiency/low purity ta low efficiency/high purity, indicating that

they are using the available impact parameter information about equally well. The

= tag with S,nin > 1.0 does significantly worse than the other tags, as it causes too

many udsc events to be selected because this low significance cut is well into the

central core of' the impact parameter significance distribution. Among the other

tags, those with a significance requirement of 3.0 or 4.0 appear to perform slightly

better than either lower or high significance requirements in terms of achieving

both high efficiency and purity.

5.2.2 Hemisphere Tags

One can also apply an impact parameter _ag using only tracks in a single thrust

hemisphere. A tag which requires that the minimum number of significant tracks

be in one of the hemispheres will be referred to as the hemisphere tag. A useful

" . feature of this tag is that it leaves the hemisphere opposite the tagged hemisphere

unbiased. This facilitates its use in further analyses, such as the B lifetime or the

• bt_ event multiplicity, the latter of which is discussed in Chz_ter 7. If instead this is

used simply to count events (as is the case in the measurement of the b/_ branching

_ fraction), an event is considered tagged if either of the hemispheres are tagged. One
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Event Smin

Tags 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
........................ ,,,, __ ....

tag efficiency for b events
,,, __ .... _ .... , ....... _.... - ........... 7-- -- --

i

1 0.956±.004 0,913.2:005 0.877±,006 0.838±,007 0,7932:.007
,, _ ........... • .......

2 0,905+.005 0.798+.007 0.723±.008 0,657±.008 0,580±.009
,...........

3 0.822±,007 0.650±.008 0.5422:.009 0.456±.009 0.385__+.009

4 0.704._:.008 0}.479+.008 0,364+.009 0.290:[.008 0,22.4=t=.007

5 0.543+.00}9 0,310_.008 0.2222:.007 0,17(_J:.007 0.122±.006

6 0.402±.009 0,193+.007 0.1242:.006 0.085±.005 0,055±.004
ii i i __ __ i __ ii _ __

tag efficiency for udsc events

1 0.860=t:.003 0.5432:.005 0.3692:.005 0.290±.004 0.235±.004

2 0.640:1:.005 0.226±,004 0.111±.003 0.068±.002 0.047+.002

n mi n per
event 3 0.410_.005 0.080_.003 0.030±.002 0.017±.001 0. 010-_ .001..... i__.

4 0.225±.004 0.027:t:.002 0.0072:.001 0,004::t:.001 0.002=L.000

5 0.1102:.003 0.0082:.001 0,002+.000 0.001±.000 0.000!.000
.... ,,, -- ,

6 0.051+.001 0.002+.000 0.000±.000 0.000_.000 0.000±.000
ilml li iiii, ii i

b purity of the tagged sample

1 0.242d:.004 0.326±.005 0.406±.006 0.453±.007 0.492_±,007

2 0.289±,005 0.501±.007 0.6532:.008 0.735+.008 0.780±.009

3 0.365±.006 0.700±.008 0.841±.008 0.885:[.008 0.917.007

4 0.473:t:.007 0.836±.009 0.937±.007 0.954±.007 0.970±.006

5 0.586_+.009 0.9182:.008 0.970±.006 0.980_:.005 1.000±.000

6 0.694:[.011 0.965±.006 1.000_:.000 1.000:[.000 1.000±.000
,i i i___ __ -- ....... ii .....

Table 5-1 Event tag efficiency to tag a b event, a udsc event and the

b purity of the resulting sample, as calculated by the Monte Carlo. (The

associated errors are the statistical errors from the Monte Carlo). The

efficiency for tagging a c event is greater than that for a uds event, with

the factor varying widely depending on the restrictiveness of' the tag.

For example, the tag which requires at least 3 tracks with a minimum

significance of 3.0 has a c (uds) efficiency of 0.098 (0.009).

---' -- -- i lil i iiiii i iiiiii .... ii ii i _ .. i i L _ ":-- --:i_ --- __ --: ___'ll_mil/lid_ail_
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. Figure 5-3 The b purity is plotted versus the b efficiency for event

tags with a range of Stain and Nm/,. For a given S,nin, there are six

entries with different Nmin, which go from the 1 to 6 from the left to

right. These points represent data from Table 5-1.

must note that there are two possible definitions of efficiency for a hemisphere tag:

the efficiency to tag a hemisphere, ehem or the efficiency to tag an event as

containing at least one tagged hemisphere, Ei, where i is the initial quark flavor of

the event. If the two hemispheres in an event are assumed to have uncorrelated

probabilities of being tagged, then these efficiencies are related by

2_hern . hem, 2E t. = - [e i ) . (5-7)

. Table 5-2 gives the event efficiencies (a b and eudsc) and purities for various

hemisphere tags as calculated by Monte Carlo, and Figure 5-4 shows these

" graphically. From these it can be seen that the hemisphere tags have efficiencies

and purities similar in performance to the event tags, and again in the centrrl

region, the tags with a significance requirement of 3.0 or 4.0 appear to be superior

to either higher or lower significance cuts.

_] ' |r ..... i1- iiiii " _ iii ii ,., u i
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Hemisphere Stain

Tags 1.0 2.0 3.0 4,0 5.0

............. ................ tag efficiency for b events
---_ A

1 0.956±.004 0.913.±005 0.877±.006 0.838._'007 0.793±.007
, ..... L , ,,,

2 0.864±.006 0.740±.008 0.66(YJ:.008 0.590:t:.009 0,516±.009
L ........... ,....., ,, , ,,, , ,

3 0.683±.008 0.483:t:.009 0.391:t:.009 0,315:t:.008 0.264&.008
_. 2 I III IIII li

tag efficiency for udsc events
- --- " '"' r ' '""

nmin per 1 0.860±.003 ' 0.543+,005 0.369±.005 0,290-_:.004 0.235:t:.004
hemi- - --

sphere 2 0.529-1:.005 0.161:t:.004 0.062_:.002 0.049-t:.002 0.035±.002
,,,, _ ,,, .....

3 0.231+.004 0.036±.002 0.014+.001 0.008._:.001 0.005±.001
ii ii i i1_1 i i1' - .... III

b purity of the tagged sample

1 0.249.+,004 0.326+.005 0.406:t:.006 0.453:t:.007 0,492:t:.007

2 0.319_.005 0.569±.008 0.753±.008 0.77_d:.008 0.809_.009

3 0.459-t:.007 0.794±.009 0.889:t:.008 0.919.t:.008 0,938±.008
_ , , - i, iii H,

Table 5--2 Hemisphere tag efficiency to tag a b event, a udsc event
and the b purity of the resulting sample, as calculated by the Monte
Carlo.Theseefficienciestotagtheeventbyhavingtaggedeitherofits

two hemispheres can be related to the efficiency to tag any given

hemispherebyEquation(5-7).(Theassociatederrorsarethestatistical
errors from the Monte Carlo),

As pointed out in K. Hayes' memo, a cut on the invariant mass of the significant

tracks in a hemisphere of 1.95 GeV can significantly reduce the background from cb

events. These events comprise 64% (76%) of the non-bb ever/ts tagged requiring at

least 2 (3) tracks per hemisphere with a minimum significance of 3.0. The

efficiencies and purities for these two tags are shown in Figure 5-3. While these

cuts do reduce the background, the effiect is such a large reduction in the efficiency

._ that a restrictive tag without the mass cut can achieve similar purities, but with .
v

better efficiency. Consequently, tags with a mass cut are not pursued further.

• 5.2.3 Measuring Efficiency with Double Tagging
An advantage of the hemisphere tag as compared to the event tag is that it is

possible to measure the bb tagging efficiency using a double tag technique instead

i ni i i'1 i -- .1__ __ ._
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. Figure 5-4 The b efficiency is plotted versus the b purity for

tagging events by requiring that either hemisphere in the event be

tagged with Nmin tracks of significance Stain and Nmin. For

comparison, the event tags with Stain =3 is also shown. With the

exception of' the points with the invariant mass cut, this data is from
Table 5-1.

of relying on a Monte Carlo estimate. This involves applying the tag to one

hemisphere per event, then applying it again to the opposite hemisphere in events

" which had a hemisphere tagged in the first pass. In an ideal case in which no udsc

hemispheres are tagged, the b b efficiency is simply

Nhem
2tag (5-8)

£hebm -- _,hem
. _,1ltag

Mhem _Them
where ,, ltag and _'2tag are the number of hemispheres tagged on the first and

" " second passes, respectively.
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Of course any tag will have es,me udsc component, and this complicates the

situationa bit.Inthatcase,itcanbeshown that

£hem = "'2ta& 2udscplb (l-Plb )
2b _-_m ' ^ "_e,_1+ I- ,he._/_._em (5-9)

_'_Itag LzPib ; ""2ta&""Itag .
__hem

where Pib is the bb purity of the hemispheres tagged on the first pass and _hern"2udsc

istheudschemispheretagefficiencyofthetagusedinthesecondpass,namely the

:,agforwhich _hem istobe determined.(Notethatitisnot requiredthatthetags"2b

usedinthetwo passesbe thesame).Forthehemispheretagrequiringatleast2 (3)

trackson thefirstpassand atleast2 trackswitha minimum significanceof3.0on

thesecondpass,thecorrectionterminsquarebracketsisabout1.3(1.1).,Although

the correctionterm isnotofa pa_icularlytransparentform,itcan be seenthatin
herr;

thelimitp Ib '-*I,namely no udschemisphere,s aretaggedby the firstpasstag,

Equation(5-8)isrecovered.

Thatthesizeofthecorrectiontermcan be reducedwitha highertagpurityin

thefirstpassimpliesusinga tagofverygoodpurityfbrthatpass,soastominimize

thesensitivityoftheefficiencydeterminationon theMonte Carloestimatedvalues

of _hem and ehem However,as shown previously,raisingthe purityisusuallyPlb 2udsc'
done at the co,st of lower efficiency. Thus, if limited statistics are a concern, a

balance must be achieved between the l_liance on statistical power and sensitivity

to the Monte Carlo determined constants. The statistical power of the

rMhem_-l/2 For our data sample,determination of #.hem is roughly proportional to _,. 2tag_"2b

if we use the hemisphere tag with S._in = 3.0 and nmi n = 2, 41 hemispheres are

tagged on the fn'st pass and only 8 of these eu'e double tagged on the second pass.

Thi,s corresponds to a statistical uncertainty in t hem of order 35%, which makes2b
this double tag measurement of the hemisphere bb tagging efficiency )f little value

.he,_ using the Monte Carlo with its resultingas tighter limits can be placed on _2b

systematic uncertainties. In the future however, the use of a hemisphere based tag

for which the bb efficiency is measured holds significant promise for reducing

systematic errors.

" 5.2.4 Tag Dependence on Properties of B Hadrons from Z Decay •
lt is interestingto investigatethe dependence of the impact parameter

significancetag on the variouspropertiesof'the B hadron,Some of theseare

illustratedinFigure5-5,inwhichtheefficiencytotagthehemispherecontaining

... = iii iii i 1.._: : ;_: : . _.:-::_I.:L_: ::_ \t!tt!._!!.j .... LII! i ._jlwlw_J_l_ I i jl
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Figure 5-.5 'l_ie Monte Carlo predictions of"hemisphere b Lagging

efficiencies as a function of several variables related t,o the produced B

hadron. The hemisphere tag efficiencies were calculated for a tag

. . requiring at least 2 tracks per hemisphere with an impact paramet,er

significance of at least 3.0 and only events which pass the event

: . selection cuts were considered. The average b efficiency for this tag is
0,424,
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the B hadron in question is plotted versus the property of that hadron. The tag used

was to require at least 2 tracks per hemisphere of significm_ce b/a b > 3.0.

As one might expect, the tagging efficiency increases with higher B hadron

momentum. This dependence is illustrated in Figure 5--5(a). This is, in part, a

consequence of the fact that the impact parameters of the tracks from B decay

depend on the B momentum (albeit weakly once the B has a large boost).

Compounding this is the use of the impact parameter significance which depends on

the impact parameter resolution, a b. At low momentum a b becomes large as a

result of multiple scattering, thus reducing the significance of that track.* Another

effect which contributes to the poorer efficiency at low B hadron momentum is that

these B's are more likely to have had a hard gluon radiate from the b quark during

fragmentation. This will tend to reduce the correlation between the B hachxan

direction and the thrust axis resulting i,n more tracks with mis-signed impact

parameters.

The impact parameter of a track from B decay is linearly dependent on the

lifetime of the decaying B hadron (tracks from B-to.D decays have slightly less

dependence and is complicated by the particular lifetime of the D and by the angle

of the D with respect to the B) and thus one expects a notable dependence of the

tagging efficiency on the B lifetime. From Figure 5-5(b) one can see that with the

impact parameter resolution of this tracking detector system, the tagging efficiency

essentially levels off around one mean B lifetime (about 1.3 picoseconds) and then

gradually decreases at very long lifetimes. This decrease is an artifact oi' the cut

which requires that ali tracks have impact parameters of less than 2 mm. t The

effects due to lifetime and momentum can be viewed together by studying the decay

length of the B hadron. Figure 5-5(c) shows that the efficiency has almost reached a

plateau by the average decay length of 2 mm. The gradual decline in the tagging

efficiency for very large decay lengths is also due to the fbi < 2 mm track cut.

The tagging efficiency also depends on the charged multiplicity of the decaying

B hadron as shown in Figure 5-5(d). The impact parameter significance tag is most

adept at tagging those hemispheres with high B cha_ged multiplicities simply

because the probability of having the requisite number of significant tracks

increases as more tracks are produced. However, as more particles are produced,

the momenta of these particles in the decaying B's rest frame will tend to decrease.

The dependence of the impact parame_r and the impact parameter resolution on the B
hadron momentum in discussed in _._ction ,t.l.1, "Impact Parametzer Definition," on page 108
and Section 4.1.3.2, "Multiple Scatt_nng Res_lutlon Term," on page 119, respectively.

'Phe track cuts are de._cribedi1iSectio_ 4.4° "VertexQuality Track Cuts," on page 128.
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Upon boosting these tracks into the laboratory frame, the component of momentum

transverse to the B direction will thus be smallei, resulting in smaller impact

pm'ameters ibr these tracks and reducing the probability to tag the hemisphere.

Figure 5-5(e) demonstrates the level to which the thrust axis approximates the

. actual B direction is also of importance. As discussed in Section 4.1.2 on page 110,

the thrust axis approximates the B direction well in a majority of the cases,

although there is a long toil, primarily due to events with substantial hard gluon

radiation. This will affect the tagging efficiency through incorrect signing of' the

impact pm'ameter for tracks from B decay. The probability to tag hemispheres in

which the B hadron direction is not well approximated by the thrust axis drops veI_"

quickly as the angle between the thrust axis and the B hadron direction increases.

Finally, the tag efficiency is shown as a function of the polar angle in

Figure 5-5(fl. The efficiency is fiat in the central region of the detector and falls off

at large cos 0, primarily because of the event cut which requires that the thrust axis

have a cos 0 of less than 0.7.

5.3 Comparison to Other Tagging Methods
" Beside the impact parameter significance tag outlined in the previous section,

there are other interesting ideas for tagging br; events. A survey of the many

variations of tagging algorithms caa be fbund in Chapter 1.

5.3.1 Other Impact Parameter Tags
There are many other possible algorithms for tagging bb events using track

impact parameters which have different strengths. In particular, one can use the

sum of the impact parameters or impact parameter significance as a signal for

study:ing bb events. If a sum of impact parameters is made ibr all of the tracks in

an event, it :has the desirable characteristic that it will on average be insensitive to

uncertainty of the interaction point location which is used to calculate the impact

parameters. Varying the IP location along the event axis will simultaneously

increase the iimpact parameters of tracks in one event hemisphere while decreasing

the impact parameters in the other. Similarly, moving the IP in a direction

perpendicular to the event axis also results in an average cancellation among tracks

on each side of the event axis. The disadvantage of a sum of impact parameters is

that low momentum tracks can unduly affect the sum. If instead one sums the

impact parameter significance, this problem is corrected and some of the

insensitivity to the IP location remains. Using either of these sums, or' modifications
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of them, one can extract infol_mation about bb events either by tagging them with a

requirement that the sum be greater' than some threshold cut or fitting the

resulting distribution of the sums for all events. The latter provides a more

powerful approach for a number of reasons as described below.

B. Schumm has done a detailed analysis along these lines. [1211In this approach,
the variable which is calculated for each event is

1 b

racks

where N is the number of tracks which pass track quality cuts that require they be

well measured in the DCVD and SSVD. The factor of 1/_/N accounts for the

statistical uncertainty in the sum due to the number of tracks that pass the track

quality cats, which varies as the square-root of the num_r of tracks in the sum. It

should also be noted that in order to reduce the effects from mis-measured tracks,

the tracks with the largest absolute value of the impact parameter was excluded

from the sum. The distribution of this variable was then fit to a form which

included separate t_rms for uds, cc and bb events. These were Gaussian terms of

the same width for each flavor of events (to account for the impact parameter

resolution) and in the case of the heavy quark events, the Gaussian was convoluted

with an exponential term, whose width is different for cc and bb events. A fit to a

form such as this is systematically powerful for the determination of the hadronic

branching fraction to bottom quarks, as its free parameters allow variation in the

impact parameter resolution (through the width of the Gaussians) and the heavy

hadron lifetimes (through the exponential tail width). Studies of the statistical

power of this tag however indicate that the impact parameter significance tag as

previously discussed is statistically stronger, and thus preferred for use when the

total error will be dominated by statistical uncertainty. (The statistical power of the

impact parameter significance tag will be discussed in more detail later in

Section 6.2 on page 172).

,5.3.2 Lepton Tag

The high p and PT leptou tag has been used recently by groups at the SLC and

LEP as discussed in Section 1.4.1 on page 19. Table 5-3 shows the efficiency to tag

produced bb events* and the tagged sample purity for the lepton tags u.,_ed in

previous measurements of Br(Z 0 _bb). These efficicncies and purities are

illustrated in Figure 5-6. The purity of the lept_n tagged events is between 62 and

75% while the efficiency if the electron and muon samples are combined is still less

......... 2: --- IIUI II I1[I I I1"-- : " ] _ I I ................... --_ [11 IIII II IIIII IIIil"
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p cut PT cut
Collaboration (GeV/c) (GeV/c) bb efficiency bb purity

m_i_RlimNmlm__ III I li _. . Iii I ._I ....... III -lp, i

Mark II (e and ]_) [27.1 > 2.0 > 1.25 10% 72%

- ALEPH (e)[22] > 3.0 > 2.0 4.6% 75%

ALEPH (l_)[22] > 3.0 > 2.0 3.7% 71%

L3 (e)[231 > 3.0 >1 & < 6 3.6% 76.7%

L3 (1_)[231 > 4.0 >1 & < 6 6.9% 62.7%
...................

OPAL(_ _4] > 4.5 > 1.0 5.1% 66%
--- ,|, , , ,, ,,, .... ,, , , ..... . ilia .

Table 5-3 Efficiency and purity or the high p and PT lepton tags

used at the SLC and LEP. Note that theMark II efficiency is higher

because it is for a combined electron and muon sample.

than -11%. At similar purities, the impact parameter significance tag has efficiency

in the range 40 to 55%. Of course the lepton tag suffers h-ore a combined semi-

leptonic branching ratio of the B hadron to electrons and muons -22%, which

. provides an ultimate limit for the lepton tag performance. It should be noted that

the efficiency of the lepton tag for tagging semi-leptonic events is .-50%. It is clear

that the impact parameter significance tagging algorithm is statistically more

powerful than the lepton tags. However, the goal is to minimize the total statistical

and systematic en'or, m_d when high statistics are available the limiting factors will

be systematic considerations.

v

q_

w

* Note the efficiency used in this section is different than that used previously. This is the
probability to tag events in the sample ofpr_Muced bb events, whereas e}sewhere the efficiency
refers to the probabfiity to tag events in the sample of b5 events which pass the event selection
C _tts.
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w.q____ impact

0 8 - Parameter _
"_ ' % Stgnif. Tag
E +

• (Smln = 3)
u_ o

"o m
0.6 ....

lepton \

: \o 0.4 - iency _

High p and PT Lepton Tags: i

0.2 - + Mark II (e+l_) o L3 (e)
o ALEPH (e) = L3 (1_)
• ALEPH (.) o OPAL (1_)

0 I I 1

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

efficiency to tag produced b events

Figure 5-41 Comparison of efficiency and purity for the impact

parameter tag and several previously published lepton tags (see

Table 5-3). Note that this efficiency is with respect to the number of

events produced, not the number which pass the event selection cuts

as has been used previously.

m
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Chapter 6

The Branching Fraction to Bottom
Quarks

- The hadronic branching fraction of the Z 0 to bottom quarks is the probability

that a Z ° decayed into a pair of bottom quarks instead of one of the other four

flavors of quarks. This branching fraction, F b, can be expressed as the ratio of

partial widths for Z ° decay,

F (Z ° -_ bb)

Fb "- ...............................................Z F(Z0 "_ qq) _ (6-1)

q=u,d,s,c,b

assuming that only up, down, strange, charm and bottom quarks are produced in

hadronic Z 0 decay. Measurements at LEP have shown that indeed there are only

five flavors of quarks. For instance, the total hadronic width of the Z ° has been

measured to be 1.740+0.012 GeV (assuming lepton universality) [122], which is in

agreement with the Standard Model prediction of 1.728. [13] As discussed in

Chapter 1, this quantity is 'of theoretical interest first as a check of the Standard

- Model prediction of the electroweak couplings of the Z ° to the bottom quarks and

with increased precision as an exploratory tool in search of new physics.u

...... 1lriiii i _-- -- : ii iii iqlll -- -- iiiiiii
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6.1 Formalism
The Z 0 --_bb branching fraction can be determined in terms of two observed

quantities, the number of events which pass the event selection cuts, Nevt, and the

number of events which are selected by a particular tag Ntag. These quantities are

related to the number of produced events, Nudscb, by the branching fracticm, the

efficiencies of the event selection cuts and the tag by the following relations:

Nev t = Nudsc b Ihudsc (I - Fb) + hbFb] (6-2)

Ntag = Nudsc b [eudschudsc ( 1- Fb) + ebhbFb] . (6-3)

As discussed in the previous chapter, the efficiencies hudsc , hb, eudsc and eb are

determined by the Monte Carlo, so the two unknowns are Fb and Nudsc b. Solving

for F b yields,

ftag - Eudsc

F b = revtcb,tud:c_.(revt,i)-]_ag (6-4)

where revt-hb/hudsc _ and /tag is defined as the t_action of the hadronic cut

selected events which are tagged,

- Ntag (6-5)r,o.:N ,,jt'
Note that F b is sensitive only to the ratio of the hadronic event selection efficiencies

h uclsc and hb, rather than their absolute values.

6.2 Measurement of Fb
The statistical elTor is of primary importance, because as will be demonstrated

in the following sections, the total error will be dominated by statistical rather than

systematic error. This is just a consequence of the small number of events recorded

during the 1990 SIX2 runs. Consequently, the statistical error will guide the choice

as to a particular tagging algorithm in an attempt to achieve the smallest possible i

error.

6.2.1 Statistical Error Formalism

To predict statistical error, we need to ask how the number oi' tagged events will

fluctuate within the sample of events which have passed the event selection cuts. As

the events will be divided into two groups, tagged and untagged, the statistical

_-- H i ,i iii __ j
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error in F b can be estimated using binomial statistics. To do this, first consider the

fraction of Z 0 -_ bb events in the sample of events which pass the event selection

cuts, l_bvr. As can be seen from Equations (6-2) and (6-3), the number of tagged

events is related to this by,

• gtag = gevt [Eudsc (1 - Febvt) + _.bFebVtll (6-6)

° which using the definition of ftag from Equation (6-5) yields,

FebVt = ftag- £udsc (6-7)
gb - Eudsc

Thus the relative variation in Fevtb as a function of the number of tagged events,

Ytag , is

5F_ vt ftag 5Ntag

From the variance of the binomial distribution of tagged events, the relative

uncertainty in the number of tagged events is

where gtag is the efficiency to tag any udscb event which has passed the event cuts,
and is given by

F b ) + t_br b . (6-10)£tag = gudsc (1- evt _ _evt

Using Equations (6-8) and (6-9), the prediction of the relative statistical error in

Febvt is

-Feb-v-_- -i-_';ag=-_udsc _]..............Nevt ..... ' (6-11)star

t

L_------ . i iiiiii _i i i ii iiiii i i i ii iii __
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where £tag has been used as the average value for ftag' The fraction of b/_ events in

the sample of events which pass the event selection cuts, Febvt, is related to F b, the

hadronic branching fraction for, Z ° _ b b as

Febvt

[revt - ( evt- ) Fb ]

yielding a prediction of the relative statistical error of "

_)Fb revt _ta---_(1 - £tag )

Fb [rev t - (rev t - 1) Febvt ] £ta -£udscl _1---'" Nevt " (6-13)star I t_ ",

To get a qualitative feel for this function, Figure 6-1 shows contours of constant

5Fb/F b on a plot of tag efficiency versus purity for an event sample of 196 events.

As had been expected the region of the best statistical power is in 'the upper right

hand corner where a tag must have high efficiency and also good purity. In the

lower half of the plot the 5Fb/F b contours repeat themselves in the opposite order

flora the region above. This is a region where the tag is essentially working as an

anti-tag by efficiently rejecting bb events, which in principle could work equally

well for measuring F b. Finally, the bottom region of the plot is unphysical; the

upper boundary of that region corresponds, to tagging ali udsc events for each given

bb efficiency, and thus the purity can not get any smaller.

As a check of whether this estimate of the statistical error using binomial

statistics is indeed valid, a series of independent Monte Carlo 'experiments' were

performed, each with the same number of events as in our data sample, and the

statistical fluctuations found by the 68.3% bounds on the distribution of F b

calculated for each of the experiments. The upper and lower bounds ibr the

calculated values of F b were found to be in good agreement with the binomial

estimate of the error. Furthermore, the 68.3% bounds exhibited little asymmetry.

6.2.2 Statistical Error Evaluation and Tag Selection

As our event sample is small, the resulting uncertainty in the measurement of

F b will be limited by statistics and thus necessitates choosing a tag of the highest

statistical power. Evaluating the statistical error for each of the event and

hemisphere impact parameter significance tags discussed in the previous chapter " '

allows selection of the most statistically powerful combination of the minimum

significance, Stain, and minimum number of significant tracks, nmi n. The

statistical error for each of the different tags is calculated using the Monte Carlo

I I II --- I............ _ b. _ II IIII I I .......... I III _ -
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1 I_"_'\_J_ ' _ o_ ...... _ ---T---'-- Event tags:

o \.%. o Sm,o=,o_- o _Fb/F b = 20°1o

1\\ o¢ 0.8 - Smin
" ID

30% "_ o A = 4.0• O) Smin
0.6 "_

•,--, \ _ 40 % v _ ,__... e Smin = 5.0

o _ 60%

>" _ "_....._. o-'_-._ Hemisphere tags:
/"_-- -- 0 •

0.4 120%

__... _ • Sm/n = 1,01 20% e = 2,0
Smin

0.2- k __ " Sm/n 3.0

"_ A Sm/n 4.0

0 ...."....I................._.... • Smin 5.0

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

b tag event efficiency

" Figure 6-1 Contours of constant statistical error as a function of

the b tag efficiency and the purity of the tagged sample assuming 196

events passed the even_ selection cuts. Also shown are the calculated

efficiencies and purities for various event and hemisphere tags, which

for a range of Smi n span nmi n of 1 to 6 for event tags and 1 to 3 for

hemisphere tags. This tag data is from Table 5-1 on page 160 and

Table 5-1 on page 160.

predicted efficiencies from Table 5-1 on page 160 and Table 5-1 on page 160, and

the ratio for bb to udsc hadronic event selection efficiency, rev t = 1.035±0.011,

where the uncertainty' is the statistical error from the Monte Carlo determination of

this value. Figx_re 6-1 shows the efficiencies and purities for various event and

hemisphere tags with the contours of constant statistical error in F b shown. The

- specific values of the statistical error for these tags is tabulated in Table 6-1 and

Table 6-2 for the event and hemisphere tags, respectively. From these tables it can

" be seen that there is a fairly shallow minimum for the event tags around Smin from

3 to 5, and nmi n around 2 or 3. Similarly, the minimum for the hemisphere tags is

around the same Smi n and nmi n values. As the region of minimum statistical error

is fairly broad, a tag nem" the minimum is chosen as the nominal tag. Aside from

iiii I ................ , , '-- iii __, ii iii i i j__ - ii
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Event Stain

Tags 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

iA_ll_ii_1_m I I ' l ltt . L.I . _ .L - n_¢_mimVm_LmNImFbpredicted fractional statistical error i

1 1,,08 0.4.2 0.32 0.29 0.28

2 0.56 0.27 0.22 0.22 0.22
nmin
per 3 0.39 0,23 0,22 0,23 0.25

event
4 0.31 0.23 0,25 0.28 0.32

5 0.30 0.28 0.31 0.36 0.42

6 0,30 0.34 0.42 0.51 0.63
_im_l_m_w i ..... . . ,, ,, , , . , ,,

Table 8-1 Event tag fractional statistical error in Fb, as calculated

using Equation(6-13). This assur,_cs 196 events pass the event

selection cuts and the Standard Model value for Fb.

................ I I i III ii ' IJ iiii . I I 161 I I I

Hemisphere Stain

Tags 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

predicted fractional statistical error in Fb

nmin

0.42 0,,32
per 1 1.08 ' 0.29 0.28

hemi- 2 0.47 0.25 0.21 0.22 0.23
sphere --_

3 0.33 _0-.'_ 0,27 0.30

Table8-2 Hemisphere tag fractional statistical error in Fb, using

the same assumptions as in Table 6-1.

the requirement that an event pass the event selection cuts, in order to tag the

event it is required that it have

at least 3 tracks per event (nmi n = 3) with an impact parameter

significance of at least 3.0(S nin = 3.0).
o

,p

___ ...... 7--_--'7"y77_---; .................. . I _ I lth i i I , til i ..... :; _--:", : ...... _.__
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where only those tracks which pass the vertex quality track cuts are used.* Some of'

the other tags will be used in the next sectic,_, as a systematic check on the resulting

F b calculated with the nominal tag.

6.2.3 Calculation of Fb
" Using this nominal, tag on the 196 events in the 1990 data sample, 30 of these

events are tagged. With the event selection efficiency ratio rev t = 1.035±0.011, and

tag efficiencies eb and eud._c of 0.549+0.009 and 0.030±0.002 respectively, the

resulting value for the hadronic branching fraction of the Z ° to bottom quarks, as

given by Equation (6-4), is F b = 0.234. The errors on the above efficiencies are the

statistical enror h'om their determination by the Monte Carlo.

'ro evaluate the statistical error on this measurement, we use formalism similar

to that developed in the previous sections, where the statistical error was predicted

given only the efficiencies and the size of the event sample for each tagging

algorithm. With a measured number of tagged events, it is now more rigorously

correct to ask "what are the values of F b which are lc_ allowed given the measured

number of tagged events. ''[11sl To evaluate this, Equation (6-2) and Equation (6-3)

can be combined to yield an expression for the predicted number of tagged events

for _m assumed F b '

[_'udsc (:t - Fb) "_Ebrev_Fb]

gtag (Fb;_b' _'udsc' revt) = gevt .............i-i l:- __)+ r f::i ' (6-14)_, evt b _

A la statistically-allowed region on a plot of F b versus Ntag is then bounded by

Ntag (F b + 5Fb) and Ntag (F b -5Fb) where 5F b is prediction of the statistical error

for a given F b as determined by Equation (6-13). The statistical er,'or on the value

of F b as determined by the number of events tagged is then determined as

: illustrated in Equation Figure6-2. Thus the resulting value for the hadron'_c

branching fraction, and its statistical error is

n oqA+0,053
4 F_, = _""'_".-0.045'

Systematic eflbcLs will be discussed in the next section.

,. As a check of this result fbr Fb, it can be compared with results calculated using

the impact parameter tagging' method except with other combinations oi' Smi n and

nmi n. To determine the significance of the diff.erence between F b calculated with

-- * See Section 4.3 on page 127 and Section 4.4 on page 128 for more information on the event
selection and vertex quality track cuts.

/lm . iiii i ni iii i '....... M..,_._TTzT:mI " ; _ L II I .... L
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10

0.1 0,15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0,35

Fb

Figu,l_e 6-2 Determination of"the statistical error in Fb using the

nominal tag which selected 30 events. The central diagonal line t,he

relationship between the number of' events tagged and the resulting

valueofFb as givenby Equation(6-4).The shadedareaisthe ].¢_

allowedregion.The statisticalerrorisdeterminedby findingthe

valuesofFb whicharelaallowedfortheparticularmeasuredvalueof

Ntag.

the nominal tag and F6 calculated with these other tags, the difference was

calculated for 72 independent samples of Monte Carlo data, each with the same

number of events as in the actual data sample. The expected difference between the

two tags is then the central 68.3% of the distribution of JLhedifferences calculated in

each MC sample. The differences in the branching fraction as obselwed in the data

using the different tags, and the expected differences are shown in 3_able 6-3. Of the

14 event and hemisphere tags investigated, only 5 of those are outside of the 1(_ of

expected difference, and only 1 is beyond 2o. For a normal distribution, one would
o

expect 4.4 and 0.6 events tx_be outside the 1_ and 2o limits, respectively.

: Another check isto compare the above value of Fb,which was ca.lculatedusing .

an interactionpoint(IP)determinedon an event-by,.eventbasis,withtheresult

usingan averageIP locationas discussedin Section4.7on page146.Ti_isis

interestingtoconsiderbecausetheIPpositionwillnotbenotpulledbythepresence
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mini ............... N II I . " I I INIIIII

,,,, ,,,, . , ,_ J ,,,

ComparisonTag Number - °m
...... , ,,, , ,, ,

of events Observed Expected lo
Smin n rnin tagged difference difference

II jIl_ Illlllll I II II "

2.0 2/event 65 -0.049 0.052
b

,,, i . ,, ......................

2.0 3/event 38 -0.037 0.031
,,, , ,__ ,,_._ ......... , J . ,,_ , , ..

" 2,0 4/event 27 0.007 0.029
: - -: .............. , ,,, , L ,,, _., ,, , ,

3.0 2/event 48 -0.022 0.036
.,,.i., , , ,,, ,,, , .,,,,, ,: • :

3.0 4/event 20 0.028 0.030

4.0 2/event 41 0.002 0,030
,,

4.0 3/event 28 0.048 0.021

4.0 4/eve n t 17 0.051 0.04 0

2.0 2/hemi. 51 -0.065 0.044
, , , ,

2.0 3/hemi. 30 0.024 0.033

3.0 2/hemi. 41 0.008 0.031
.. :,, ,, ,,,,, , , _ , , , ,, ..... ,,,,

• 3.0 3/hemi. 22 0.023 .... 0.031

4.0 2/hemi. 36 0.011 0.028

: 4.0 3/hemi. 21 0.084 0.042
. , ,,.,, , ,,, ,, ,,.,, ,.,

Table 6_'_ The number of events tagged for a variety of comparison

tags with different Stain and nrnin requirements is given along with the

observed and expected difference between F b as measured with the

nominal tag ('rmm') which requires Srnin = 3.0 and nmi n = 3 per event,

and a comparison tag ('comp'). The la limit on the difference in F b is

from the central 68.3% of the Fb difference calculated in 72 Monte

Carlo event samples of the same size as the actual data sample. The b

and udsc efficiencies used to calculate these Fb differences are from

Table 5-1 on page 160 and Table 5-1 on page 160 and the ratio of b to

udsc event cut efficiency is revt = 1.035+0.011.

• of a high momentum tracks as is the case when the IP is determined for each event
w

separately. As a consequence, the high precision tracks will tend to have larger

. - impact parameters and thus contribute more significantly to tagging events. The

event tagging efficiencies for the average IP tag which requires at least 3 tracks per

. event with Smi n = 3.0 are 0.526±0.009 and 0.024+0.001 for b/_ and udsc events,

respectively. In the 196 events of the data sample, 30 events are tagged by this tag.

....... I i I ii -- ' ......... iiiim In li ii i Ii _1 _ i 11 nnnmmnn,, !
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Of these, 28 are tagged by the event-by-event IP tag. With these efficiencies, the

value for the hadronic branching Ii'action to bb c events is found to be

F b = 0.250 :t:0.047, which is consistent "_th the event-by-event IP result.

6.3 SystematicError
The systematic en'ors in the branching fraction arise from two distinct sources,

those which are due to the uncertainties in relevant physical constants and

processes (lifetimes, branching fraction, fragmentation, etc.), and those which are

due to the uncertainty in our understanding of the detectors (impact parameter

resolution, efficiencies, etc.) In the following, ali of the systematic errors are

calculate for the nominal nmi n = 3 / Smi n = 3.0 event tag_

6.3.1 Average B Hadron Lifetime

The average lifetime of the produced mixture of different B hadrons, _(B), has
been measured by many experiments. The Particle Data Group average of

measurements before 1990 is 1.18+0.11 picoseconds. [81Subsequent measurements

have also been made by the experiments at LEP, 1251which increase the world

average to 1.31±0.07 psec. Using this value for placing systematic limits on F b

results in a systematic error of ±1.5% and a correction of +1.5% to F b irl order to

account for the value of 1.24 psec used for the average B lifetime in the Monte

Carlo. Studies have shown that two effects determine the dependence of the

uncertainty in Fb on the uncertainty in Z(B). The first of these is a saturation effect

which occurs when a tag becomes very efficient and consequently a change irl z (B)
will cause a relatively smaller change in the number of tagged events (see

Figure 5-5 on page 165). The other effect is due to tracks from B _ D -_ X, whose

impact parameters will be somewhat less affected by changes in z(B) than will
tracks directly from the B decay (whose impact parameter will just be proportional
to the B lifetime).

There is also some question about the lifetime difference between different

species of B hadxons, as is observed in the D system. By assuming the semi-leptonic

partial widths for the charged and neutral B mesons to be the same, CLEO 1123]and

ARGUS [1241 have made indirect measurements of the B lifetime ratio. Most .

recently [1271 they have reported measurements of I1:(B +)/"t (B°)]

• [f(B+)/f(B°)] to be 0.89±0.19±0.13 and 1.00_0.18±0.12, respectively, where f is

the fraction of each B meson produced at the T (4s). A direct measurement has

= 1 9c_ +0.52 +0.16 psecbeen made at 29 GeV by the Mark II i1251which found z (B °) ..... -0.36-0.14

I IIll lt ] i_i_ iii i I __ W
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....... i i ....,.,,, ,, n

Experiment Method _<B>(psec)
_ __J,,, I Hl li III I I pin I --

Particle Data Group various 1.18+0.11
,,, ,,, ,,,,, ,........................

ALEPH high p and pT e and I_ 1.29±0.06±0.10
impact parameters

..... ,..... , ,,

" high p and PT _ and
DELPHI hadronic track 1.28+0.10

. impact parameters
....

L3 high p and pT e and I_ 1.32+0.08±0.09
impact parameters

............................

OPAL high p and pT e and I_ 1,37±0.07±0.06
impact parameters

OPAL J/_ "_ e+e-' !_+1_-decay 1 _2 +0.3120.15
length to vertex _.u -o.25

'" i i ipJl, Uillllll i i i ii ....

Average 1.31±0.07
t iii i . " '

Table6-4 List of the measurements of the average B hadron

lifetime. If two errors are quoted, they are statistical and systematic,

respectively. If only one error is quoted, it is the total error. The

" average was made accounting for the common systematics such as

uncertainty about charm sector parameters and, when applicable, the

" physics functions used.

(_on+0.69
and at LEP by ALEPH L126]which has measured z(B+)/'c(BO) = .... -0.44"

,4n+2"9 To investigatetheHowever, E653 [127]has measured z(B+)/_(B O) =-"'-1.8'

effectsof a potentia|lifetimedifferenceon F b, considerthe case of the largest

lifetimedifference,in which the lifetimesof allneutralB hadrons are changed to

0.6psec and thatforallcharged B hadrons to2.4psec.The resultingchange in the

tagging efficiencyfor bb events is -0.02 which corresponds to a 4% lower

measurement of F b. However, the majority of the above experimental evidence

indicatesthatboth the charged and neutralB meson lifetimesare consistentwith

being the same. Furthermore,because of the largemass of the B, the theoretical

expectationsare for much lower lifetimedifferencesthan the D system.I128]

Consequently,the contributionto the systematicerro="from thissourceisbased on

" the majority of the measurements that indicate ne:_rly equal lifetimes, and yields

. . <1% variation in F b.

i I II' I IIIII U I I I III I If . li
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6.3.2 Charm Hadron Lifetimes

The lifetimes of several different species of charmed hadrons have been well

measured, and the average values tabulated by the Particle Data Group. lsl Varying

the D°, D ±, D 8 and Ac lifetimes within the limits of the Particle Data Group causes a

systematic error in F b of less than 1%.

6.3.3 Bottom Fragmentation
The track impact parameters exhibit a weak dependence on the momentum of

the bottom hadron, (see Figure 4-2 on page 110), and thus the tag efficiencies will

depend on the mean energy carried away by the bottom hadron during the

fragmentation process. This mean energy fraction can be paramete_zed as

(_'E_ = Es/Ebeam and has been measured by several groups at LEP. These

measurements are summarized in Table 6-5. the average of the measurements is

Experiment Method (XE)b
--- iiiiiii i i i iii l . i

p _ _,/+0.04ALEPH [22} high andPTe and _L .... -0.03

L3 [23[ high p and PT e and la 0.686±0.006±0.016

OPAIJ 241 high p and PT la 0.726±0.007±0.022 "
I i i Ii ,iiiii,,, i i ii ij iiii iii ii

Average 0.697+0.017 .
I II ii ii iiiiii i ii ._. :: _: " . :_ .... .....

Table 6-5 The measurement of the energy fraction carried from

fragmentation by the B hadron. The errors are statistical and

systematic, respectively, if both are given, or the total error if a single

value is quoted. Different effects were included by the various

collaborations in determining the systematic error and the above error

is an attempt to remove common effects.

(XE)b = 0.697 ± 0.017. Varying (XE)b over this range corresponds to an error on F b

of ±2%. Furthermore, the standard Monte Carlo used for determining the tagging

efficiencies had (XE)b = 0.676 and the Monte Carlo shows that F b should be

lowered by 2.0% in order to correct for the difference between this and the average

value from LEP.

The shape, of the fragmentation distribution has been measured by [,3123} which

has shown that the XE-distribution can be fit reasonably well to the Peterson

functional form. While the rigorously correct variable to use in the Peterson

function is z, not XE,[42][43] the L3 plot implies that the Peterson shape is probably
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Experiment Method x(B) (psec)
__ _. ...... iilll ii i i j iiii i i i -- --

Particle Data Group various 1.18±0.11
....i ....

ALEPH high p and pT e and _t 1.29+0.06±0.10
impact parameters

, .... , , , ,........... --_, ........

high p and PT P. and
DELPHI hadronic track 1.28±0.10

" impact parameters
.... _==_ , , _ ............

L3 high p and pT e and _ 1.32,-0.08+0.09'_
impact parameters

OPAL high p and PTe and _ 1.37±0.07+0.06
impact parameters

OPAL J/_ -_ e+e-' _+lZ- decay 1.-q_+0.31±0.15
length to vertex _"-0.25

:_. I I i J. Irl II I I II IIIII

Average 1.31±0.07
Iiil . I I I Ii I --

Table tb-4 List of the measurements of the average B hadron

lifetime. If two errors are quoted, they are statistical and systematic,

respectively. If only one error is quoted, it is the total error. The
m

average was made accounting for the common systematics such as

uncertainty about charm sector parameters and, when applicable, the

physics functions used.

n _+0.69
and at LEP by ALEPH 11261 which has measured "_(B+)/x(B °) = """-0.44'

However, E653 [127] has measured z(B+)/'_(B °) = 4. a+2'9 To investigate the"-1.8 '

effects of a potential lifetime difference on F b, consider the case of the largest

lifetime difference, in which the lifetimes of all neutral B hadrons are changed to

0.6 psec and that for all charged B hadrons to 2.4 psec. The resulting change in the

tagging effidency for bb events is -0.02 which corresponds to a 4% lower

measurement of F b. However, the majority of the above experimental evidence

indicates that both the charged and neutral B meson lifetimes are consistent with

being the same. Furthermore, because of the large mass of the B, the theoretical

expectations are for much lower lifetime differences than the D system. 11281

• Consequently, the contribution to the systematic error from this source is based on
Q

the majority of the measurements that indicate nearly equal lifetimes, and yields

• • <1% variation in F b.

..................................
.... ii ni lp ....... __. milli -- I __j
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6.3.2 Charm Hadron Lifetimes

The lifetimes of several different species of charmed hadrons have been well

measured, and the average values tabulated by the Particle Data Group. Is] Varying

the D°, D ±, D s and Ac lifetimes within the limits of the Particle Data Group causes a

systematic error in F b of less than 1%. "

6.3.3 Bottom Fragmentation
The track impact parameters exhibit a weak dependence on the momentum of

the bottom hadron, (see Figure 4-2 on page 110), and thus the tag efficiencies will

depend on the mean energy carried away by the bottom hadron during the

fragmentation process. This mean energy fraction can be. parameterized as

(XE)b = EB/Ebeam and has been measured by several groups at LEP. These

measurements are summarized in Table 6-5. The average of the measurements is

-- i ii i ,, ,

Experiment Method (XE)b

-- '............... n _+0.04
ALEPH [22] high p and PT' e and !_ .... -0.03

- , ............ , ...... ,

L3 [23] high p and pT e and _ 0.686±0.006±0.016
_ _ _: ,.,

OPAL 124] high p and PT P. 0.726±0.007±0.022 "
..... i i i i,Iii i i i InRI inr I ilpf I ii

Average 0.697±0.017 .
__

, , i ,,, i i I iii ii i iiiiiii

Table 6-5 The measurement of the energy fraction carried from

fragmentation by the B hadron. The errors are statistical and

systematic, respectively, if both are given, or the total error if a single

value is quoted. Different effects were included by the various

collaborations in determining the systematic error and the above error

is an attempt to remove common effects.

(xE) b = 0.697 ± 0.017. Varying (XE)b over this range corresponds to an error on F b

of +2%. Furthena_ore, the standard Monte Carlo used for determining the tagging

efficiencies had (xE) b = 0.676 and the Monte Carlo shows that F b should be

lowered by 2.0% in order to correct for the diffi_rence between this and the average
i.

value from LEE

The shape of the fragmentation distribution has been measured by L3 [231 which
P

has shown that the xE-distribution can be fit reasonably well to the Peterson

functional form. While the rigorously correct variable to use in the Peterson

function is z, not XE,[42][43] the L3 plot implies that the Peterson shape is probably

...... --- li I -- -111 nn , , , :_-: ....... . .... i i n un __ i
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not a bad choice, and thus no additional systematic error is applied based on the

shape of the fragmentation distribution.

6.3.4 Charm Fraglnentation

The average energy carried off by charmed hadrons, (XE)c , will affect the udsc-

" event tagging efficiency and thus F b. The average of 0.515±0.011 is the result of

measurements by ALEPH and OPAL (see Table 6--6). Varying (xg_ c over this range
B

introduces a systematic effect of less than 1% in Fb.

Experiment Method (XE_c
III ii ii iii i iii i ii i I I I i ii i -

n ._o+0.16
ALEPH [22] high p and PT e and _t "'"".-0.15

ALEPH[941 D,+ _/.C-_:+_+ n _nA+6.013 + 0.00'8v.vv___0.017

OPAL [95] D *+ -o K'-_+_ + 0.52±0.03+0.01
iii iii I I - "

Average 0.515±0.011

Table 6-4t The measurement of the energy fraction carried from

fragmentation by the charmed hadron as determined by fitting various

momentum spectra. The errors are statistical and systematic,

" respectively, if both are given, or the total error if a single value is

quoted.

6.3.5 Charm Production

The hadronic', branching ratio to charm quark pairs, Br(Z ° --* cc) has been well

measured using a high PT lepton tag at ALEPH I22] and a D* tag at DELPHI [129]

and OPAL. [95] The average of these measurements is 0.171±0.029. Varying the

fraction of charm events in the MC over this range corresponds to a systematic

error in F b of±2%.

The ratio of the production of D to D* mesons is also important as the neutral

D* always decays into a D °, whereas the charged D* decays 552.4% of the time into

D o and the remainder into D+.11021Thus, a higher initial production of D* versus D

mesons will change the ratio of D O to D -+, and as their lifetimes differ by roughly a

factor of 2, [102] the tagging efficiencies of Z 0 _ cc events will also change. ALEPH

• has measured the production of charm from two exclusive decay channels, [941 and

. has made some initial estimates of the D to D* production f_action, but with the

limited statistics of reconstruction the exclusive channels and the uncertainties

regarding higher mass charm hadrons, this measurement is of little use for placing

a systematic limit in the measurement of F b. To span the entire range of

-- -- i 1 ii i i li i i __ [ i i i iii I
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possibilities, the ratio of D to D* production was varied from 0 to 100% and this led

to an uncertainty in F b of ±0.4%.

6.3.6 B Hadron Decay Properties
As the majority of the exclusive B hadron decay channels remain unmeasured,

one must rely on inclusive measurements of tracks from B hadron decays to

constrain the properties of these particles in the Monte Carlo. In particular, the
a

momentum and multiplicity distributions of tracks from B decay will effectively

constrain hadronic decays. CLEO [13°] and ARGUS [131] have measured the mean

multiplicity at the Y(4s) to be 10.81±0.05±0.23 and 10.99_0.06±0.29 respectively.

The average of these values taking into account an estimate of the common

systematics is 10.88_0.20.* Furthe_nore, the variance of the multiplicity as

measured by CLEO [132] is 2.3±0.2, in agreement with our Monte Carlo, which

predicts a value of 2.1o The momentum of tracks from B decay is commonly

measured using the variable x = pB/mB, where m B is the B hadron mass and PB

is the momentum of the tracks from B decay in the B hadron rest frame. The

distribution of x has also been measured by CLEO. [1331While these distributions

measured at the T(4s) only include the decays of Bu,d mesons, the expectation is

that B8 should behave very similarly, and even the B baryons, which are expected

only to be perhaps 10% of the B hadrons at high energy, are not expected to decay .

vastly differently. Thus the T(4s) B decay data is used to constrain the mixture of B

hadronsproducedattheZ° resonance,

The qualitativeeffectsofthesetwo variables,x and multiplicity,on theimpact

parametertag can be easilydescribed.When a trackisproducedwith lower

momentum intherestframeoftheB hadron,thenwhen itisboostedintothelab

frame,itwilltendtohavelowermomentum transversetotheB directionand hence

a smaller impact parameter, b. Furthermore its total momentum will be less which

raises the impact parameter error, 0 b. The consequence of both of these effects is to

lower the impact parameter significance b/o b when the B decay momentum
spectrum is softened. By the same argument, a harder B decay momentum

spectrum will increase the impact parameter significance. The B decay multiplicity

spectrum also affects the results of the impact parameter significance tag, as there . "

will be a larger number of tracks which have the required minimum significance.

* Acorrectionto this Bu,d multiplicityto includeestimatesof the effectsfromBsand B baryons
can be performed,but the remaining error is essentiallyunchanged. See Section7.5, "bEvent
Total and Non-leadingMultiplicities,_on page214fora detaileddiscussionofthis correction.

iii Hliil . i ii1 i ........
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Note the B decay momentum distribution and the multiplicity distribution can be

varied independently because the fraction of charged energy is not constrained.

To investigate the effects of the x and multiplicity distributions, an event

reweighting scheme was used. Events were assigned weights depending on the

, charged energy fraction of the B hadron decay products (in the rest frame of the B

hadron) or the number of tracks from the B decay. In order to vary the x distribution

" independently of the multiplicity, ad-hoc weighting functions were used. Using this

scheme, it is seen that a 2% uncertainty on the mean B decay multiplicity

corresponds to a systematic uncertainty of ±1.7% in F b. To place a limit oil the

allowable variation in x, the region of very low momentum, x < 0.04 is used. This

region, which contains about 20% of the tracks, is entirely unconstrained by

Reference [133]. However, in order measure the charged multiplicity, CLEO and

ARGUS made this extrapolation, and thus the uncertainty on the multiplicity can

be used to place a limit on the tracks in this region. This method produces an

uncertainty of ±2.9% in Fb.

Finally, the ratio of B hadrons which decay to Do or D :t is also of importance,

owing to the very different lifetimes of the charged and neutral charm mesons.

" CLEO [134]has measured this ratio to be

" Br(B -_ D°X).....................................= 2.3±0.7.
Br (B -_ D±X)

Changing this ratio in the Monte Carlo over the above limit produces an

uncertainty of 0.9% in F b. Adding the above three sources of systematic error in

quadrature yields a combined error 3.5% from the uncertainty in the B hadron

decay properties.

6.3.7 Total Charged Multiplicity
The total hadronic multiplicity has been well measured at the Z 0 resonance by

Mark II In31 and all four LEP [l14][nS][n6][l17] experiments. The average of these

measurements is nhad = 20.94 ± 0.20 tracks per event. As the decay multiplicity of

the bottom and charm hadrons is fixed in the Mont,e Carlo generation to the results

• of independent measurements, any variation in n ha d can be considered to arise

from uds events and the tracks produced by fragmentation in b/_ or cc. By

reweightir_g events based upon the number of tracks not from the decay of heavy

hadrons, the uncertainty of ±0.20 tracks in the multiplicity corresponds to +1% in

F b. The Monte Carlo total charged multiplicity is 21.93 tracks per event which is

-Z
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significantly higher than the world average. Correcting F b using the same

reweighting scheme used to place the systematic limit lowers the measured value of

F b by 1.3%.

6.3.8 Non-hadronic Contamination

The initial Mark II hadronic decay analysis estimated the non-hadronic

background to be: 0.42 events in the sample of 398 hadronic events. [62]For the 1991

data sample of 196 hadronic events, with slightly more stringent hadronic event

selection cuts, this corresponds to a contamination of less than 0.2 events. In the

worst possible case, if the non-hadronic events were tagged--- which is quite

un'Skely- it would cause a systematic error of <1% in F b. and so will be ignored.

6.3.9 Intrinsic Impact Parameter Resolution
In Chapter 4, the _tupact parameter resolution of the combined tracking system

was studied and it was found that additional impact parameter smearing was

required in the Monte Carlo in order to reproduce the impact parameter

distributions observed in the data. Comparing the data and Monte Carlo led to a

choice of an optimal amount of' additional smearing as well as lo and 2o allowed

regions as shown in 'l_able 4-2 on page 136. The 2o allowed region is chosen to "

determine the uncertainty in Fb because of the additional uncertainties regarding

the source of the degraded resolution and the potential correlations with track

parameters that are not taken into account when adding the additional smearing to

the Monte Carlo tracks. Determining the efficiencies for each of these values yields

a systematic error in Fb of +9%/-6%. A limited amount of very broad impact

parameter smearing (the 'far tail') is also allowed (see Table 4-3 on page 137), and

using the 2o allowed far tail smearing leads to only a--4% variation in F b.

It is important to mention the affect of the additional impact parameter

smearing that was determined necessary in Chapter 4. If this smearing were not

added, F b would be 9.5% higher, which is only ~1o of the systematic error due to

the uncertainty in the impact parameter resolution. Thus adding this additional

smearing, though probably the proper approach given the knowledge of the impact

parameter resolution, does not alter the determination of Fb beyond its assigned
errors.

6.3.10 Multiple Coulomb and Nuclear Scattering
The implementation of multiple Coulomb and nuclear sca'.tering in the Monte

Carlo detector simulation is discussed in Section3.4 on page 102. Systematic

Inml_m_l__ -- -- _ NINII I I llnl'-- Immll _ _ in I
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uncertainties can arise due to the imperfect knowledge of the amount and

distribution of'scattering material in the detectors, as well as the limitations of the

models employed in the simulation. For example, the modification of the detector

simulation to incorporate the Moliere scattering theory significantly improved the

. accuracy of the simulation compared with the earlier Gaussian-based method.

Additionally, although elastic nuclear scattering is modelled in the Monte Carlo,

" inelastic scattering was modelled only as removing the ineIastically scattered track

in the default Mark II detector simulation. To investigate the effects of tracks

produced by inelastic nuclear scattering, a nuclear interaction generator was

written and employed.

To study the amount of material in the detectors and the effects of multiple

Coulomb and elastic nuclear scattering from within this material, tracks with

extrapolated errors aTR > 25 _tm were employed. These tracks were chosen because
these lower momentum tracks will be more sensitive to multiple scattering effects.

The amount of scattering material which most affects the impact parameter

resolution, the beam pipe and SSVD, can be constrained using these tracks to +3%

given the available statistics. The material further outside, the DCVD and CDC, is

" more difficult to study but less important for the impact parameter resolution.

Varying the amount of scattering material in the inner scattering layers by +3%
o

results in a change in F b of±l%.

As mentioned above the default Mark II detector simulation did not produce

tracks from inelastic nuclear scattering, but instead just terminated the scattered

track. A crude nuclear interaction generator was written which was based on data

from nuclear scattering experiments. [135l This generator makes conservative

assumptions throughout and is inteuded only to set an upper limit on the effects of

these tracks, not to apply a correcti in. With this generator installed, it is found that

an average of approximately 0.04 tracks per event whose origin was an inelastic

nuclear interaction passed the vertex quality cuts. Furthermore, only half of these

have a significance larger than 3.0 and only 3% of events have more than one

nuclear interaction track which passed the vertex track quality cuts. The

. consequence is that the effect of inelastic nuclear scattering is small, producing an
4

uncertainty in F b of less than ±1%.
m

" 6.3.11 Tracking Efficiency
As discussed in Section 4.6 on page 144, the uncertainty in the track finding

efficiency for the vertex quality track cuts is ±2.3%. By adding this amount of

i __ -- i --- iwll ..... iiii ..------
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additionaltrackinguncertaintytotheMonte Carlosimulation,itisfoundthatthis

uncertaintyinthetrackingefficiencycorrespondstoan uncertaintyinFb of±4%.

6.3.12 Monte Carlo Statistics

The deteluninationoftheevent selectionefficiencyratiorevt,and thetagging

efficiencies,eud,c and eh,used a Monte Carlosample ofapproximately20,000

hadronicevents.The finitesizeofthissampleresultsina statisticaluncertaintyin

these efficiencies.The values and theirunce:_aintiesfrom the Monte Carlo

efficiencyratioand taggingefficiencies,and theirstatisticaluncertaintiesare

tevt = 1.035±0.011,eud,c = 0.030+0.002and cb = 0.549±0.009,respectively.This

correspondstoasystematicerrorof±2% inFb.

6.4 Hadronic BranchingFraction to Bottom Quarks
Table6-.7shows a summary of the variouscontributionsto the relative

systematicerrorin Fb as describedin the precedingsections.Adding these

contributionsinquadratureyields+11%/-9%.ltisinterestingtonotethesourcesof'

the systematicerrors.About ±6% is due tc)uncertaintiesin variousphysical

measurements,withinwhich the B decay propertiesand Br(Z°--,cc)are the

largestsources,and itis probablethatat leastthe latterwillbe reducedby

measurementsatLEP inthenearfuture.The remainderoftheerror,+10%/-7%,is

due totheuncertaintiesrelate.dtotheknow_edgeofthetrackingdetectorsystem.

As discussedlater,thissecor,dsourceofen'orcan be substantiallyreducedwith

higl_erstatisticlsasoneisabletostudythedetectorsmore thoroughly.

Thus,includingt_hesmallsystematiccorrectionstocorrectforthe most recent

measurements of the ',.otalchargedmultiplicity(+2.0%),the averageB hadron

[ifetime(-.I.5%)and (xE)b (-1.5%),thehadronicbranchingfractionforZ°_ bb is
measured to be

Fb n o_o .0',053 +0.025= ...."_-0.045(stat) (syst)-0.02I

This value for Fb is, within its uncertainty, in agreement with the Standard Model

prediction of 0.217, i13] Comparison can also be. made with the various previous

measurement,s of Fb. Table 6-8 shows the previously measured values of F b and "

shows an excellent agreement between, this measurement and previous

measurements, whose average was calculated in Section 1.5 to be
f) ¢,0...12±0.003±0,011,
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Systematic
Source of Systematic Error Range Error on F b
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Physics'related errors:
,,,,,

average B hadron lifetime 1.24 - 1.38 psec ±2%

" charm hadron lifetimes PDG limits <1%
,......................

. b fragmentation 0.680 - 0.714 ±2%
..............

c fragmentation 0.504 - 0.526 <1%
...............

Br(Z 0 _ c_) 0.142 - 0.200 ±2%
.................

CLEO & ARGUS
B decay properties data (see text) ±4%

• .

total charged multiplicity 20.74- 21..14 +_1%
: ........ , ._ .......................

Detector-related errors:
.....................

non-hadronic events <0.1% contamination <1%
, , .............

impact parameter 2c allowed region of +9/-6%
resolution b smearing

...............

multiple scattering ±3% ± 1
.....................

nuclear scattering (see page 187) <1%
..............................

.L

tracking efficiency ±2.3% ±4%
, , ..... , ,,

Monte Carlo statistics 20,000 MC events ±2%
ii li . t,J ..

Total Systematic Error on Fb +11/-9%
. M, , ,,, ,,,

Table 6-7 Asummary of the systematic errors on Fb. The sources for
each of these limits is given in the relevant section of text.

The impact parameter significance tagging algorithm used in this analysis

demonstrates the strength of using a tagging method based on impact parameters

as measured by high resolution tracking detectors. In the fu_ure, methods such as

this should serve as important check on the lepton tag methods, as they are larg,;ly

independent of the semileptonic B decay branching fraction. Furthermore, it should

". be possible to significantly reduce the systematic error, particularly as high

statistics are available to study the impact parameter resolution of the detectors.
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Experiment Fb

......,L-....--_--------- -- ...... ,_o_+o.i_o,05-"......
Mark II v.,_u_o.og_o.o4

ALEPH 0.220=1:0,016±0.02,4

L3* 0.221=1=0.004±0.012

OPAL* 0.193:t=0,006+0.015

DE LP HI 0.209+0.030±0.031 "

, +o 025 ....
this measurement 0.230.-1:0,045_o:o21
..... --., _ i . " I'IIIIH I II1' -

Table t_4_ Values for Fb from previous experiments and this
measurement. Those marked with an asterisk have been converted

from related measurements as described in Section 1,5 on page 22.
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Chapter 7
Q

The Multiplicity of Bottom Quark Events

The average charged multiplicity of Z°.--,bb events (_b) can be measured by

. making use of the impact parameter tag to select a san lple composed primarily of

b b events. The primary purpose of this measurement is a qualitative check of QCD

phenomenology. Within the framework of QCD, non-leading particle production is

governed by gluon fragmentation, triggered by the disruption of the vacuum by the

color charge, and thus is expected to be independent of the flavor of the initial

quarks. It has been suggested [37][3s1 that this expectation can be tested by

measuring h b, subtracting off the well-known average B meson decay multiplicity,

and comparing the resulting non-leading multiplicity to the multiplicity of e+e-

annihilation at the center-of-mass energy equal to the average energy available to

the non-leading system in Z°-_b[_ events, essentially Enl= Ecm(1-..<XE)b).

Conversely, if this expectation is taken as a given, then the non-leading multiplicity

in Z 0 -, bb events may be used to extract (XE_, the average energy fraction carried

offby the hadron system in e+e- annihilation.

In this chapter, both approaches are taken. The bb event multiplicity is

• _ determined by measuring the difference in multiplicity between bb and all hadronic

events, which significantly reduces the systematic error of the measurement. The
b

multiplicity comparison checking the flavor independence is then made between the

non..leading multiplicity and the total multiplicity at a center-of-mass energy equal

to Enl. Finally, the flavor independence is assumed and a value for (XE_ measured.

|---_ ..... - iiii i i .............. .111 ii i _ ii iiii ii ....... --'1
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7.1 Approach and Formalism
In the Mark II measurement of the total hadronic multiplicity at the Z°, [113l the

systematic error was dominated by a contribution of ±0.8 tracks due to uncertainty

in the detector efficiency, h, this measurement of nb, this systematic error is

reduced by measuring

5n b = hb'- [iha d (7-1) .

with our data, and then adding back in the world average nhad' which is now

known to about ±0.2 tracks. This also has the effect of reducing the systematic error

from several important sources as will be discussed below.

Given a perfectly efficient detector, and a Z°-, bb tag with sample purity Pt

and no multiplicity bias effects, we can write the measured multiplicities of the

hadronic events and the tagged subset, (thha d and ];atag) , as

rtZhad =:. ( 1 - Ph) nudsc + Phnb (7-2)

_-_tag --- ( 1 - Pt) il:udsc + Ptnb (7-3)

where Ph is the bb purity of the event sample which passed the event selection cuts

(see Section 4.3 on page 127), and the hi's are the 'true' average multiplicities for

udsc and b events. As is now standard, we use the following definition, of the true

charged multiplicity:

The true multiplicity includes any prompt track or decay product of a

parent particle with a mean lifetime less than 3x10 -1° sec.

Thus, decay products of K_s and A are included in the true multiplicity.

In general, there are inefficiencies and biases, so we must introduce

reconstruction constants Cid relating the true multiplicities n i to the measured

multiplicities ni i

tnhad = Cb, udsc (1 -- Ph) hadst + Ch, bPhnb (7-4)

mtag = Ct, udsc ( 1 -Pt) n udsc + Ct, bPti2b" (7-5) .

However, the B hadron decay multiplicity h B has been independently measured, so '

the measurement of 5//b is only sensitive to the size of the non-leading multiplicity

hnt. Since the B decay products are stiffer and more collimated than the non-

leading particles, the reconstruction constant Ci,b is different for leading and non-

............. ' ..... i iii I _ i , ii i i i i i
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leading particles. Thus, to avoid having Vi, b itself depend on _nb, thereby

necessitating an iterative solution for 8_/b, the constants Ci,b must be broken up

into two separate sets of constants Ci,B and Ci,nl, and so

mhad = Ch, udsc (1 -Ph)nudsc +Ch, BPhnS + Ch, nlPhiinl (7-6)

mtag = Ct, udsc ( 1 - Pt) n udsc + Ct, BPtnB + Ct, nlPt_inl (7-7)

Finally noting that nhad = (1 - F b) iiudse + Fbnb, we can substitute into

Equation (7-1) which yields

_nb = ( 1 - Fb) (ns + nnl-nudsc) (7-8)

where nnl and _iudsc are the solutions to the above two simultaneous equations.

Solving these equations yields

(1-F b) .....
5nb - 11 [mtagXhad-mhadXtag+nB(T1 +Ct, BPtXhad-Ch, BPh Xtag)] (7-.9)

where,

. 11= Ct, udscCh, nl(1 -Pt)Ph-Ct, nlCh, udsc (1 -Ph)Pt

" )_had = Ch, udsc + (Ch, nl - eh, udsc)Ph

_'tag = Ct, udsc + (el, ni - Ct., udsc ) Pt

In the above solution, the B hadron decay multiplicity, hB, is obtained primarily

fromT(4s) data, the Ci,j's are constants determined from the Monte Carlo, and Fb

is the Z 0-,bb branching fraction. The B hadron decay constants Ci,B are

determined by inclusive decay properties measured at the Y(4s), while the light

decay constants Ci,udsc are constrained by the OPAL tuning of Lund 7.1 to hadronic

data. [1°2] The non-leading constants Ci,nl , on the other hand, are not tightly

constrained by existing data, and so must be constrained by more general

arguments in order to preserve the model dependence of the measurement. The

uncertainty introduced by these considerations will be addressed later.

" . A slight simplification of Equation (7-9) lends particular insight to the behavior

of 5_ b. In the case where all of the constants Cij are equal to the same number C

" (which is roughly true in actuality) the solution for 5h b becomes

( 1 - Rb) ( _r_tag - J_,had)

.... i II I iI1111 _ _ ii i i e i i i i i IL ._
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Here one can clearly see the advantage of measuring _J{b rather than the total

multiplicity: systematic fluctuations which similarly affect the hadronic event

sample and the tagged event sample multiplicities will tend to cancel. In particular,

this avoids potentially large systematic errors due to tracking efficiency, photon

conversions, and nuclear scattering. However, some remnant of systematic .

uncertainty will still result from these sources. This is because the actual formula

for 5h b is Equation (7-9) and the reconstruction constants used in this formula are

slightly different from each other, such that t_t'tag and mhad do not enter this
equation as symmetI_ically as they do in Equation (7-10).

7.2 Measurement of Multiplicity Difference
This section describes the track cuts used to select a well-understood set of

reconstructed tracks fbr the multiplicity determination, the tags used to select a bb-

enriched sample, the biases these tags induce on the multiplicity, the determination

of the various constants, and a value for 5h b.

7.2.1 Multiplicity "[rack Quality Cuts

Within the selected sample of events (the hadronic events and those 'tagged as

b b events), a subset of the tracks is selected for inclusion in the measured

multiplicities mhad azld mtag. The track cuts employed are similar to the cuts used
to select vertex-quality tracks for selecting bb events except for the requirements of

DCVD and SSVD information. An important aspect of this analysis is that the

vertex detector information is used only to tag b_; events, while the multiplicity

tracks are selected using the well-understood CDC.

The multiplicity track cuts are as fi)llows.

1. The calculated angle of the track with respect to the beam axis must

satisfy !cosOl < 0.8 such that the tracks are well inside the active regions
of the tracking detectors.

2. The projection of the track's momentum into the plane perpendicular to

the beam axis, Pxy, must be greater than 0.150 GeV/c.

3. The distance of closest approach in the z-direction of the track to the

nominal interaction point must satisfy Z,n < 15 mm.

4. The number of hits associated with the track in the CDC tracking must

be at least 25 of the 72 possible.

5. The impact parameter oi' the track, with respect to an interaction point

which is fit on an event-by-event basis, must satisfy lbl < 15 mm.

L____ I I i iii __lll I I ii - __ i
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Table 7-1 gives the fraction of tracks remaining after each cut is applied in order, as

estimated by the Monte Carlo. Extensive studies have been done to ensure that the

track cut % passed

.... ii ii iitril i itR i I

, 1 Icosg( < 0.8 -94.3%

2. Pxy > 0.15 GeV 88.6%

3. z m < 15 mm 80.8%

4. NCD c >_25 80.6%....

5. lbl < 15 mm 78.9%
ii

Table 7-1 The fraction of the reconstructed tracks passing eac'h of
the multiplicity track quality cuts in events which pass ali of the
hadronic event selection cuts.

Monte Carlo is modelling these values sufficiently. This also allows systematic

limits to be placed on the calculated value of 5_ b which result from unce_2.ainties
associated with these cuts, (This will be addressed in detail in Section 7.3,11 on

page 208).

" In order to get some insight as to the relationship between the generated true

multiplicity tracks (namely, the tracks to be counted in the multiplicity according to

the definition on page 192) and those actually reconstructed in the detector, the

generated and detected tracks were matched in the Monte Carlo. Of the

reconstructed tracks, 90.5% are true multiplicity tracks, while the remaining 9.5%

are due to conversions. (The effects of these conversion tracks on the determination

of 5h b is addressed in Section 7.3.9 on page 207). On the other hand, of' the

generated true multiplicity tracks, 70.8% are properly rec,onstructed, 20.2% are

outside the detector acceptance in Ices01 or Pxy, 6.5% are decays in flight from
parents of lifetimes longer than the requisite 3×10 -10 sec and the remainder are

due to detector inefficiencies. Thus the corrections to the measured multiplicity are

not large.

" 7.2.2 Impact Parameter Tagsand Biases
- " As for the Z 0-> bb branching fraction measurement, Z °-_ bb cm_didates were

selected by requiring that the event have at least a certain number of tracks, n rain'

with a physically-signed impact parameter significance b/o b of at least some

minimum value Smi n. Of the many variations of this tag using different

li .... II _ - IL I t II I L ! till
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combinations of nmin and Stain, three tagging algorithms were investigated

further, based on their statistical power for measuring the non-leading multiplicity.

Each of these tags used Smin - 3.0.

7.2.2.1 Impact Parameter Tag Properties

The three significant track event tag ('EV3') was found, based on Monte Carlo

studies, to have less statistical power than a two track event tag ('EV2'). One can

remove much of the multiplicity bias introduced by the tag by restricting the tag to

one hemisphere (as defined by the plane perpendicular to the thrust axis), and

counting only the multiplicity in the hemisphere opposite to the tagged hemisphere.

Thus, we included in the study a hemisphere-only tag ('HE2') requiring two or more

significant tracks. The relevant properties of these three tags, as well as the event

cut, are summarized in Table 7-2. Because there are very significant correlations

Event
Tag Property Selection EV2 Tag EV3 Tag HE2 Tag

.................. __ __ -- w I _ '.... _ll Ilil I _ _ IIII .... I]_11

minimum impact parameter _ 3.0 3.0 3.0
significance, 8 mi n

minimum number of
2/event 3/event 2/hemi.

significant tracks, n mi n
..... , ..............

bb efficiency(MC) 0.723±.007 0.723±.008 0.542±.009 0.423±.006 "

bb sample purity (MC) 0.227±.002 0.653±.008 0.841.±.008 0.753±.007

Number of events tagged 196 48 30 49
........ +1.78 ....+1.9_[ +2'.05

Snb statistical error -- -1.86 -1.85 .-2.00

Table '/-2 The properties of the event selection cuts and the three

tags used for this multiplicity measurement. The tag efficiency for the
tags is given with respect to the number of events which have already
passed the hadronic event cuts and is that predicted by the full detector

simulation Monte Carlo. The number of events tagged is what is
observed in our data sample. The statistical errors are the result of a
Monte Carlo study.

between the hadronic event multiplicity, the sample multiplicity and the sample

purities, the statistical error was calculated using a Monte Carlo method.

Specifically, it was calculated by using 72 Monte Carlo samples of identical size to " -

the ciata sample and calculating 8ii b in each. The spread in the resulting values of

* _%eeChapter 5 formore informationonusing the impact parameter significancetag to _lect
bb events.

i m ...... ii _ --- .___ -- ._ p iJml I I iii, -- __ i __
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5n b for all of these experiments indicates the statistical precision of the

measurement. The la range of Sr/b was chosen as the central 68.3% of the values

found in the 72 data samples. As will be discussed in a later section, the systematic

error in the Z 0 -_ bb multiplicity measurement is relatively small, and so we chose

the EV2 tag for the measurement based solely on its statistical power. The other

two tags will be used as checks on the multiplicity result.

" 7.2.2.2 Multiplicity Biases Introduced by the Impact Parameter Tags

Biases introduced by the tags, to the extent that they are modelled by the Monte

Carlo, are taken into account naturally in the Monte Carlo-derived reconstruction

c_nstants Ci, j described in Section 7.1. In order to have confidence that the Monte

Carlo is correctly accounting for tag biases, it is helpful to understand the source of

ali biases which affect the result by more than a fraction of the statistical error.

A tag can alter the relationship between, reconstructed and true multiplicity in

two ways: either via correlations with the event multiplicity (e.g. events with high

multiplicity B hadron decays are more likely to be tagged), or via correlations with

the reconstruction efficiency. To study these effects, one can define two quantities:

the raw bias and the reconstructed bias. The raw bias for a given set of tracks, j,

" (wherej e udsc, bb non-leading, or B decay tracks) is given by the following ratio of

j . the Monte Carlo generated multiplicities _/ j for the sample of b-tagged events andgen

for all of the hadronic events:

hie n (tagged events)
= ............................................................ (7-11)

B_aw ni, en (all hadronic events)

This raw bias is a measure of the correlation between the tagging efficiency and the

multiplicity of the events tagged. The reconstructed bias is similarly given by ratio

of multiplicities of tracks reconstructed by the tracking detectors after the Monte

Carlo detector simulation, .... im reco n '

J_econ m/eco n (tagged events)= ............................. (7-12)
m J (ali hadronic events)F_CO n

where again the multiplicity sample i is that of subset f the tracks such as the udsc,

: . b/_ non-leading, or B decay tracks. A value of 1.0 corresponds to no bias.

In the case of the hemisphere tag HE2, which is expected to be relatively free of

bias, the raw bias is 0.989±.008 (1.016±.016) and the reconstructed bias 1.036+.009

(1.056±.015) for Z 0 _ bb (Z 0 -->udsc) events. The 1 - 2% raw biases correspond to

• ...... i --__ i .... ii .- -- i |11 11111 __
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less than 0,5 tracks, and are statistically consistent with 1.0. The reconstructed

biases are significant, and are found to be due to the back-to-back correlation

introduced by recoiling jets: the HE2 tag preferentially tags ceatral events (namely

those with cosOthrust- O) due to the higher average reconstructed multiplicity, and

since the untagged jets used to measure the multiplicity is recoiling against the li

tagged jet, it carries the preference towards events with a larger reconstruction

fraction into the multiplicity measurement. If the sample is restricted to central

events only (ICOSOthrust <:0.6), the reconstructed bias is reduced to 1.016±.011

(1.013±.019) for Z ° _bb (Z ° -_ udsc) decays. This is consisteat with no bias. The

removal of 3-jet events from the sample, which also might be expected to introduce

significant hemisphere-to-hemisphere correlations, produces very little change in

the HE2 tag bias. Nevertheless, it has been demonstrated that, for the HE2 tag, the

6% tag bias is understood in terms of effects well modelled by the Monte Carlo.

For the EV3 tag, where the biases are expected to be the largest,* the raw and

reconstructed biases are given in Table 7-3 for Z 0 _ bb and Z 0 -o udsc decays. The

biases are given _ith the standard event cuts and after restricting the sample to

central 2-jet events as above. The sources of this bias will be investigated separately

for the bb and udsc events below.

..... i -- - i,,, __ ,. ,....

Z 0 -_ b b Z 0 -o udsc "
Event Cuts ......

raw bias recon, bias raw bias recon, bias
ii 11 ii i i inn, lUli ......

standard

cuts 0.985±.008 1.005±008 1.060±.016 1.143±.017
__. .......

2-jet events &
1.012+.010 1.031±.010 1.090±.019 1.113±.020

COSOthrust ! < 0.6
_ __ ,,,,. H ii i, i, ,, -- II I ..........

Table 7-3 Raw and reconstructed biases for the EV3 tag.

Although the Z ° o bb reconstructed bias of 1.031 looks small, it is so only

because of a cancellation between the biases for leading and non-leading tracks

(1.061 vs. 0.995). However it is expected that significant biases may be present for

an event tag. The possible sources of this bias include the B energy from

fragmentation and the B decay multiplicity. The bias due to the B hadron energy

can arise from the fact the impact parameter tag is more efficient for a higher B

energy t and if the B has much of the energy, less is available for the non-leading

* By requiring that a given event have more significant tracks, the EV3 tag will more strongly
bias the measured multiplicities than the less restrictive EV2 tag.

_ _ lell'l i iii ii i iiii ...... ._ "1 iii ii ' - i iii
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system to form additional particles. To examine this source of bias, events were

selected in which both B hadrons have XE<0.5, 0.5<xE<0.75 or xE>0.75. The

resulting biases in these event samples were found to still be statistically

inconsistent with unity, indicating that the B hadron energy is not the dominant

, source of bias. In fact, the B hadron energy spectrum for the B hadrons in events

tagged by the EV3 tag has virtually the same mean as that for all produced B

hadrons, which indicates that this should not cause a bias. The B decay multiplicity

is also a potential source of bias because a larger B decay multiplicity raises the

tagging efficiency and also the multiplicity of the entire event. 'l_ investigate the

bias due to the B decay multiplicity, the sample of events was binned by tile number

of tracks from the decays of both B hadrons in the event. Both the raw and

reconstructed biases for the leading and non-leading tracks were found to be

statistically equal to 1.0 within each of these bins, indicating that it is the B decay

multiplicity Which is the major source of bias for the event tag in bb events.

For Z 0 _ udsc events the source of the remaining bias is also straight forward:

it is simply due to the tendency of high multiplicity events to more often have the

requisite number of significant tracks to be tagged. A simple calculation can

demonstrate this for uds events. If one assumes that the significant tracks in such

an event are uncorrelated, then binomial statistics can be used to estimate the uds

bias. Two inputs are used from the full Monte Carlo: the probability of a track in a

uds event having b/Cb>3 and a hadronic reconstructed multiplicity distribution.
With this, the average reconstructed multiplicity of the tagged sample can be

determined and the bias calculated. The results are that reconstructed biases for

the EV3 (EV2) tag are 1.18±0.03 (1.13+0.01) using the full Monte Carlo and 1.24

(1.15) with this model. For zOo cd events, the effect of correlated heavy quark

decay tracks is not large enough to significantly change the generally uncorrelated

behavior seen with Z ° _ uds events.

Thus the source of the bias introduced by the different tags has been resolved

for effects modelled by the Monte Carlo, For the hemisphere tag it results primarily

from the back-to-back correlation between recoiling jets. For the whole event tags,

. the bias in Z 0 _ bb _events results from the correlation with the high multiplicity

" and the large impact parameters of tracks from the decay of' the heavy quark. For

. " Z°-_ udsc events the bias simply arises from correlation between multiplicity and

the likelihood of having two uncorrelated tracks with significantly mis-measured

t See Figure 5-5 on page 165 for information on the sensitivity of the impact parameter tag to
certain B had t'on p_'operties.

--- l, - i i i i i II, Bill am, i
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impact parameters. In all cases, we are confident that these effects are either well

modelled in the Monte Carlo, or will be _roperly addressed in the section on

systematic errors (e.g. B decay kinema_',_cs, uncorrelated impact parameter

smearing). Of course, there is always the possibility that there are biasing effects

which the Monte Carlo knows nothing about. For these, we have only the D

consistency between the whole-event tags and the relatively unbiased hemisphere

tag to indicate that the biases are properly modelled.

7.2.3 Calculation Parametersand Results

In order to derive _nb from the measured multiplicity of the hadronic and the

tagged events, the sample b-purities and reconstruction constants introduced in

Section 7.1 must be determined. The purities Ph and Pt are determined by

counting the number of b and udsc events in the hadronic and tagged Monte Carlo

samples. The reconstruction constants, Ci,j, are given by the Monte Carlo ratio of'

the reconstructed to generated multiplicity for ali events in the categories specified

by the indices i and j (i.e. tagged/un..tagged and udsc/B-decay/non-leading bb). The

values of these parameters for the event cut, s and the three tags described in the

previous section are shown in Table 7-4. The B decay multiplicity used to calculate
.t

iIIl'r........ , , ,,, iiii iii iiii

Hadronic
Tag Property Event Cuts EV2 Tag EV3 Tag HE2 Tag

...... _ i i

_adsc (MC) 0.804 0.878 0.889 0.819
, . ,,

CB (MC) 0.848 0.917 0.959 0.879

Cnl (MC) 0.749 0.745 0.731 0.776
......

tag b purity (MC) 0.227 0.653 0.841 0.753
i i iiiiiii i i i i ii i

mean multiplicity (data) 16.71 18.52 19.37 18.66
....

5]/b (data) -- 2.11 2.73 2.76

Table 7-4 The constants and multiplicities used to calculate the

difference between the b event and total hadronic multiplicity. The

reconstruction constants Cij and the purity were determined by the
Monte Carlo. The mean multiplicities are those observed in the data

(see Figure 7-1) Note, that the statistical error on the multiplicity

difference is not calculated from the errors on the above quantities, but

rather using the Monte Carlo method described on page 202.

5h b was given by the average of the CLEO [130] and ARGUS 11311 Bu, d mes_n

i lUlUl ii _ III ....... I
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Figure 7-1 Multiplicity distributions for ali events after the event

selection cuts and for the events which passed each b-tag.

multiplicities measurements, 5.44, with a correction determined using the Lund

Monte Carlo of 0.13 tracks per event to account for the decays of the other B

hadrons (Bs, c and B baryons). The resulting event multiplicity due to B-decay was

thus nB = 11.01. This Monte Carlo correction for the heavier B species is described

in more detail in Section 7.5 on page 214. For the Z 0 -o bb branching fraction, Fb ,

the standard model value of 0.217 was assumed. 1131

- The measured multiplicity distributions for the hadronic sample and the three

tagged samples are shown in Figure 7-1. Using the means of these multiplicity

distributions, the values of 5n b for each of the three tags was calculated and is

.. given in Table 7-4. To determine whether the three different tags yield consistent

values for 5//b, a technique similar to that used for determining the statistical

" errors was employed (see page 196). For 72 different Monte Carlo, 5n:_ was_

_" calculated using each of the three tags and the difference between 5n b calculated by

each tag was recorded. The width of the resulting 5rrb difference distribution yields
=

-- Ill lllllllI I'I .I _ 11111 . i i _ " ........ , .__ im_
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the level of difference one might expect to see in the data. The la differences among

_hese three tags were determined by the central 68.3% of these samples. Table 7-5

, , L , ,,,,,,, , .t_ ,, , ,, ,, .............

measured expected la

Tag difference in _b difference in _h b
i _1 I i .].__ i -- ii

EV2 - EV3 -0.62 1.06

EV2- HE2 -0.65 1.34

HE2 - EV3 0.03 1.59
' -- '"' _ . i ,,, ,tLiliili i i, ,,

Table 7-5 Comparison between multiplicity difference ¢alculated

using the three different tags,

shows the measured differences among the various combinations of the three tags

with the expected la difference. From this it is seen that ali three values are

consistent. Thus using the EV2 tag as the standard, the nominal result is,

5n b = 2.11 +1.78-1.86 (7-13)

where this error is statistical only.

As another check, (,he. reconstruction coast,ants for the hadronic event cut

saraple, Cb, j, can be combined into a single constant and multiplied by the

measured mean multiplicity in the hadronic sample of 16,71+0.35, to yield a

corrected multiplicity for the 1991 data set of 20.89±0.44 (statistical error only).

This value is close to the world average total multiplicity of 20.94±0.20 and provides

an iadep.endent claeck that our method of' extracting the 'true' multiplicity from the

measured multiplicity is sensible. Furthermore, if the reconstruction constants are

entirely ignored by using Equations (7-2) and (7-3), the result for 5h b is 4.13. This

would cause a difference of less than 20% in the resulting value of the non-leading

multiplicity in bb events,, compared to the value calculated using the fully corrected

equations. This difference is the full effect, of the biases and variations among the

indi vidual reconstruction consta n ts.
..

7.3 SystematicErrors in the Multiplicity Difference
A broad range of effects which can syst,ematically affect 5n b, either through the

tagging purities or the reconstruction constants, were investigated, The sources of

error due to uncez'tainties in various physics parameters include the ability to

_ _ , , - LL.. _. I.- LUll I II .... $.......... I IUI LI ] : _ .
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properly model events in the three classes (udsc, B-decay and non-leading tracks in

bb events) and heavy quark production mid decay properties (branching ratios,

fragmentation, lifetimes). Other errors result from uncertainties in the detectors.

These include track finding efficiency, tracks from photon conversions, multiple

Coulomb and nuclear scattering, track selection cuts, and impact parameter

resolution. The final source of systematic error is that due to the finite number of

. tracks used in the Monte Carlo data sample.

The principle sources of error for this measurement are:

• the uncertainty in modelling the momentum and polar angle distributions of

the non.-leading tracks in bb events;

° the uncertainty in the impact parameter resolution function;

° the statistics in the number of Monte Carlo events generated.

All of the significant sources of systematic error are discussed below and values are

given for the EV2 tag. A summary of the results can be found in Table 7-8 on page

213. The total systematic error in 5h b is significantly smaller than the statistical
error.

• 7.3.1 Modelling of Z° -. udsc Decays
Since the acceptance of the Mark II detector is not perfect, there will be a

dependence of the reconstruction constants Ci, j on the modelling of hadronic events

due to acceptance limits in coso and Pxy" In the case of udsc events, the
distributions of these variable are weil constrained by the existing measurements of

the exclusive properties of hadronic decays.

All reconstruction constants were initially derived using the Lund 6.3 Parton

Shower tuned primarily to Mark II data from PEP, as discussed in Chapter 3. For

udsc event.s, the reconstruction constants were then corrected to those

corresponding to a more recent tuning of Lund done at the Z ° by OPAL. I1°21 This

was accomplished by compm_ing the two models in cos0 and Pxy at the generator
level, after applying a cut equivalent to the event cut applied afl_er full detector

simulation. For ali three tags, the correction to the light quark reconstruction

. constants were less than 0.1_£.

" 'rbe uncertainty in 5n b introciuced by the uncertainty in the light quark

. - reconstruction constants was studied by varying the Lund Parton Shower

parameters within the range constrained by the OPAL tuning, and calculating the

resulting change in the recoz:_struction constant_s. The corresponding uncertainty in

5i_b was found to be less than ±0.05 tracks. There is also uncertainty due to the
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model-dependent extrapolation below 1cos01 = 0.8 and Pxy = 0.15 GeV/c, which is
outside the acceptance of all experiments, rib be conservative, an ALEPH estimate is

used of the uncertainty associated with this extrapolation. Using a somewhat larger

Pxy cut of 0.2 GeV/c, they estimated this to be ±0.1 tracks. In4] Combining these two

effects_ the total uncertainty in _n_b due to the uncertainty in the modelling of udsc
events is taken as ±0.10.

7.3.2 Modelling of Non.ieading Particle Production in b Events
l'n the case of non-leading tracks from Z°-_ bb decays, there is no data

available to constrain the coso and Pxy distributions, and in particular the fraction
of these tracks which fall outside of the detector acceptance of Icos0j < 0.8 and

Pxy > 0.15 GeV/c . Consequently, an approach based on more general principles is
warranted.

Within the Lund Parton Shower Model, the various parameters control the

stiffness of the momentum spectrum and the spread of the event around the jet axis

(e.g. the vector to pseudovector ratio, strangeness and baryon production,

fragmentation and shower cut-off energies) have been varied over wide ranges. In

addition, the Matrix Element generator has been substituted for the Parton Shower

routine and Feynman-Field fl'agmentation has been substituted for' the Lund String

fragmentation for light quarks. None of these effects changed 5n b by more than "
0.25 tracks.

In addition to the above, the momentum spectrum of the non-leading tracks was

rescaled so that the fraction of the non-leading energy in the form of charged tracks

varied between 2/3, corresponding to pure isospin 1 (pion-like) production, and 1/2,

corresponding to pure isospin 1/2 (kaon-like) production. This is an extremely

conservative constraint: if instead this range is changed by varying the level of

mass suppression, or the relative population of SU(3) multiplets, the vaciation lr,.

the charged energy fraction is less than half of this size. In any case, varying the

non-leading charged energy fraction from 0.50 to 0.67 (our default Lund Monte

Carlo gives 0.59), yields, an error in 5n b of ±0.4 tracks. Iu the interest of preserving
_he model independence of this measurement, this conservative estimate is taken as

the systematic error.

7.3.3 Y Decay and Modelling of LeadingParticle Properties

The measurement of 5n b is sensitive to the modelling of the B hadron decay

properties, such as the multiplicity and momentum spectrum, through the leading

reconstruction constants C.._,B and the tag purity. These properties are constrained

_w- ....... i .................. tolan i ii i i i i i ........... i
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primarily by CLEO and ARGUS measurements at the T(4s). t130][1311[133l A

reweighting technique was used to conform to the CLEO and ARGUS data, and to

study the uncertainty in 5hb introduced by the unceI_ainty in these constraints, as

was used in the Z ° --_b/_ fraction measurement in Section 6.3.6 on page 184. The

. largest effect, the uncertainty :in the B decay multiplicity, was found to introduce an

uncertainty of ±0.05 tracks in 5hb. The variation in 5n b associated with the

softening of the Lund generated momentum spectrum to agree with the CLEO data

was negligible.

7.3.4 3-Jet Rate

The dependence of the 3-jet rate was explored through the use of a reweighting

scheme which preserved {XE)b while varying the 3-jet rate (at Ymin = 0.08) over a

very conservatively large range between 0.12 and 0.22.11361The resulting change in

5h b was ±0.04 tracks.

7.3.5 Non-hadronic Contamination

For the initial Mark II hadronic decay measurements, the non-hadronic

background was estimated to be 0.42 events in the sample of 398 hadronic

" events. 162] For the 1991 data sample of 196 hadronic events, with slightly more

stringent hadronic event selection cuts, this corresponds to a contamination of less

than 0.2 events. In the worst possible case, if this 0.2 events has 7 tracks (the

minimum allowed by the event selection cuts) and is tagged (unlikely), it causes an

uncertainty of 0.05 tracks in 5h b.

7.3.6 Bottom and Charm Hadron Production and Lifetimes

The result for 5ii b will depend on the branching ratio of the Z ° to bottom and

charm quarks, the energy carried off by the heavy hadron during fragmentation and

lifetime of the heavy hadrons, primarily through their effects on the purity oi" the

tagged event samples. For more inibrmation on the limits chosen here, see

Section 6.3 on page 180.

7.3.6.1 Z0 Branching Fraction to Bottom Quarks

Ali four LEP experiments have measured Br(Z 0 _bb) and as discussed in

- Section 1.5 on page 22, the average value is 0.212±0.011. Varying the fraction of bb

. events by ±0.011 in the Monte Carlo will change 5n b by ±0.05 tracks.

7.3.6.2 Z0 Branching Fraction to Charm Quarks

Similarly, Br(Z 0 -> cc) has been well measured using both a high PT lepton tag

at ALEPH {22] and D* tags aL DELPHI 11291and OPAL. 1951The average of these

ii iii - i i i i [1111 iiiiii ' Lr -_: .... .: " " ':'_ ::=:: _. L__L
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measurements is 0.171±0.029. Varying the fraction of charm events in the Monte

Carlo similarly yields a systematic error in 8i/b of +0.10 tracks.

7.3.6.3 Bottom Fragmentation

The mean energy carried away by the bottom hadron, (xE) b = EB/Ebeam , will

affect 8_,b both through the reconstruction constants and the tag purity. The energy

carried away by the B hadron determines how much energy is left to produce the

non-leading particles, and in this way the value of (xE)b will affect the non-leading

reconstruction constants. The track impact parameters also have a weak

dependence on (xE_b (see Figure 4-2 on page 110), and thus the tag efficiency and

purity will also depend on the stiffness of the fragmenting process. The average of

the measurements by ALEPH, [221 L3, [23] and OPAL [24] is (XE)b = 0.697+0.017

corresponds to an error on 8h b of ±0.03 tracks. Note that care must be taken to hold

the non-leading multiplicity constant while (XE)b is varied. This was achieved

using a reweighting scheme which depended on both the (xE)b of the two B hadrons

in an events and the non-leading multiplicity. As discussed in Section 6.3.3 on

page 182, no attempt is made to account for uncertainty in the shape of the

fragmentation function.

7.3.6.4 Charm Fragmentation

The average energy carried off by charmed hadrons, (XE)c, will affect the
reconstruction constants and tag purities as in the case of the bottom hadrons. The

average of 0.515±0.011 is the result of measurements by ALEPH I22] and OPAL. [951

Using this uncertainty to provide a systematic limit on 8h b yields an error of +0.03
tracks.

7.3.6.5 Bottom Hadron Lifetime

The average lifetime of the B hadrons is well measured [1021[251and as discussed

in Section 6.3.1 on page 180, has an average value of 1.31+0.07 picoseconds. This

uncertainty corresponds to an uncertainty in 5n b of±O.03 tracks.

7.3.6.6 Charm Hadron Lifetime

The lifetimes of each of the charm hadrons have been independently measured.

Varying the D°, D±, D_ and Ac within the Particle Data Group limits 11°21produces

an uncertainty in 5n b of ±0.02 tracks. Additionally, if the ratio of DO to D_-

production is varied from 0-100% vector (D*) production leads to uncertainty of

±0.05 tracks in 8h b.

m..... i '11 i i iiiiii i i ' i ii i i
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7.3,7 Intrinsic Impact Parameter Resolution
As discussed in Section 6.3. 9 on page 186, additional impact parameter

smearing is required in the Monte Carlo in order to reproduce the impact parameter

distributions obse_ced in the data. Making the same conservative choice as before

, by using the 2c allowed region of different amounts of smearing, and determining

tile reconstruction constants for each of these values yields a systematic error in

" 5_ b of ±0.15 tracks. A limited amount of very broad impact parameter smearing

(the 'far tail') is also allowed (see Table 4-3 on page 137), and using the 2c allowed

far tail _mearing leads to an additional error on 5_ b of ±0.02 tracks. Thus the total

systematic error on 5h b due to the uncertainty in the intrinsic impact parameter
resolution is ±0.15 tracks.

7.3.8 ,Multiple Coulomb and Nuclear Scattering
Using methods as described in Section 6.3.10 on page 186, systematic limits can

be placed on 5h b which result from multiple Coulomb scattering and both elastic

and inelastic nuclear scattering. The amount of scattering material which most

affects the impact parameter resolution, namely that in the beam pipe and SSVD,

. can be constrained to ±3% with our statistics. Varying the amount of scattering

material in the inner scattering layers by this amount results in a change in 5hb of

" ±0.04 tracks. Although the material in the DCVD and CDC is more difficult to study

using tracking infol_nation, it is less important for the impact parameter resolution.

This material is, however, quite relevant for photon conversions as will be discussed

in the next section. Using the inelastic nuclear scattering generator, it was found a

conservative systematic limit of±0.10 tracks can be placed on 5_ b.

7.3.9 Photon Conversions

The Monte Carlo predicts that 9.3% of the reconstructed tracks which pass the

multiplicity track cuts arise from photon conversions, tlence it is important that

these be well modelled so their effect is properly accounted for in the reconstruction

constants, Vi, j. Two approaches were taken to verify our modelling of these
conversion tracks. The first check is a rough estimate based on the Monte Carlo

• generated photon spectrum. It has been estimated that the conversion probability is

Pc = 7/9 (L/LR) , where L/L R is the number of radiation lengths. I]371Making use

- " of the generated photon spectrum and the nominal material thicknesses in the

Monte Carlo, this estimates that conversions should be between 9 and 11% of all of

the reconstructed charged tracks, thus confirming the more _qgorous result from the

detector simulation.

i ii ii ii ii, l INUmm:mwml_un [ " i I I I
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The second check investigated how well the conversion tracks are modelled iri

comparison to our data. This uses the fact that according to the detector simulation,

greater than 60% of the conversion tracks originate in the DCVD outer wall and the

CDC inner wall. Thus the addition of a track cut which requires track information

to be found in the DCVD will substantially :_,duce the number of conversions. If at w

least 15 out of 32 possible position measurements in the DCVD are required the

detector simulation predicts that the fraction of tracks from conversions should be

reduced from 9.3% to 3.7%. When 5n b is determined using the additional track cut

and the EV2 tag, the result differs by 0.27 tracks from the nominal result, The

significance of the difference is determined as above using the 72 Monte Carlo data

samples of 220 events, and it is fouud that the expected lc difference between the

determination with and without the requirement of DCVD information on the

tracks is 0.83 tracks, thus indicating that the observed difference of 0.27 is well

within the expected range,

Given the consistency of these two checks and the accuracy of the a prio,'i

knowledge of the amount of material present in the detectors (particularly the

DCVD/CDC interface region which is not well constrained by the impact parameter

resolution studies of the previous section) a very conservative limit of +20% is

placed on the number of conversion tracks. This corresponds to a systematic error in

6n b of±O,05 tracks.

7.3.10 Track Finding Efficiency

The track finding efficiency has been studied as described in Section 4.6 on

page 144, and is understood to within +1% ibr the multiplicity track cuts (which do

not use the vertex detector information). This corresponds to a systematic error in

5h b of ±0.04 tracks. It is interesting to note that this uncertainty would be much

larger (>0.2 tracks) if instead of 5n b, the total multiplicity had been measured.

7.3.11 Track Cuts

Differences between the effects of the multiplicity track cuts on the data and the

Monte Carlo are also a possible source of systematic error. (See Section 7.2.1 on

page 194 for a description of these cuts.)Exclusl_e distributions* of the quantities

used in the multiplicity track cuts are shown in Figure 7-2 for ali of the events

which pass the hadronic selection cuts, and in Figure 7-3 for the events which were

tagged by the EV2 tag. As an initial check, each of the cuts was separately varied

* In this usage, 'exclusive distribution' means that when l(x'_kingat the distribl_tion of one
variable used in the track ctJts, the other cuts have al _'eadyb_,enapplied.

IIIIL I I II I L ' I . • ............
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Figure 7-2 Exclusive track d,i_tributions of the variables used for

the multiplicity track cuts for ali events. The apparent discrepancy in

" the cos (_distribution actually is just a result of a slightly lower fraction

of events in the data at values of large !cos _ I probably resulting from

. " a statistical fluctuation. Specifically, in the data we see 81+11% as

many tracks in the region 0.6 < Icos 01 < 0.8 as are predicte_ by the
Monte Carlo.
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Figure 7-3 Exclusive track distributions of the variables used for

the multiplicity track cuts for events which were selected by the EV2

tag.
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measured expected, lc_
Original Modified difference difference

cut cut in 8n b in 5n b
n t'tit i t

< 0.6 0.756 1.502

. Icos OI< 0.8 ............
< 0.7 0.604 0.587

,,,

< 0.25 GeV/c -0.401 0.306

Pxy < 0.15 GeV/c ...............< 0.50 GeV/c -0.453 0.814
.............

> 15 0.004 0.058

NCDC.>_ 25 ....
> 35 0.084 0.222

......

< 10 mm 0.060 0.263

z m < 15 mm .......
< 20 mm 0.162 0.212

.....
..... ,....

< 10 mm 0.060 0.156

lbl < 15 mm ..... - .....
< 20 mm -0.032 0.125

_
j . tt r

Table 7--6 The difference between multiplicity difference 5/{b

. calculated with the origfinal multiplicity track cuts and the case when

one ofthe multiplicity track cuts at a time is changed. In only 2 of the
10 cases does the measured difference exceed one standard deviation.

and a value for 5n b calculated with this new cut. To gauge the significance of the

difference between the result with the original and the modified cuts, the same

method used above was employed. In this method the values of' 5h b m'e calculated

for 72 Monte Carlo event samples of the same size as the data sample. The

standard deviation of the differences in 5/_b calculated with the original and

modified cuts for the 72 samples thus provides an estimate of the expected

difference in 5h b. Table 7-6 shows the results of this test. Of the 10 trails in which

a particular cut value was varied, the difference of 5fi b was greater than one

standard dexriatioIL in only 2 of them.
c,

, To obtain some quantitative estimate of the sys_matic error, the differences

. between the fraction of tracks outside the cuts in the data and Monte Carlo was

interpreted as an uncertainty in the reconstruction efficiency. This approach is very

conservative, as the cuts are designed to remove regions where the detector

modelling is suspected to be poor. The data/Monte Carlo differences are given for

i ii i iiii i i ii iii ii iii i i ii i i i i illllJmm_ll_l ...........
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fraction
multiplicity fraction fraction fail: effect on

8ii b
track cut fail: data tail: MC data MC

': ...... _ i i i iiiiii i ii ± ii ........ i|1| i i,I

Icosgl < 0.8 1.33±.20% 2.48% -1.15% ±0.03
.....................

Pxy < 0.15 GeV/c 1.33±.20% 1.71% -0.38% ±0.01.........

NCD C > 25 0.21±.08% 0.22% -0.01% +0.00
..... ,

IZrn < 15mm 8.97±.48% 5.46% 3.51% +0.06...............

lbl < 15 mm 2.79±.28% 2.04% 0.75% +0.01
i iii i

Total Systematic Error on _nb due to multiplicity track cuts: ±0.07
,,, ,,,,,

Table '/-7 A data/Monte Carlo (MC) comparison of the fraction of

tracks failing each track cut. The differences are used to set a

conservative limit on the multiplicity difference.

each cut in Table 7-7 along with the effective uncertainty this introduces in 5n b, as

measured by the EV2 tag. The sum of the effects in quadrature yields ±0.07 tracks

which will be taken as the systematic uncertainty due to the uncertainty in the

effect of' the track cuts.

7.3.12 Monte Carlo Statistics

Since the reconstruction constants and purities were determined using the

Monte Carlo, there will be an uncertainty due to the finite statistics of the Monte

Carlo sample of 20,000 hadronic events with full detector simulation. The effect of

this level of statistics is a systematic error of +-0.30 tracks in 5n b.

7.3.13 Full Resultfor the Multiplicity Difference

Table 7-8 has a summary of the contributions to the systematic error _tl b for

the EV2 tag. The sum of these systematic errors in quadrature is +0.57 tracks and

thus the full result for the difference between the multiplicity of bb events and all

flavors of hadronic events is

8h b = 2.11 ± 1.82(stat) ±0.57(syst).
p

........ iii iiiiiii ___ i i,iii iiiii i ali ii iiij
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ii i i i iiii ii

Systematic
Source of Systematic Error Rm_ge Error on 5]/b

ii ii i i i , ....... ii iiii ii

MC Model: udsc tracks see text ±0,10
b

..........

MC _odel: non-leading see text ±0.40
. tracks from bb events

MC Model: B decay tracks see text +0.05
....... , ,,, ............

0.12 -0.22
3-jet fraction (at Ymin= 0.08) +0,04

..

non-hadronic events 0-0.2 in 196 events +0.05
_ , , . ........

b fragmentation 0.680 - 0.714 +0,04
..............

c fragmentation 0,504 - 0.526 +0.03

average bottom hadron
1.24 - 1.38 psec +0.03lifetime

average charm hadron PDG limits +0.05
lifetime

" Br(g 0 -_ bb) .......... 0.201.-0,223 +0.05
..... -

- Br(Z 0 _ cc) 0.142 - 0,200 +0.10
=:___ , ,, . , .

conversion tracks +20% +0.05
,, , , ....

multiple scattering ±3% ±0.03
.....

nuclear scattering see text ±0.10
........

impact parameter
resolution see text +0.15

..............

track finding efficiency ±1% 40.04
.......... .-- , .,

multiplicity track cuts see text ±0.07
: " A ' ......... ' .....

Monte Carlo statistics ] 20000 MC events +0.30
.., ...... '1 ,i i

Total Systematic Error on _nb ±0.57
' ' , , iii f i

, Table 7-8 A summary of the systematic errors on the difference of
- b and udscb multiplicity.

=
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7.4 Center-of-Mass Energy
The average center-of-mass energy for the 1990 running has been measured

with the distribution of energy spectrometer readings from runs with Small Angle

Monitor Bhabha events to be

<Ecrn>= 90.93 ± 0.01 ± 0.04 GeV
.J

with a roughly Gaussian distribution of width 0.2 GeV.[5°] In certain cases, in order

to make a proper comparison with lower energy data, this value must be corrected

for the effect of initial state radiation, which is small near the Z 0 resonance. For

example, the corrections, as given by the standard Lund initial state radiation

routine, at the Z ° mass and 400 MeV below and above it are -0.20, -0.21 and

-0.41 GeV, respectively. The correction for the data sample, most of which lies

between 90.7 and 91.2 GeV, is approximately -0.20 GeV. Thus the average center-of-

mass energy for the 1990 run, corrected for initial state radiation, is

Eisr corr.cm ) = 90.7 GeV.

e

7.5 b Event Total and Non-leading Multiplicities
To extract the value of the average non-leading multiplicity, we recall that

,p

5_b = ]zb-]zhad" The Z 0 --->bb event multiplicity, nb' can be written as the sum of

the B hadron decay multiplicity and the non-leading multiplicity, n B+nnl .

Substituting this into the above equation for 5h b and solving for the non-leading
multiplicity yields,

nnl = 5n b + nha d- h B . (7-14)

As shown in Table 7-9, the total hadronic multiplicity, i_ha d has been well

measured at the Z 0 resonance by Mark II and all four LEP experiments. The

average ]Z-ha d = 26.94 ± 0.20 tracks per event. Adding this value to 5h b gives a bb
event multiplicity of

iib = 23.05 ± 1.82 (stat) ± 0.60 (syst).
i,

To determine the non-leading multiplicity in b/_ events, the B decay multiplicity - .

is required. The multiplicity of Bu, d meson decays has been well measured at the

T(4s). CLEO [13°l and ARGUS [131]have measured the multiplicity at the T(4s) to be

10.81±0.05±0.23 and 10.99±0.06+0.29 respectively. The average of these values

_
i i iiii' ii ii i i iii llm_
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,, , .....

total charged

ex pe rim en t ml li tiplicity

ALEPH I1141 20.85+0.02± 0.24

OPAL ['1151..... 21.40±0.02±0.43

" DELPHI 11161 20.71±0.04±0.84
........

, L3[ 117] 20.70±0.022:0.70
........

Mark II [nal 20.10±1,00_0.90
i_111J i " i i ii "

Average 20.94±0.20
,,,

TableT-9 The previous measurements of the total charged

multiplicity at the Z ° and weighted average. The average accounts for

the correlated systematic errors among the experiments.

taking into account an estimate of the common systematics is 10.88±0,20. At

energies higher than the Y(4s) however, there are contributions to the B hadron

decay multiplicity from other B mesons and B baryons. The Lund Monte Carlo

calculates that the B hadron multiplicity for all B species is 0.13 tracks per event

higher than for Bu, d only. A summary of the production fractions and multiplicities

" as predicted by Lund are given in Table 7-10. Adding this to the CLEO and ARGUS

.......

production average
B hadron species fraction multiplicity

per event
i , i

Bu, d 0.79 10.88

B 0.12 11.34
8

B baryon 0.09 11.74
i i illi i i

average B hadron multiplicity per event 11.01

Table 7-10 Production fractions and decay multiplicities used for the

different B hadron ._pecies. The production fractions are those

predicted by the Lund Monte Carlo. The decay multiplicities for Bu,d
" and B baryons are also predicted by the Lund Monte Carlo and scaled

to the average of the CLLO and ARGUS values for the Bu, d decay
., " multiplicity.

average multiplicity gives a value for the combination of ali B hadron species oi"

m .... iii i ii ii ...... mm- _ j
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11.01 tracks per event. Of course this number is somewhat sensitive to the specific

assumptions in the Monte Carlo regarding the decay multiplicities of the B s and B

baryons and production fractions of the different B species. Although no

experiment_ information on B s and B baryon multiplicities exists, and theoretical

information is of' little help, one expects that because of the high Q2 of the _tecays,

the difibrences between the decays of the B u, d m'e reasonably well handled by

standard approaches, such as that implemented by the Lund Monte Carlo, in which

the diftbrence is simply provided by the change in the phase space.

There is however some information available about the production fractions of

the different B hadrons. Although the information on the B baryon production

fraction is limited,* one can constrain the B s production fraction, P (b _ B_), using

the present measurements of BB mixing. This is done using a Standard Model

places a constraint on the relative mixing strengths of B d and B._, which results

from the unitarity of the Kobayashi.Maskawa (KM) matrix (see Appendix A). The

b--_Bq fraction is found in this manner to be 0.18±0.10, assuming a B baryon

production fraction of 0.1±0.1. This is consisterff with the Lund prediction of 0.12.

Using the b _ B s fraction found above and 0.1±0.1 as the B baryon production

fraction, this adds an uncertainty of±0.04 tracks to the 0.13 track correction to the

' B decay multiplicity which accounted for the non-Bu, d hadrons. Thus the B decay ,

multiplicity at the Z ° is taken as

nB = 11.01±0.20.

Thus with the value ibr 5n b as found in Section 7.3.13, the world average value for

the total hadronic charged multiplicity at the Z ° resonance fi'om Table 7-9 and this

value of' the B decay multiplicity modified to include ali of the B hadron species, the

non-leading multiplicity is calculated at the initial-state radiation corrected center.-

of:mass energy of Ecru = 90.7 GeV to be

e

* ALEPH has done a presently-unpublished analysis of h pro.c|uction. They use a fairly

standard lepton tag to measure the quantity P (b -.., Ab) . Br (A -.-_l + A +X) : The size of theerrors and the fact that this will not constrain the prc_ductiono_the other weakly.decaying B
barycms(.the Zb a_ld Z_) liwits the u._fuhmss of this measurement for our purpose. For more
information on this measurement, see Reference [127].
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Figure 7-4 World sample of e+e- annihilation charged

. multiplicity data versus Ecru. Each of'the fits is based on the leading

log approximation-inspired form, The OPAL fit corresponds to the

constants given in Reference [115], The heavy quark corrected fit

removes the effects orc and b production, as discussed in Section 7.6.1.

The third fit has removed the leading particle effects, in addition to the

heavy quark co;'rection (see Section 7.6.3). The data comes from

References [97], [114], [115], [116], [117] and [138 ].

7.6 Comparison with Data at Lower C.M. Energy
Figure 7-4 shows the world sample of non-resonant mean charged multiplicity

data versus the center-of-mass energy, Ecru, ibr e +e- annihilation. The solid line in

the figure is a fit to the multiplicity data using the leading-logarithm approximation

(LLA) inspired form, 1139]

• iZhad = a +b. exp{c_lx_Zc,,} , (7-15)

" where a, b, and c are the constants determined by the fit anti Ec,,_ is in GeV. For

this fit, done by OPAL,, the constants have the values a = 2.418, b =.0.113 and

c = 2.421. [115] While the LLA inspired form provides a general d.escription of the

---- i iflL_mlaN1-ir--- __.-'- I I I IL_ .,. III ll_l_mllmN_llll,l, lll=_::::_. : .... _ li --7 " -- ±I II
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data over a wide range oi"energies, there are some regions where the agreement is

not, very good. In particular, the fit is significantly lower than the data in the region

around the bottom threshold, where one would expect that the LLA inspired shape

would not hold. There is probably a similar problem at the charm threshold,

obscured by the large systematic uncertainty of the Mark I data. Clearly, one should

use caution in making such global fits to the multiplicity. 'lh make the comparison

between the non-leading multiplicity and this data more meaningful, several

corrections were studied.

7.6.1 Heavy Quark Correction
In the tntal multiplicity measurements of Figure 7-4, there is a significant

contribution from heavy quark (c/5 and bl;) production, which is almost entirely

absent in the non-leading production process, and thus must be removed from the

total multiplicity measurements. At 29 GeV, we find that the heavy quark event

multiplicities are [37|[39][40]

nec = 13.4±0.7 and nbb = 15.7±0.6,

and from all PEP and PETRA measurements near 29 GeV [140] the multiplicity tbr

all flavors of hadronic events is

tludsc b = 12.41±0.21.

Combining these yields a correction to the total multiplicity to account for the

presence of heavy quarks of

nudsc b- rl ud s = 1.20J:0.50.

'ro extend this to other center-of-mass energies, the Lund Monte Carlo was

employed with the parameter settings determined by Chrin, [421 (taking care to

evolve cc and eb in the manner outlined in that article) tuned to the above

multiplicity difference at 29 GeV.

With the multiplicity data corrected in this fashion, it was re-fit to the LLA-.

inspired form with the result

naa d = 2.554 + O,1252.exp {2.317]inEcm}.

Figure 7-5 shows the corrected data and the fit. With the heavy quark contributions

removed, the LLA fbrm provides a much better description of the data. The worst

agreement is in the region between 3 and 7 GeV, which is nevertheless within the

common systematic error of 0.9 tracks of the Mark I data in that region. This fit is

. . ii ii .............. ] --'T- ............... .. i
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Figure 7-5 World sample of charged multiplicity data, corrected to

remove the effects of heavy quark production. The line is a fit of the

. LLA-inspired form to this data.

also sho_m as the dashed line in Figure 7--4, where it lies below the udscb data

points.

It, should be noted that, in basing this correct on measurements of the cc and bb

multiplicities at 29 GeV, we have introduced an additional systematic error of +0.5

tracks in the multiplicity comparison. While this is small compared to the statistical

error in the non-leading multiplicity it is nevertheless one of the largest systematic

errors, and thus may possibly determine the degree of accuracy with which this

comparison can be made in the high-statistics limit. It may weil be that this

uncertainty could be reduced by considering the measurements of the difference

between cc, bb and udscb multiplicities, rather than considering the measurements

separately as has been done before.
o

" 7.6.2 Non-leading Energy and xE-distribution Bias

- " Because the XE distribution is not a 5-function, but is instead a rather broad

function presumably related to the Peterson function, and because the relationship

between the average multiplicity and Ecru is not linear, the mean non-leadin[_

multiplicity expected for a given (XE) is not quite equal to the mean total

fill':- - I I I III I III IIII I II lJ L II .LI;-- _ . i _liuluiim&1_,_lil_ll
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multiplicity measured at a lower center-of-mass energy equal to average non-

leading energy,

(Enl) = Ecru ( 1 - (XE)) . (7-16)

Mathematically, this accounts for the fact that the non-leading multiplicity

measures the multiplicity at a distribution of energies is given by

I "(n (En/)) = it (Enl)P (Enl)dEnl , (7-17)

whereas the multiplicity at (Ehi) is

((Ehi)) = h [fEnlP(Enl) dEnl ] (7-18)

where h is the function which relates center-oSmass energy to the mean total

multiplicity and P(Enl ) is the normalized non-leading energy distribution which is

given by a convolution of the 1-x E distributions for the two B hadrons in the

event. In the following compm'isons between the non-leading multiplicity and lower

energy total multiplicity data, this is accounted for by the application of a correction

to the non-leading energy. The corrections used are given in Table 7-11. These

.... _ .A.,., .. , J ,,, ,,.,,u J ,

Ecru (GEV) and (XE) x E dist, (Enl)
heavy quark corr.

type (no ISR) (GEV) (GEV)
" -_--- "--- .... Illll "li II IIll III Illl I li

29 GeV (c_) 0.562 -0.24 12.46
, ,

29 GeV (bb) 0.751 -0.10 7.12

35 GeV (bb) 0.740 -0.35 8.75
.

42.1 GeV (b/_) 0.727 -0.45 11.04
,,,, , , ....

90.9 GeV (bb) 0.697 --1.50 26.05
, ,,,, ..... , , . .

TableT-II The non-leading energies and the associated x-

distribution correction at which the previous measurements of the non-

leading multiplicity were done.

corrections have been calculated assuming a Peterson fragmentation function. The

values for (XR) at PEP/PETRA energies were calculated using t.he values and p

prescription as described by Chrin, 1421except with initial state radiation (ISR) off.

This is because multiplicities are customarily quoted at the nominal Ecru and are
corrected to remove ISR.



7.6.2 Non.leadingEnergyand xE-distributionBias
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The non-leading energies used for comparison to the total multiplicity data, for

this measurement as well as for the PEP and PETRA measurements, are shown in

Table 7-12, along with the non-leading multiplicity values. It should be pointed out

ii, , [ L i t

. experiment and Ecm h b or h e nnl (Enl)
heavy qum'k type (GEV) (GEV)

i iiii i i ---

" Mark II (bb) [37] 29 16.1+1.1 5.1=1=1.1 7.12
,,, , ....

Mark II (c_) [371 29 13.2+1.0 8.1=1:1,0 12.46
...... _ ,

DELCO (bb) [39] 29 14.32=t:0.92 3.31±1.20 7.12
......

TPC (bb)140] 29 16.7±1.0 5.7±1.0 7.12
.......

TPC (cc)[40] 29 13.5:!:0.9 8.4=t:0.9 12.46
, , • ............

TASSO (bb) [4.lj' 35 15.96+1..43 4.95±1.44 8.75
..........

TASSO (bb) [41] 42.1 17.02:1:1.98 6.01±1.99 11.04
,,

this meas. (bb) 90.9 23.05±1.92 12.04±1.93 26.05
: i 111 i i 11 ,111 ,

Table 7-12 The b or c event multiplicities, corresponding non-leading

. multiplicities and corrected non-leading ener_es are given with their

total statistical and systematic error for previous experiments and this

measurement. The b non-leading multiplicities were calculated using

an average B decay multiplicity of 11.01+0.20 (see Section 7.5). The c

non-leading multiplicities were calculated assuming 5.1.+-0.3 tracks for

the average charm hadron decay multiplicity, as u_ed in these
measurements.

that the PEP and PETRA experiments have chosen to take initial state radiation

into account by correcting their measured b/_ multiplicity back to the nominal beam

energies. On the other hand, (XE)b is quoted in terms of the uncorrected beam

energy, and so initial state radiation must be added back into Ecru before

multiplying by (XE_ to get the non-leading energy. Since event_ with very energetic

initial state radiation will fail hadronic cuts, this effect is detector dependent. The

average energy lost to initial state radiation at PEP and PETRA energies has beenp

estimated to be 1.0±0.5 GeV. This correction has been applied to the PEP and

PETRA energies, and the uncertainty included. For our measurement at the Z 0

uncorrected beam energy of 90.9 GeV is used as a starting point.

• _,_, ,,i l t ___ - _ iiiiiiii __ i i ii i I
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7.6.3 Leading Contribution in Light Quark Decay

One might expect that the comparison with the non-leading multiplicity from

heavy quark decays at higher energy might be most properly done with only the

non-leading portion of the light quark decays at lower energy. Again, the Lund

Monte Carlo can be used to derive a correction to the multiplicity data, although in

this case the correction is somewhat model dependent since it can not be tied to an

independent measurement, as can the heavy quark correction. This correction, from

the multiplicity in uds decays to the non-leading multiplicity in uds decays, has the
form

5 = a'+b'.loglo(Ecm)n

where a' = -0.724, b' = 0.970 and Ecm is in GeV. At 30 GeV, for instance, the size

of this correction is +0.71 tracks. The correction is derived by removing the leading

(most energetic) particle, or its decay products, in each hemisphere from both the

multiplicity sum and the center-of-mass energy. The result of this correction is

plotted as the dotted line in Figure 7-4.

The correction for the effects of the leading particles should be interpreted as a

check of the dependence of the multiplicity comparison and later, in the opposite

fashion, the extraction of (XE}b , on the theoretical uncertainty in the underlying m

assumptions. These assumptions include those regarding the process of non-leading

particle production, and specifically the relationship of the non-leading particle

multiplicity and the non-leading energy. Nonetheless, that the difference of

approximately 0.7 tracks between this leading particle-corrected multiplicity

fanction and the multiplicity fhnction with only the heavy quark correction is on the

same order as the total systematic error indicates that the overall approach is

robust. This illustrates that this is another area (along with the non-leading

reconstruction constant and heavy quark correction) which could benefit from

additional theoretical study_ Consequently, for the final results derived in the

following sections only the heavy quark and the XE-distribution corrections are
used. i

7.6.4 Multiplicity Comparison

Figure 7-6 shows the world sample of multiplicity data, and the heavy quark- i,
p

corrected multiplicity fit (see Section 7.6.1 for a description of this correction).

Plotted over this are the non-leading mulLiplicity points from Table 7-12, which

include the XE-distribution correction described in the previous section. To the level

- ' i ii i ii _ i iii i_ ] iii i i i i i _ iii1|1 iii .L ii ...... -- .............. 7_
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Figure 7-6 World sample of charged multiplicity data, without

error bars, and the heavy quark corrected fit from Figure 7-4 and

Figure 7-5. The dotted line is the :__0.5track uncertainty resulting

from the normalization of the heavy quark correction to PEP and

PETRA data. Also shown are the non..leading multiplicity

measurements from previous experiments and this analysis, plotted at

the appropriate xE-distribution corrected non-leading energy, as listed

in Table 7-12. (The effects from the leading quark in uds events are

not included as discussed in Section 7.6.3). The assumption of flavor

independence for the fragmentation process predicts that the non-

leading data should f_ll on the solid line.

of experimental accuracy available, that the points lie on the corrected multiplicity

curve, represented by the solid line, confirms the prediction of the flavor

independence of the fragmentation process on the initial quark flavor. The highest

energy point, from this study, se_es to strengthen the quality of the check available

from the lower energy measurements alone.
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Finally, should this measurement be pushed at LEP, and an effort made to

better understand the theoretical underpinnings of the measurement, it should be

pointed out that there is a limit to the accuracy of the comparison imposed by the

uncertainty iu the measurement of h at lower energy. This is most likely a hard

limit, since there are no plans for more running at intermediate energies (around

30GEV). Fortunately, the centroid of the non-leading energy distribution for

Z 0 _ bb decay falls in a region, where i/has been well measured by five of the PEP

and PETRA collaborations. Correcting for the small energy differences and

combining the five measurements closest to 30 GeV [14°1gives an uncertainty in n of

±0.21 tracks, with a )C2 = 7.0 for 4 degrees of freedom. Thus, depending on how

much the various systematic problems mentioned above can be brought under

control, it will soon be possible to push this test to an accuracy 4 to 10 times greater

than presented here.

7.7 Extraction of the Average xE
If it is instead assumed that the non-leading fragmentation is indeed

independent of the flavor oi"the leading quarks, it is possible to estimate (XE)b from

the non-leading multiplicity, essentially by reading off the non-leading eriergy from

the n versus Ecru plot. For (XE> b -0.7, the relevant range of Ecru for this

measurement is between 15 and 45 GeV. The value of (xE>b is determined by the

value of n at thc central value of Ecru - 30 GeV, while the uncertainty in (XE>b will

be given by the slope of the r_ dependence upon Ecru, which in this range is given by

the low energy PETRA data and the TRISTAN data. Figure 7-7(a) shows the fit to

the LLA inspired form as discussed previously,

n ha d = a + b.exp {c _/l_nEcm} (7-19)

with a = 4.684, b = 0.511 and c = 2.736. Figure 7-7(b) shows the residuals from

this fit as a function of energy. Ali corrections discussed previously, the heavy quark

correction, removing the effects of the leading particles and the XE-distribution

corrections, can then be applied to the results of this fit, although none have been

included in Figure 7-7(a). The value of (XE>b , with errors, is then found by solving
the above equation, with the desired correction included, for the center-of-mass

energy corresponding to the measured non-leading multiplicity. As a correction to " -

the charged multiplicity, rather than a correction to the energy, the XE-distribution

correction has the approximate form 5n = -141-E -]'80 such that at 30 GeV, it is• " crt_ '
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Figure 7-7 (a) Data and fit to the Li_,-inspired form for total

multiplicity restricted to the data from PEP, PETRA, and TRISTAN,

for extraction of the mean xE. (b) Residuals from the fit.

-0.31 tracks. For example, with the heavy quark and xE-distribution corrections

applied, the corrected fit is

nh.d = 3.484 + 0.511 • exp {2.736Jln_m }-141. E_,/n80 (7-20)

Table 7-13 shows the results for <XE>b,including statistical ezTor only, for each

of the three tags. In addition to systematic effects enumerated in the previous
........

add x E also add also add non-
. tag no correction distribu{ion heavy quark leading,

correction correction correction
I ii i i..... IIllll I

EV2 n ,'/ni +.095 .... + 082 + 096 , + 085O_;s "o97 0"619-_1,o7 0"659-_096" .... -.103 -.

........ + 098 ¢_ ,,,/-,'+.092 ..... + 102 a _o_/+.089
0.583_:124EV3 0667._:12o ,.,.baU_.114 v.u,,-_.111

-- HE2 n ___+.105 ', _-^+_.O98 n _+.110 0626_111?+096u.vvv_. 124 Ub4_ "119 _. _,u-_. 130
,* _ i iiii __ _ i i i i ,,

" Table7-13 The values of (xE) b calculated with the different

. - corrections as described in text. The EV2 value with the xE-distribution

and heavy quark corrections is taken as our final result.

section, the systematic error must include a contribution of 0.5 tracks due to the

Ill 1111111 I I II rl i ---- •
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uncertainty in the heavy quark correction. For the fit with the heavy quark and X E -

distribution corrections, which is taken as the final measurement, the resulting

total systematic error of±0.80 tracks yields
• . __ ,...._,..,. , , , ,, ,

n _la +.096+.043=

where the errors are statistical and systematic, respectively. Thus, to its rather

limited level of statistical accuracy, this approach provides a result in agreement

with the current LEP average of 0.697±0.013, [221123][241and thus has provided an

important independent check of the <xE_b measurements which use the lepton

momentum spectrum.

In the future, the LEP experiments should be able to exceed the systematic

error limit quoted here. This should provide a very meaningful check of the B

hadron fragmentation energy, which is a critical parameter in the measurement of

various parameters associated with Z 0 -+ bb decays (branching fraction, lifetimes,

exclusive branching fractions, etc.)

(
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• Appendix A
b

Limits on BsProduction at the Z from B
Mixing Measurements

- It is useful in the measurement of the non-leading multiplicity in Z ° _bb

events, to place a limit on the production of the various bottom hadron species.

Though little direct information on the production fractions exists, one can limit the

B 8 production fraction, P(b _ Bs), using the present measurements of B B mixing

and assuming a constraint from the Standard Model. The strength of the mixing

can be parauneterized as [141]

N(BB)+N(BB)
Z = , (A-l)

N (bt))

which is the ratio of the number of mixed events to the total number of produced bb

events. If the B-mixing is large enough that the meson could mix many times before

the B decays ('full mixing'), then X tends toward 0.5. To determine the level of Bs

mixing, one notes that the Standard Model places a constraint on the relative

mixing strengths of Bd and B s, resulting fi'om the unitarity of the Kobayashi-
• Maskawa (KM) matt-ix, that

b

" iv,di2
............> 0.21. (A-2)
JGN2
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Figure A-1 The allowed regions for B d mixing from the CLEO and
ARGUS experiments [126]and the constraint from the standard model

are shown. The combination of these indicates that B._ mixing is
nearly maximal.

The ratio of the B d to B, mixing rates (Xd/X s) will then, to within small

uncertainty, be proportional to this ratio of KM elements and x i is then related to Xi

by

Xl = _]1 - 2Xi' (A-3)

The mixing of the B d has been measured by CLEO and ARGUS at the Y(4s), where

no B s is produced, and yields an average value of Xd = 0.155 + 0.043.1126] Using the

Standard Model constraint in conjuction with the CLEO and ARGUS measurement

. of Xd, it can be seen in Figure A-1 that B._ must be "almost fully mixed, 7_amely •

0.45 < Xs < 0.5. . ,

.......... i J.... 1 ......... iiii i ___:- .
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At the Z 0, the mixing will be a linear combination of the B d and B s mixing

strengths,

74(Z°) = fdXd + fs_,s, (A-4)

• where fd and fs are the Bd and Bs fractions, with

• fu + ['<t+ fs + WBbaryon "-" 1. (A-5)

The LEP experiments have measured the mixing to be _(Z 0) = 0.143+0.023. [126]

To place a limit on fs, Equations (A-4) and (A-5) cml be solved to yield,

2)_(Z°)- (1-fB baryon)_d

fs = ................. 2_s - _d (A-6)

with the assumption that fu = ld" Using the above values for Ed and Zs, and

assuming that fB baryon = 0.1 + 0.1, the b ._ B s fraction is found to be 0.18±0.10,
which is consistent with the Lund value of 0.12.

i

G

i

.
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Appendix B

DCVD Gas and Temperature Control
S/stems

" The operation of the DCVD in the unsaturated regime placed stringent

. constraints on the gas parameters such as its composition and temperature. This

appendix discusses the apparatus used to investigate and maintain the required

gas properties.

B.1 Gas PropertiesOverview
The gas used in the DCVD was a mixture of 92% CO 2 and 8% C2H 6. The

nominal gas pressure during the ]990 operation at the SLC was 2 atmospheres

(absolute), although the chamber ran at 3 atm for mach of its check-out prior to

installation. At either operating pressure, the nominal reduced drift field, E/P, was

0.77 kWcm/atm. With this field, the drift velocity is typically about 5.7 _m/ns. The

drift velocity in this regime is unsaturated, which means that it depends acutely on

the environmental conditions. This dependence can be expressed as

E
= vd _ p f(T, gas composition) .

The drift velocity depends linearly on the reduced electric field, and will also have a

non-trivial dependence on the gas temperature and composition. Furthermore,

because the drift velocity is so low and the maximum drift distance fairly long
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(about 5 cre), the electronegative impurities in the gas must be kept to a minimum

in order to maintain a minimum loss of signal during the electron drift. In order to

minimize the influence of these environmental properties on the drift velocity and

hence the time-distance relation, the goal was to control these parameters

adequately to maintain a drift velocity variation of less than 0.05%. As discussed in .s

Section 2.2.3.3 on page 56, the electric field strength was maintained within the

required tolerances by the DCVD high voltage system.

B.2 Gas Delivery System
The gas delivery system for the DCVD was designed to handle a number of

responsibilities. Specifically, it was required that the gas delivery system

• supply gas as free of impurities as possible,

• monitor and maintain a constant gas composition, and

• monitor and control the gas pressure.

The entire gas system appears reasonably complex, in part because it was designed

to be flexible enough to work with a variety of gas quality control and monitoring

devices. A diagram of the system can be found in Figure B-1. The system does not

re-circulate the gas, but just vents the gas after passing through the chamber.

B.2.1 Mechanical Assembly
The mechanical assembly of the plumbing fbr the gas panel used 0.25 inch

diameter oxygen-free high-conductivity (OFHC) copper tubing, which was cleaned

in a solvent to remove any oils and then fired in a hydrogen furnace to remove any

_,_wagelokremaining volatile compounds. The connections were made with brass ¢'

compression fittings, which were cleaned with an ultrasonic cleaner before use. Ali

valves were brass Nupro H-Series bellows valves and were ordered fully cleaned.

These valves contained no non-metal seals which could potentially contaminate the

gas. The bulk of the gas delivery system shown in Figure B-1 was mounted on a

large gas panel and was located next to the Mark II counting house.

To ensure the integrity of the system when it was fully assembled and connected

to the DCVD, a he_.ium n_ass-spectrometer leak detector was used. It was found that

these fittings could routinely achieve hill vacuum leak-tightness when properly

tightened. Furthezznore, no leaks could be detected from any of the pressure seals

on the DCVD itself.

* The Swagelok fittings and Nupro valves are manufactured by the Crawford Fitting Company
of Solor_, Ohio's.
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Because the DCVD could be pumped to a vacuum, a 0.875 inch diameter

vacuum manifbld went from a mechanical vacuum pump placed by the gas panel,

out to the Mark II magnet iron, about 15 feet from the chamber. A pneumatically

controlled vacuum valve was located there to seal the chamber from the vacuum

maniibld. The final 15 :feet of vacuum manifold was comprised of 0.5 inch OFttC

copper tubing, as this was in constant contact with the gas in the chamber.

B.2.2 Gas Source

The gas supply for the 1990 run was two large tube trailers containing the

CO2/C2H6 gas mixture. The gas was mixed commercially by the Liquid Carbonic

Company and required to meet purity specifications. It was standard to also test the

gas locally using our gas monitoring equipment, as discussed later. Typical gas

shipments would contain as much as 3ppm of oxygen as the primary

electronegative contaminant. Contamination of other organic compounds, as

measured by the supplier, were usually less than 100 ppm. Using the tube trailers

was particularly advantageous, as it ensured a constant gas composition for

extended periods. At the nominal gas flow rates of 1-2 scfh, a tube trailer would last

for at least six months of operation. The gas pressure of the tube trailer when

supplied was about 500 lbs, which is below the pressure at which the CO2 would

liquify. The gas pressure was regulated down to about 80 psi for the transfer line to

the gas panel. Mounted on each tube trailer was an excess flow valve, designed to

close automatically should the flow rate get too large (as in the case of a broken

supply line, etc.)

B.2.3 Elementsof the Gas System
At the gas panel, the gas was routed through a pair oi"Oxisorb units which

remove virtually ai1 of the trace amount of oxygen in the gas. _l_vounits were used

because the small units tended to last only about two weeks, depending on the

oxygen level in the incident gas. Several particulate filters were used to ensure that

the chamber was not contaminated by any solid material. The specifications for the

Oxisorb units stated that they would lower the oxygen level to less than 0.] ppm

when the inlet gas is not greater than 15 ppm. This perfo_'mance is consistent with

the observations made with our monitoring equipment.

The last item on the gas panel before the supply line to the chamber was an " .

electronically controlled regulator valve for active pressure control. The pressure in

the chamber was measured by a Barocell Pressure Transducer, mounted un the end

of the 0.5 inch vacuum manifold, ablaut 15 feet from the chamber. This transducer

Page234
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was connected to a Datametrics Type 1501 Pressure Controller. The controller

incorporated an electronic feedback system, and would adjust a regulator valve

placed on the gas panel just prior to the supply line to the chamber. The desired

pressure was set with a dial switch on the controller.

. After the chamber, the gas would flow through some of the gas monitoring

equipmen_ such as the Drift Velocity Monitor (DVM), the oxygen monitor and the

. ethane monitor. The DVM was a device for monitoring the drift velocity and

electron lifetime of the gas, and is discussed below in Section B.4.1. It was not

operated continuously, as were the other monitors, but rather was used for studies

of gas properties and for verifying the quality of new gas shipments.

The oxygen level in the gas was measured by a Model 316 Oxygen Analyzer

produced by Teledyne Analytical Instruments. This device uses a fuel cell to electro-

chemically measure the concentration of oxygen in a gas. It can measure levels from

a few parts per million up to 21%. Although intended to be calibrated with air, the

cell type which was required for use in CO 2 had a very long recovery time until it

would again be sensitive on the few ppm level. Consequently, we employed a

standard reference bottle of CO 2 with about 80 ppm 0 2 to provide at least a very

- good relative oxygen determination. This unit was used continuously as a warning

device of possible problems during the 1990 data runs.
n,

The percentage of' ethane in the gas was measured by a Teledyne Model 235

Thermal Conductivity Analyzer. This analyzer determines the fraction oi' C2H6 by'

comparing the thermal conductivity of the sample gas to that of a reference sample

of pure CO 2. The accuracy of this device is 0.01% ethane.

The pressure measurement, oxygen level and ethane fraction were read out

through a 14-bit CAMAC analog..to-digital converter to the VAX host computer. '['he

Mark II environmental monitoring routine, which recorded information for all the

various Mark II systems would record the gas monitoring information to the data

tape every four minutes. This program would also check that the various values

were within preset limits and alert the physicists on shift of a potential problem.

The pressure measurement was also connected to a hardware DCVD alarm

. interlock which would trip the DCVD high voltage should the gas pressure drop too
" low.

. " The gas system data recorded by the VAX can be used to characterize the long

term perfbrmance of the gas system. The oxygen and ethane levels were virtually

constant throughout the entire running. Typically the pressure would be held

constant to better than 0.01 psi (0.03%) over periods of weeks, although some shifts
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Figure ]3-2 Measured DCVD pressure for ali of the 294 triggered Z

events. The two low points we during periods when the pressure

control malfunctioned.

were seen on the order of 0.02 psi at a few points during the run. The pressure

which was recorded closest to each recorded Z trigger is shown in Figure B-2.

Neglecting two very low points when the pressure control was malfunctioning, the

rms pressure is 0.007 psi over ali of the Z events.
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B.3 Temperature Control System
The temperature of' the DCVD was monitored and controlled by a computer

controlled feedback system which circulated water around the outside of the

chamber. The goal of this system was to achieve temperature stability and
w

uniformity within the chamber.

• B.3.1 Temperature Measurement
The temperature of' the DCVD was measured by a series of 48 thermistors

placed in and around the chamber. These thermistors were individually calibrated

with respect to a reference thermistor to correct for relative offsets. Over the typical

temperature ranges of 25 to 35 ° C, the temperature response was not significantly

different among thermistors to require more than a single offset correction. The

average offset correction was equivalent to less than 0.05 ° C. After the thermistors

were installed in the DCVD, the entire chamber was placed inside of a foam

container and "allowed to equilibrate thermally. Further, generally small, offset

corrections were made from this test.

The thermistors on the chamber were placed in a number of locations. These

" included:

, • on the outer surface of the inner aud outer shells

• on the aluminum supports for the Macor wire-foundations, which are inside
the gas volume

• on the pressure heads

• in the high voltage faraday cages

• in the air outside of the DCVD

• on the CDC inner core

• in the water lines which circulate water around the DCVD

The best measurement of the internal chamber temperature came from tile

thermistors mounted on the aluminum supports for the Macor foundations, as these

are the most de-coupled from surfaces with the temperature control water lines.

The thermistor resistances were converted to a voltage signal using custom

electronics containing 64 thermistor channels. These temperature signals were read

" out to the VAX host computer via the same CAMAC ADC's as used for the pressure

system. The temperature signals were read in every 12 seconds and corrected in

software to account for the individual thermistor calibrations. These temperatures

........ i..... i . i ii ......... ii i ...... _: ..... i i iiii
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Figure ]3--3 Water tubing around the pressure heads and the outer

shell of the DCVD. The letters indicate the positions of the thermistors

in the water supply lines.

were recorded to the data tape every four minutes and. were used fbr the active

temperature control discussed in the next section.

B.3.2 Temperature Control

The temperature _f the DCVD was controlled by circulating water from a

temperature-controlled reservoir around the DCVD. The water would first go

around the pressure head on the inner and outer radius, then around the outer

shell in a helical pattern and finally around the pressure head on the other end of "

the chamber, as shown in Figure B-3.

The system to circulate the water to the DCVD is shown schematically in

Figure B-4. The temperature controlled reservoir was a Haake N2-R Digital

cryostat. It was comprised of a 15 liter reservoir, which contained a compressor for a

constant rate of cooling, and a control unit mounted atop the reservoir which

handled the temperature control by use of a heating coil. The specifications for this

unit claim a temperature control of ±0.1 ° C with their internal hardware feedback

circuit.

The water from this reservoir was pumped out, to the chamber using a Liquiflo

3 gallon per minute. (gpm) gear pump. The maximum output pressure of the pump

was 100 psi. Typically, the flow rate out to the DCVD would be about 1 gpm, a value
.,

which was chosen so that the flow through the 0.25 inch tubing would be on the

onset of' turbulence for better heat transfer. The supply and return lines to and from

the chamber were 0.5 inch insulated aluminum tubing to reduce the pressure drop

in these lines. To keep the water in the closed system clean, a UV sterilizer, a de-

ionizer and several particulate filters were employed. A hardware alarm system

--- ,. i __ i |1iiilil .i ilill i i i ...............
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, Figure B--4 A schematic diagram of the water circulating

temperature control system for the DCVD. The devices labelled FM
are flowmeters.

monitored the pressure in the supply line to the chamber and the water level in the

reseI_coir. If an out oi' tolerance condition was detected, this system would trip an

interlock which supplied power to the pump.

= The active temperature control was achieved by software which interacted with

the Mark II environmental monitoring. Both routines ran on the VAX host

computer. With each 12 second interval, the new temperatures would be analyzed

= and the temperature of the water circulating out to the DCVD appropriately

adjusted. This adjustment was made using a 16-bit DAC to which the temperature

control unit was adjusted.

" The algorithm used to maintain a constant temperature used the two

thermistors in the water lines just before and just after the outer shell (thermistors
.J

B and C in Figure B-3). The variable to which the temperature feedback system

reacted was the average of these two thermistors. These were chosen because the

outer shell has the largest surface area in the chamber exposed to the gas volume,
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and thus would most substantially affect the gas temperature. The feedback

algorithm was quite straightforward. If a temperature adjustment was required, it

would vary the temperature voltage signal sent to the temperature controller by the

amount of the desired change and then wait for a time period to allow the system to

come to thermal equilibrium. This time period would depend on the temperature

change which was requested. The hardware alarm system would also check that the

voltage signal generated by the DAC corresponded to a reasonable temperature

range. If this were not the case the alarm system would substitute a defhult safe

voltage and notify the persons on shift. As the check of' last resort, this system also

used a thermistor to check the temperature of tile water being sent to the DCVD,

and if it were out of range the pump interlock would be activated, shutting off water

circulation to the chamber.

B.3.3 Temperature Stabiiity and Uniformity

The performance achieved by this system during the 1990 run was quite good.

'£he thermal environment in which the DCVD ran is illustrated in Figure B--5

which shows the temperature outside the chamber yet still inside the central core of

the CDC. It is seen that dining tile 1990 run, the temperature variation spanned a

full range of almost 4° C due to external environmental factors. There are clear

diurnal variations of about 0.25 ° C if this temperature is plotted as a thnction of

AVG A[R/CDC SHELL.TEHP

34.0 ......... ' ..... _ ..... _.........
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_" 33,0 .', " • ... '
w "':., "" ".",-,£:':'.--.,._ -':,
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Figure B-5 Temperature in region inside the CDC but outside of
the DCVD.
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time as well as larger variations corresponding to various systems turning on and

off (these systems include the Mark II solenoid, the DCVD high voltage and the

SSVD). The chamber temperature as measured by the average of three thermistors

placed on the aluminum support for the Macor foundations is shown in Figure B-6.

The width of the central peak can be characterized as having an rms width of about4.

0.02 ° C. Outside this central peak there are a number of spurious points which were

• caused by known malfunctions in the temperature control system.

The temperature of the other major surfaces in the chamber, the outer shell and

the inner core are shown in Figure B-7. The outer core temperature was very

stable, which is expected because the water tubing was connected directly to this

surface and the temperature control algorithm used the thermistors before and

after the shell for temperature determination. The inner core was not actively

temperature controlled and consequently exhibits significant temperature

variation. There is virtually no diurnal variation in the inner core. However,

temperature changes of-0.3 ° C would occur when the SSVD was turned on and off,

indicating that, as one might expect, the SSVD is the dominant contributor to the

inner core temperature.

- Finally there is the question of the temperature uniformity inside the chamber.

Figure B-8 illustrates the temperature difference between the ends of the chamber

and the temperature difference from the inner core to the outer cylinder. The

temperature difference between the ends of the chamber, as measured by the

thermisto,'s mounted on the aluminum supports for the Macor wire-foundations, is

about 0.12 ° C with a variation of less than 0.02 ° C for closely spaced events. This

temperature difference is just a consequence of the water temperature warming as

it passed from one pressure head to the other due to the heat load of the chamber.

: The radial temperature difference is larger. Typically the inner core was about

0.5°C warmer than the outer cylinder. Furthermore, as noted previously this

temperature difference will vary because the inner cylinder had no active

temperature control. This is the largest temperature difference and corre,_ :)onds to

about 0.17%. However, over local blocks of events the variation in this temperature

difference is only about 0.1 ° C.Q

b

, B.4 Gas Property Studies
A series of studies were done to measure some properties of the CO2-based gas

mixtures. In particular, these investigated the drift velocity dependence on the

: temperature and the electron lifetime with various chamber additives such as

i i i ii i i _ i _J_ _ ,,,,, ,,
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isopropanol, and most importantly, oxygen. These studies were carried out largely

with a small chamber called the Drift Velocity Monitor (DVM). Tests were also done

on the tolerance of the gas to radiation. These tests we_ie done in another device, the

Radiation Test Chamber (RTC).

• B.4.1 Drift Velocity Monitor

The DVM consists of a single 5,08 cm long drift cell, bordered by edge field wiresw

with graded voltages to maintain a uniform electric field in the drii_ region (see

Fig_,re B--9). Electrostatic simulation indicated that the field is uniform to within

0.25% at the center of the cell. Two 1.0 mCi l°6Ru were placed within collimators to

produce thin beams of 39.4 keV _-. Tile jYs would produce ionization at two fixed

distances from the sense wire and the drift velocity could be obtained from the time

difference between their known spatial separation.

The data acquisition electronics for tais chamber were quite simple. The pulse

from the photomultiplier fed into a discriminator then through a gate-and-delay

generator, This signal was then sent to the start input on a I,ecroy Model 3001

Multichannel Analyzer ('qVt'), operating in the t-mode. This particular qVt was

" Ru-106 sources

. /

collimator

sense wire

_, ................. [i .... _ _(--- cathode............... plane

'_"_ field wires

W-<--- copper- collimator

" _i:?.::...,.:,;,:?...:......::.?::,;.....;..:.:......:__". - ";::'::':;_"::::'.';.2::'_'.::2::::"2'.:::'.::::.:::'(,'2tPlastic
Scintillator

Figure B-9 A schematic illustratior), or the Drift Velocity Monitor,

The paths of the 39.4 keV [_"are s,_,o_• by the dotted lines.
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Figure B-10 Drift time spectra recorded on the qVt. Each LeCroy

time bin is equivalent to 0.0187/as. These plots are with different

amounts of oxygen in the gas' (a) 0.2 ppm, and (b) 3.4 ppm. The ratio

of the areas under the later to earlier peak is 0.80 and 0.70,

respectively.

modified to increase the maximum time scale to about 18 I_S. The signal from the

sense wire of tile drift cell was fed through a preamplifier, a 10X amplifier, a

discriminator and finally into the stop input of the qVt. Both discriminators were

set qaite,, low to minimize the effect from time slewing due to the pulse heights, The

qVt was read out via CAMAC to a VAX computer using a ]_Croy Model 2301

CAMAC Interface.

Typical time distributions are shown iz_ Figure B-10. The time spectrmn is fit

with a 8-parameter double Gaussian plus linear background function. 'l'he fit " .

Gaussian means are used to determine the drift velocity. Comparing these spectra,

recorded with different levels of oxygen in the gas, illustrate how the DVM is

sensitive t,) the electron lifetime of the gas by looking at the ratio of the area in the

-- almilmmsRmmMl,_., .... . ....... - ............. 7: _1_ jPm_a_.._..__ -- .--:: ........ __._]]J_l _
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Figure B-11 The electron lifetime in the nominal C02/C2H6 gas

. with a small admixture of isopropanol.

earlier and later peaks. Note that the 1°6Ra sources were not necessarily the same

strength, so this also was taken into account, which can be done, for instance, by

exchanging the positions of the two sources.

The electron lifetimes in the gas were measured by the DVM for the nominal

CO2/C2H 6 gas mixture with different amounts of isopropanol, a common

proportional chamber gas additive which has the effect increasing the radiation

tolerance of a gas, as discussed in the following section. The isopropanol was mixed

into the gas using a bubbler which was held at a constant temperature to control

the isopropanol vapor pressure. The resulting electron lifetimes are shown in

Figure B-11. With a _'ift velocity of about 5.7 mm/l_s and a maximum drift length

. of about 50 mm in the DCVD, the maximum drift time is about 9 Ils. Thus an

: - electron lifetime of 30 _ls corresponds to a 25% loss in pulse height, and at an

. " operating pressure of 2 atm _his limits the amount of isopropanol which should be

used to less than _-0.1%.

The electron lifetime was also measured as a function of t,he oxygen level in the

gas. This was done simply by using gas bottles supplied by the commercial gas

--... ...... =r
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Figure B-12 Electron lifetimes as a function of the oxygen

concentration in the standard CO,jC2H _ gas mixture.

vendor which (unintentionally) had high levels of oxygen present. The gas sources

were as high as 35 ppm of 02. The electron lifetimes as a hlnction of the oxygen

concentration are shown in Figure B-12 and demonstrate that a very low oxygen

level is required to produce reasonable electron lifetimes. These levels were

routinely achievable in the actual system by keeping the system very leak-tight and

- by the use of Ox/sorb to remove virtually all of the oxygen from the gas just prior to

sending it into the chamber (see Section B.2,3). P, is also interesting to noLe that

these measurements of the electron lifetime confirm that the process of electron

: attachment is a three-body process, namely

: 0 2+X+e .....--_O2 +X+energy.

In Reference [142] it is shown that the electron attachment frequency, v = 1/_ is
¢1 e )

given for a 2-body process ( 0 2 + e- -+ O 2 + energy ) by'

v = k 10 ! (2-body),a 2 2
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" Figur_ B--13 kelf as a function of the pressure of the CO2/C2H 6
mixture, demonstrating that the electron attachment process iri this

gas is a 3-body process.

where [0 2] is the oxygen concentration and k 2 is the 2-body coefficient. For a 3-

body process, the relation becomes,

va = k3{O 2] [XI (3-body),

where [X] is the concentration of the other component in the gas (in our case CO2),

and k 3 is the coefficient for this process. If one forms the quantity

kef f = va/[O2J = 1./_,:, [O2) ,
(

then as a function oi" the concentration or pres,,_ru,re of' the main component of the

gas, keff can distinguish between the 2 and 3-body processes. A two body process

- will not exhibit any pressure dependence (since keff = k2)' whereas a three body

" process will have a linear dependence (because keff = k3 IX] ). The result, shown in
" Figure B-13, cle_.rly demonstrates the three body nature of the interaction in our

gas mixture.

The drift velocity dependence on temperature was also investigated using the

DVM. The pressure chamber for the DVM had the same type of 0.25 inch tubing

i ......... i i i 11 _1] i1._ i iIl1111_
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Figure B--14 The drift velocity dependence on temperature for
C02/C2H6 and pure C02.

wound around it, as did the outer shell of' the DCVD (see Figure B-3), which

allowed active _mperature control of the DVM. Using a prototype version of the

temperature control routines u,4ed in the DCVD, the DVM was stepped through a

range of temperatures, pausing to measure and read out the drift velocity through

the CAMAC interface t_ the qVt module. The results ar.e shown in Figure B-14. The

temperature dependence of the drift velocity was characterized phenomenologically

by vd= T a . The dependence appears tc) be slightly stronger than a linear

dependence, with a value of c_which is about 1.2 for the CO2/C2H 6 gas mixture and

for a pure CO 2 sample.

B.4.2 Radiation Test Chamber

Radiation damage to wire chambers has received a substantial amount of study,

but this is still an imprecise science at best. Nonetheless, there are many ideas
g

about the various mechanisms which contribute to the radiation damage. I]431

Carbon dioxide and most nobel gases require the use of a gas additive (quencher) to

absorb the copious number of photons emitted during the electron avalanche at the

L . --- -- - ___.----'-- :':":'llll l III I Illl _ ..................
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Figure B-15 Radiation Test Chamber cell design.

. anode. Typically, organic gases such as ethane or isobutane, have been used.

Without these quenchers, the photons tend to produce effects such as photoemission

" of electronsfrom the cathode.During the avalancheprocess,these quencher

moleculescan be dissociatedintoradicalmoleculeswhich typicallyhave a large

dipolemoment and arethusattractedtowardtheanodesurface.Theseradicalscan

then polymerizeand form depositson the electrodes.In lateravalanches,these

polymers can receive a positive charge and drift toward the cathode. On the anode,

these deposits can appear as gain loss, whereas on the cathode these can lead to the

production of dark current (Malter Effect). One way to reduce this polymerization is

to add a non-polymerizing gas, such as an alcohol, with a lower ionization potential.

A very eiticient charge transfer mechanism will cause the alcohol to neutralize the

polymerizable molecules, thus reducing the organic deposits.

A very simple test cell was built to study the radiation damage for various gases

and gas mixtures. [144j The cell design used in the last series of tests is shown in
D

, Figure B-15. To irradiate the cell, a 55Fe source (either 300 or 1000 _tCi) was used

. to provide 0.59 keV x-rays from the electron capture process. The gain in the cell

was measured by the output voltage from the anode wire, after an RC integrating

circuit. The gain as a function of the radiation exposure is illustrated in
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Figure B--16 Relative gain as a function of the total integrated
a,

charge for the nominal 002/C2H 6 gas mixture.

Figure B-16 for the standm'd 92%/8% CO2/C2H 6 gas mixture. The summary of the

tests on several gas mixtures are given below.

1. 92%/8% CO2/iso-C4Hlo: The obseIwed gain loss was minimal (similar to

'the C02/C2H6) except that very high current draw began and the test

had to be terminated after about 0.2 C/cre of integrated charge. A

possible explanation for this behavior is the Malter Effect, whereby._n
insulating material builds up on a field or cathode wires. After some

irradiation this layer becomes charged and tends to emit electrons

spontaneously. A potential cause of the low lifetime with this gas is that

the gas used was not of the highest quality, and consequently could have

contained impurities which were responsible for the development of the

Malter Effect symptoms.

2. 92%/8% CO2/C2 t 6. The radiation tolerance with this gas mixture was
observed to be quite good. The gain was reduced only to about half after

a_ integrated charge of 0.6 C/cm and no excer, s current draw developed.
Upon the conclusion of the test, the anode wire was analyzed using x-ray
spectroscopy and the deposits were found to contain silicon. The

potential sources of this silicon include the G-10 wire frame, and to this

. ii , lm' _ --
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end a cell was made using Macor. This cell, however, repeatedly suffered

premature high current draw and was never operated beyond 0.15 C/cre

during which it behaved similar to the previous tests.

3. 92%/8% CO2/C2H6 + 0.1% isopropanol: The addition of some alcohol wa_

, done in the hope of improving the tolerance to radiation. No difference
was discernible from the CO2/C2H6 test. Of course if the deposits on the

anode which cause the gain loss are due to silicon impurities from

components in the cell, it is unlikely that the alcohol would have any
affect.

4. 50%/50%Ar/C2H6: This gas was observed to have a poor radiation
lifetime in our tests, with the gain being reduced by half before an

integrated charge of 0.15 C/cre. It has been suggested that our results
were the consequence of using gas of insufficient purity, because other
tests have observed much better lifetimes. [145l The purity in our gas was

not known. Another possibility is that Ar/C2H6 gas mixtures perform
better in chambers without grid or cathode wires, but rather only

cathode surfaces, _such as a straw chamber. I146l This is the case because

the lack of grid and cathode wires would make the chamber much less

. susceptible to the development of Malter Effect problems.

. B.5 Summary
This appendix has described the systems used to very accurately control the

environmental conditions in the DCVD during its operation. With only sporadic

exceptions due to various malfunctions, these systems performed adequately,

maintaining a pressure stability of better than 0.01 psi and temperature stability of

0.02 ° C. The temperature differences inside the chamber were 0.12 ° C from end to

end and 0.5 ° C from the inner to outer shells.

: Some studies done on the properties of the 92%/8% C0_C2H 6 gas mixture, as

well as some related gas mixtures, were also presented. These studies measured the

sensitivity of the electron lifetime to the presence of isopropanol and oxygen, the

- temperature dependence of the drift velocity and tlm radiation tolerance of the gas.
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